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Abstnd
This paper addresses the ls.suc ofCftbanc:ing three aspects of the adolescent self: self
esteem, efficacy, and anributional style. The relationship between these three variables
and their link to well beina and some commoo adolescent problems ate discussed. Self
esteem, self efficacy, and .ttributioDa! style ate discussed in detail, including defutitions
of the concepts, theory development, and influences on each variable's development.
Self esteem, self efficacy, IDd attributionaJ style's effects on adolescents' cognitions.,
emotions, and behaviours ate also discussed. Characteristic self esteem, self efficacy. and
anributional style changes in adolescence, gender differences, and intervention strategies
are also outlined. This paper is intended for people dealing with adolescents (e.g.,
parents, teachers, otbm) and highlights the importance of, and methods to enhance, self
esteem. self efficacy, and anriburiooal style in the adolescents' self. Enhancement of
these aspects of the selfwill have a positive affect on adolcscent well being.
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Introduction
Parents are coocemed first and foremost with their childm1's well being, and with being
there to encourage them to Khieve their potential. TcacbtTs, educational psychologists.
and other members of the education system become 'in loco parentis' to children in
schooL The education system's staff are responsible for guiding their students'
achievement of requited edocariooal objectives, as well as developing students' pokntial
and enhancing their well being. This is evident in the Newfoundland education system.
with increasing nwnbers of scbools signing 00 to a more holistic approach to education
via the Department ofEducatioo's '"School Development" process. Scbool staffs arc
increasingly committing themselves 10 developing intellectual, emotional, social, and
spirilUal well being within the school community. This presents a problem for many
educators who may be unclear as to how 10 develop students' well being. Furthermore.
increasing workloads for educatiooal psydaologists and guidance counsellors (the usual
educational designates of such wJc.s) increases the lqCflCy for CKbcr educators to lcam
how to promote students' well being.
The intensity ofthtcats 10 one's sense ofselflDd well being may vary.:cording 10 one's
age group. Due to rapid physical, cognitive, affective, ud social development during
adolescence (Jacobs & Ganzel, 1993) and fllJC1UabODS In certain aspects of self
(Breakwell, 1992; Nicholls, 1990; Rosenberg. 1979), adolescents may be more
susceptible to lower or fluctuating states ofwell being. AdoIe:sccncc is an lmportanl
period of life. as problems fonning here may be detrimental to the developing adult self.
lbis developing sense ofselfdoes not form in a vacuum; significant othen (e.g.• parents.
teachers. other adolescents) playa major role in facilitating the development ofthe
adolescents' positive sense ofself and well being.
What is Adolts«a«?
A. Origin ofWaten.1 American adolescft«
Adolescence is a relatively new concept, and involves a transition ofself (Baumeister &
Tice. 1986). These autbors explaiDed that the history ofadoiesceoc:e and social culture
influenced adolescent development. The end of tile nineteenth century brought about a
shift on the locus and burden ofselfdefinition (Baumeister &, Tice. 1986; Harter, 1990).
Adolescents moved from predet:ennination of the adolcsc:ent's 'adult identity' by family,
community, and shared cultural values, to a process ofselfdefinition; choosing and
constructing h.islhcr own adult identity from multiple options (Baumeister &, Ta, 1986;
Harter, 1990). Baumeister and Tice (1986) noted four major characteristic changes in
American adolescents. These included Chao~5 in cultural conceptions ofadolescence,
social and economic status., adolescent task! occupation, and the developmental process
associated with adolescence. Up to the end of tile nineteenth century, adolescence was a
brief period in life. in which one was economically independent, and assumed the
identity. values. careers, aDd even the spouse chosen by hisIber parents. The new
Victorian concept ofadolescence shifted from the adolescellt who was ready to assume
adult roles (e.g., an adult size portion offann tasks) to the concept of adolescence as an
awkward phase of life, and a period when one was prone to confonnity, being anti·
intellectual. passive., in Deed ofmuch supervision, and vuI.ntTabIe (Ken. 1917).
Adolescent socioeconomic: SUtuS also changed; .oo~ts were viewed as wholly
dependent on their paret:lts, uncommitted to adult roles, given few or no responsibilities
(other than schoolwork), and bad "multiple options for adult identity" (Bawneister &.
Tiet. 1986, p. 188). Adolescents' occupational roles shifted from accepting the adult role
chosen fortbem bytbeir parents (e.g.,~ for a career in the 'trades'. military, or
clergy), to the attainment of "a noospecific liberal arts education that is presumed to be a
prerequisite for all sorts ofjobs, even housewifery" (Baumeister & Tice, 1986. p. 189).
Thus, adolescents had an~ role in creating their own adult identity.
Developmental processes such as .oolescem persouality and character development were
also different: previously, adolescent developmmla! tasks included acceptance ofhlslher
parents' moral and religious convictions. Today, adolescents' values are detennined by
oneself, with the major developmental task being identity formation (or undergoing an
identity crisis • Eriksoo, 1968). Western society's advmc:es in social and economic life
(e.g., public education and strict I,bour laws) also changed adolesceoce by extending this
period between childhood and adulthood. The Idolescents' new developmental task was
to construet an adult identity through self choice ofoccupation, but the loss ofconsensus
regarding political, religious, and moral "truths' in Western society created a "moratorium
status for the teenager" (Baumeister It: TIce, 1916, p. 197). Harter (1990) noted that in
this adolescent moratorium, society increased adolescents' KSeotity options, yet deprived
them of the basis to make these dccisilXlS. These findings make it clear that the
adolescent selfbas cbangecl over time.
B. Modern day adolcscate
Adolescence is a period ofgrowtb between cbildhood and adulthood. from age 12 to \9
years of age (Gemelli, 1996). A review ofthe literature noted various markers that
signalled the transition from cbildhood to adolescence. These included puberty (Kissiar &
Hagedorn. 1979), one's age (e.g., 13), the emergence of new cognitive and psychological
characteristics (e.g., fonn.1 operational thought, differentiated self concept. concern for
one's identity), social experieoc:u, and life events (e.g.• finishing elementary school.
working, dating, driving) (Mootema)'tT, Adams, &. GuJloaa, \990). Harter (1990) noted
that no clear markers signalled the cod, or even beginning, of .dolescence. Adolescence
is a time "characterized by 1'Ipid, physical, cognitive, affective, and social developmenl~
(Jacobs &. Ganzel, 1993, p. 7). It is accompanied by changes to the aclo)esc:ents' physical
and psychological make up as they experience nuctuaCions in their thoughts and feelings
about themselves, and instability within the self(Harter, 1990). Adolescence has also been
cited as a critical period of development that placed "'heavy demands on simultaneously
managing stressful biological, educational, and social changes" (Bandura. 1997, p. 160).
Research has noted that DlIjor biological changes characterized early adolescence, and
"significant changes in social roles" occurred in late adolescence (Dusek & Flaherty,
1981, p. 9). Jacobs and Ganzel (1993) noted that adolescence was a time when
adolescents began co make more dttisioos aod cope with ochers' often confliccmg
demands (e.g., parents, school, jobs, peen). Adolescents wae also plagued with new
concerns about themselves, such as their personal appearance and plans for the future
(Western. & SeMen, 1990). Brown (1993, p. 53) Slated "beliefs that one is attractive and
popular are critical during adolescence". Brcalcwell (1992) observed that adoles«nts
experienced heightened psychological estrangement and selfefficacy changes during
adolescence, as they moved from childrens' to adults' expectations. Thus, adolescence is
a period that involves some role ambiguity IDd &ustratioo as the adolescent is not a child.
nor does he/she have the status and responsibilities ofadullbood bestowed upon bimlbcr.
Due 10 their ambiguous status, people may treat an adolescent as a child, adult, or some
other uncertain status (Haner, 1990).
Adolescence has been cited as a time 10 explore one's values (Westeta & Bmnen, 1990.
p.27), and reorganize one's persGnality (Wexler, 1991). Harter (1990) noted that in
addition to changes in the self, there were changes in one's in1CfCS1 in the self, as the self
became the objec1 ofconstant obsavation and evaI\1Ition. Adolesunce bas also been
noted as a difficult period tharacteriz.ed by adjustment problems and problematic
behaviours (Benson et aI., 1994), motivational declines (Stipek & Maciver, 1989), and an
intense, labile range of heightened narcissism and selfpreoccupation caused by
emotional coofusion (Wexler, 1991). This preoccupation with the selfts partly sparked
by the adolescent's developlDa't of new cognitive abilities (Pope, McHayle. &:
Craighead, 1988). Ellrind (1978) discussed two types of adolescent egocentrism -
imaginary audience and persouJ fable. This author likened adolescents' preoccupation to
a perfonnance in front of III imaginary audience, and added adolescents held beliefs that
their thoughts. fecli.ngs, motives and experiences cannot be understood or experienced by
others (a personal fable).
The problems aDd co.eens of moden day adoJeKeats
While adolescence is a developmental period that is problematic, it may not be a time of
'stonn and stress'. Most adolescents Dlvigate this ttansitional period without excessive
disturbance or discord (BaDdura, 1997; Dusek &. Flaberty, 1981). Dusek and Flaherty
(1981) encounged an alternate view of adolescence: adolescence contained periods of
instability within a context of constant change, much of which could be accountable by
socio-c.u1tura.1 factors. Yet, this description should not trivialize adolescents' struggles and
frustrations experienced at various times throughout. adolescence. Few adults would
welcome the option of going through adolescence agaUl with only the skills and knowledge
they possessed at that time. Lowenthal. Thurner, and Chiriboga (197j) found that people in
various stages of life popularly reprQed adolescence as the worst age ofthc:ir lives.
Statements that adolescence is n01 a time ofextreme stress does not alleviate adolescents'
problems, nor aid in their adjustmmtlo cbaDgcsin~, Kieotity, thoughts, mood,
behaviour, selfpreocc~ IDd beiaJrteoed c:ooc:cm for otbm' opinion ofbimlberself.
Adolescents possess limited experiences co facilitate their adjustment, thus, these changes
can become the most dire ofemergmcies.
Western culture's extended period ofadolCSl:CftCC created DeW adolescent problems.
Baumeister and Tice (1986) noted that some adolescents retained their transitional
adolescent identity for prolonged periods, instead of forming an adult identiry. Societal
changes made adult identiry formation more difficuh for adolescents as they must "define
an identity within a given context, yet also choose aDd creaIe this cootelC1" (Baumeisttr &.
Tice, 1986, p. 197). These authors DOled that changing family conditions contributed to
adolescent problems such as ernocional turmoil (caused by increased family contact).
Parents' experiences with adolescents also cbanged, as adolescents were increasingly
dependent, and parents bad less CODtrol over their adolescent's identity formation.
Other adolescent problems arose from Western culture's new conccp1 ofadolescence.
Rosenberg (1985) noted that selfcriticism and othcT negative setffcclings were most
severe in adolescence. Bmdun (1997) DOled thai adolescents wilb self doubts (e.g.,
concerning their intellectual or social skills) and lacking supportive guidance were more
prone to depression. Depression has been noted in 20-25% (mild depression) and W.
(severe depression) ofadolescents (GaDS, 1990). Sexually transmitted diseases seem
more prevalent ill modem day .oolacen.ts; one out offoor adolescents contract a sexually
""",,,rutted disease beCon: graduoting high Khool (Gaos, 1990). T...... p<egnancy
statistics show that ooc out oftbree young women was pregnant before age 20 (Meece,
1991). Suiclde also ranked high in adoiesceoce. Suicide has been noted as the second
leading cause ofdeath in young people (a close secood to bomicide). and accowued for
11 % of deaths in the 15-19 age group (Garland & Zigler. 1993). Projcct Teen
N~wfoundland,a 1990 survey of2649 Newfoundland leenagers aged IS - 19. discov~rtd
many regional adolescent coocen1S. These coocems, in respective descending orckr of
importance. included lIll«ltainty ofpost secoDClary options (e.g., work, further stUdies).
constant lack of time, boredom, school, feeling stressed, financial concerns, personal
appearance. feelings of DOt being"as good as"~ depression. guilt, concern for
parents' nwriage, loneliness, and sexuality (Westen 8t.. 8cnnen. 1990).
ractors roDtributili1 to adoiCKUt wtU beiq - StU tsteem, H1rtffincy, aad
attributioaalll}'le
Good mental health and a positive state orwell being are touted as positive states of self
in this culture. Synder and Higgins (1986) reported that mentally healthy individuals
were cbaracteriscd by "uoreaIistiaJly positive views ofthanselvcs, exaggerated beliefs
of their personal coatrollDd uorcaIistic: optimism about their fittw'es" (Synder &. Higgins,
1986, p. 104). A related coacept is emotiooal well being, which bas been defmed as
"one's ability 10 relate to other people. fccl comfortable with the sel~ cope with
disappointments and stress, solve problems, celebrate succcsscs, and make dcc:istons"
(Page &. Page. 1993, p. S). The following papers consider three psychological variables
related to adolescents' positive concepts ofsel!. mental health. and well being; selfesteem.
selfeffieacy, and one's attributiooaJ style. Selfesteem is regarded as If: important
dimension ofself CODCept (Rosenberg, 1986) and refen to one's perception ofhislher
worth (Battle, 1987). Research bas shown that self esteem is the foundation of an
adolescent's well being(BattJe. 1987; Branden, 1988; Oed &. Ryan, 1995; Page &. Page.
1993). Another variable ~Iated to self concept is selfefficacy, which involves people's
judgements of their ability to perform a specific task given the skills they possess and the
circumstances they face (Bandura, 1986). Self efficacy beliefs cootribute to one's
physical, psychological, and psychosocial well being (Bandura. 1986, 1997; Nicholls.
1990; O'leary, 1992), and healthy development throughout the lifespan (Phillips &.
Zimmerman, 1990). A third variable is ODe'S attributional style, or one's intelpmation of
successful or failed outcomes and causes to these outcomes (Weiner, 1986). Positive
anributional style is associaled with a posn:ive selfimlge (Layden, 1982; Synder &.
Higgins, 1986), and enhanced feelings of control over one's environment (Wortman.
1976). Having control over the environment bas been associated with well being (APA
Task Force on Health Research, 1976; Bandun, 1986, 1997; NictlOlls, 1990). Thus,
positive attributiooaJ style promotes positive well being, whereas a negative anributiooal
style exacerbates dysfunctional behaviour (Storms &. McCaul, 1976). Selfesteem, self
efficacy, and attributional style bave associated negative and positive cognitions,
emotions, and behaviours. These variables' negative cognitions, emotions., and
behaviours are evident in common adolescent problems and concerns (e.g., feeling
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inferior to others. lack ofpersoaaI CODtrol, concem with academics. lack ofmotivation.
depression. stress, sexual behaviour. etc.). Positive levels of self estttm.. self efficacy.
and attributional style can be maintained and developed in adolescents. which promote a
more positive adolescent sense ofselfand well being.
The following three papm higbligbt the importance ofself esteem., sclfefficacy, and
attributional style to adolesceDt well being, and are intended for people dealing with
adolescents (e.g., parents, teachers, even the adolescent). These aspects of self will be
defmed in more detail, including theory development, aDd inflUC'nCCS on their
development. The importance ofself esteem, self efficacy, and attributional style in
adolescence, and associated positive and negative effects on adolescent cognitions.
emotions. and behaviours are noted. The developmental panems ofthcse three variables
throughout adolescence (including gender differences) are also noted. Finally,
intervention strategies for enhancing each variable, wbkb in tum positively affect
adolescent well being. are explained.
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Abstnct
This paper stresses the importance of self esteem as an aspect oflhe adolescent self.
First, selfesteem is defined. and a brief background on self esteem theory is reviewed.
Then, self esteem's association with adolescent well being, common adolescent
problems, and its importance in adolescence is highlighted, including the implications of
low and high self esteem. Characteristic self esteem changes and the rationale for these
self esteem sltifts in adolescence are aJso outlined. FinaJly, characteristic gender
differences in self esteem and adolescent self esteem interventions are discussed. This
account of adolescent self esteem will provide the educator (and others deaJing with
adolescents) with infonnation on the effects and changes in self esteem, for the purpose
of using the infonnation to foster higher levels of adolescent self esteem and well being.
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Wbat is self attt.?
When adolescents voice CODCmlS that their feeLinp are DOt understood. invesligating
their selfesteem may provide some insigbL Self esttem is a consuuct that bas a plethonl
ofresearcb. and a variety of definitions. Coopenmith (1961) defined selfcsteem as self
evaluations made and maintained which expressed selfapproval and indicated one's
beliefs of capability, significance, successfulness, and wonhiness. Branden (1969, p.
110) stated that selfesttem was a view ofone's selftbat entailed "a sense of personal
efficacy and a sense of personal worth". Battle (1981) described self esteem as the
individual's perception ofhislher own selfworth. Other researchm have noted that self
esteem refers to positive or negative evaluations of information (Newton. 1995: Pope,
McHayle, &. Craighead, 1988) or of feelings (Brown, 1993) .bout the sel[ Rosenberg
(1986) noted that selfesleem genertily involved feelizl&s ofself acceptance, selflWnK,
selfrespect, and feelings ofselfworth. Selfesteem bas also been cited as" ... central in
a broad netWork ofCOl1StrUCtS associated with motiVllioo, pe:formance, and well being .
. and bas often been fouod to ~Iate to more effective behaviour and better adjustment
than has lowself~gard"(Dcci &. Ryan. 1995, p. 31). Simplyswed, (global)selfesteem
is the general regard one holds for the self as a person {Hatler, 1990}.
Self esteem has been regarded by some as "the most important single aspect of self
concept" (Rosenberg, 1979, p. I3). Unfortunately, much research on self esteem fails to
distinguish it &om selfconccpt. Selfcoocepc: has been broacUy defined as the person's
total perceptions ofhimlbcrseIf (Coopenmith, 1967; Sbavelson k Bolus, 1982). whereas
self esteem is a more IWTOW concept dealing with perceptions and feelings ofone's
worth (Battle, 1987; Brown, 1993). Tbereare manyreference:s in the litmturt (e.g.•
Marsh, 1993) to self esteem as genera! self concept, whicb opposes Rosenberg's (1979)
delineation of self esteem as a component ofself concept.
Banle's (1987) review ofself~eem literature UDearthed many generalizations about self
esteem. First, self esteem is not ODe 'thing'. or uni-dimensiooaJ.. but consists of many
related facets, thus, is multidimensional. Second. self esteem is a subjective evaluative
phenomenon. This means that people have a subjective disposition to make judgements
about their self worth, whicb changes over time to include evaluation of their own
perfonnance in relation to others. Third, ooce established, self esteem "tends to be fairly
resistanl to change", although change can occur in any developmental period (Banle.
1987, p. 24). Banle (1987) COftttoded that inlCTVeOtion was required 10 achieve a
significant change in self estcclJl. Thus. people with low selfesteem would need some
sort of inlervention 10 enbaDce their selfesteem. Battle also DOted that selfcstmn was
stable by nature and grw:iual ill its development, aJthougb. some distwbance oc:cwred in
adolescence. Hodges and Wolf (1997) explained that self esteem had a cyclical nature, in
that self esteem espoused certain thought proccsscsl cognitions, emotions and behavioun
that perpetuated levels of selfesteem.
Haner (1986) oUlliDed two majorcoatribulors to sclfcsteem theory: James' (1890)
cognitive ·analytical theory ofcompeteocy·imponance discreprancy. and Cooley's (1902)
'looking glass self theory. James outliDed that people's selfwortbl esteem dtrived from
cognitive appraisals oftbeir competencies in various domains. and the importance of
success within these domains. The larger the discrepancy between competency (high or
low) and importance (very or oot very), the lower the judgement of their own worth.
Discrepancies closer 10 zero indicated 1bIt one's hierarcby ofperceived competencies was
congruent with ODe' 5 hierarchy ofjudgements concemi.ng the importance of success, thus
was associated with high. selfesteem. Cooley described the selfas ideas or a system of
ideas formed through commwtication with othen. and referTed to the self as a social
construct. His looking glass selftheory explained that ooe's self perceptions and self
feelings were determined by hislber beliefs of what other people thouJbt ofhimlher.
These self perceptions and feelings formed according to three principal elements: one's
perception of the selfs appearaoce 10 others., one's beliefs in bow ochers pera:ived bislher
"''''''''''', and reelU1gSRsuiting from this ..Ifporceplioo. Cool<y (1902. p. 184) staled
that, ·'the thing that moves us to pride or shame is not the mere reflection of owsc:lvC5.,
but ... imagined effect of this reflectioa upoo the other's mind". He provided examples
such as one's shame in appearing evasive in front straigbtforward people, cowardly in the
presence ofa brave people, aDd gross in the eyes ofw refined. person. Cooley noted that
one's social selffeeling(tbe social self) woukl be: biJb iftbe image reflected 10 the self
was favourable (high social support), and low iftbe image reflected was unfavourable
(low social support).
Haner (1986. p. 167) also noted that "'the origins ofour sense ofself lie in our
perceptions of what significant others think about us". The more one perceived
significant others as having regard for them, the higher the individual's self worth
(Harter, 1990). Sbe ex:plained. that e.cb ofthese sources ofself worth (James' and
Cooley's formulations) were stroogIy correlated with one's gcoeraI self worth, though
independent ofeacb other. Harter (1990) added that both high social support awt low
discrepancies were needed for positive selfwortb, as problems and negative effects in one
area (social support or discrepancies) could not be compensated by the other area and
lowered self worth. Sbe further explained that to enhance a child's sense of worth, there
should be an emphasis on competency· importance constructs and emotional support by
significant others in the child's social environment.
A definition ofself esteem can be swnmarized from this research. Essentially, self
esteem is an aspect ofselfthat is • multidimensional, relatively stable pm:cption and
feeling ofone's worth, derived largely from. our own and other's views of our
competencies. It is worthy to note that self esteem's gradual development is disturbed
during adolescence.
Why is self estftlll importa.t ia 1ICIoIacaace?
I. Self esteem u • COIItrihtiac &dor to adoltscnt well Hilll
Selfesteem's importaoee bas beco well documented in the literature. Rcscan:h has
shown that it is ". function of a VeT)' wide array of variables" in human behaviour (Wylie.
1989, p. 2), has an affect on individuals' day-ttH1ay happiness (Harter-, 1990). affects
one's functioning at various stages oftbe lifespan (Harter, 1990). and is the most constant
feature of an individual's experience (Rosenberg, 1986). Kissiar and Hagedorn (1979. p.
129) highlighted the importance of adolescent self esteem's strong influence on using
one's potential, as self esteem affected all aspects ofone's life, and constituted''the
essence of [one's) personality".
Torres, Fernandez and M-ceira (1995, p. 404) stated that selfesteem"is considered to be
one of the [personal] variables with the greatest potmtial for inhibitory or promotional
influence on bealtb behaviour". The influence of positive self esteem is critical during
adolescence. as many penooaI qualities acquired at this time affect the formation of
"favourable bealtb behaviour" (Toms C't aI .• p. 410). Torres et aI. found that adolescents'
general health (operationalized as mental health, personal health. social aspects ofhealth.
nutrition and safety) was significantly correlated to self esteem and the value adolescents
placed on health. Earlier studies by Abood & Conway (1992) noted that when the effect
ofhealtb value was coatrolled, self esteem still ptcdieted general wellness behaviours.
Zimmerman, Copeland, Shope, and Dietman (1997) also noted that adolescents with
consistently high. or modnately high lOCI rising, self esteem reponed developmentally
healthier behaviours aDd belie&: such as~ susceptibility to peer pressure. higber school
grades. less a1cobol usc aDd misuse. aDd less approvalftoleraDc:e ofdeviant behaviours.
Other research has nOied that an adolesc:atfs perceptions ofphysic:al health are linked to
hislher emotional well being. and are shaped by "the youth's overall sense offunc:tioning
as measured by the quality oftbeir family relationships, scbool achievement and self
esteem" (Vingilis, Wade, & Adlaf, 1998, p. 95). Selfest~m is also known to affect
one's achievement patterns, relationships with others, ability to adjust to environmental
demands, motivation, perfonoanc:e, effective bebaviola, and one's general state of well
being (Battle, 1987; Dcc:i & Ryan, 1995, Mruk, 1995; Wilson & Petruska, 1982).
Research has fouod • c:oonection between physical beaJth aDd self esteem. Bcnzer,
Adams, and Steinhardt (1991) fouod positive self esteem in late adolesc:ents and adults
was related to lower body dissatisfaction and eating restraint, and higher self reporu of
wellness. Adolescents' self esteem was also positively related to beliefs that one c:ou1d
fight illness, prevent sickness aDd ac:c:idents, make healthy choices in one's life (Dielman.
Shope, Bute:ban, Campanellie, & Caspar, 1989). Dielman et al. further noted that self
est~m's relationship to an intemaJ. heattb.locus ofcontrol was important, as an internal
health locus ofcontrol predicted positive health related behaviours. Giblin, Poland, and
Sachs (1986, 1987) also found. connection betweeo self esteem and health behaviour.
These researchers fotmd that pRgnant adolescents with low selfesteem had an increased
tendency to miss post partwn visits., whereas those with high self esteem anendcd these
visits. This connection betwtm self esteem aDd bealtb behaviour was further supponed
by Tennant (1993).. who fOUDd Idolescenls with high selfesteem and socialsuppon Wert
more likely to engage in bealtb promoting behaviours.
Research has also ShoWD thai self esteem is associated with one's mental health and
psychological well being (Rosenberg, Schooltr, Sch~bach, &. Rosenberg, 1995). Haner
(1990a, p. 231) noted that a positive sense of selfesteem was "central in the promotion
and maintenance of psychological bcalth and succcssfulidaptation". This relationship
between self esteem and mental bealth is important, as lower levels of mental health lead
to incteaSed psychopathology (e.I., lower ratings of genua] health, less life satisfaction,
cognitions of not having. purpose in life, feeling bope'ess) (Shell, 1998). Baker(1986)
also noted selfesteem's importaDce in adolesceocc, as positive and negative selfesteem
predicted positive and negative perceptions ofpersonal health, respectively.
Selfesteem also appcus to be related 10 personal safety and safety related behaviours.
Smith and Hc<:kert (1998) found. negative relatiODSbip betweat late adolescents' self
esteem and traffic accidmts and c:itations, such that low selfesteem was related to high
incidmce ofttaffic acc:ideotslc:itations. Geller, Robcns, and Gilmore (1996) found that
people's willingness to CQSW'C tbIt their work environment was safe for others was
positively associated wi.th high self esteem. Other researcll has noted • negative
relationship~ado~ts' self esteem md participation in risky. bealth
endangering behaviour. sutb as taking social risks (e.g., dropping out or being suspended
from school. riding with. dnmk driver, sexual activity, N'Uling .way. being arrested) and
substance use (e.g., alcobol. tobacco, marijuana) (Rouse, Ingersoll,/t Orr, 1998). These
researchers divided adolescents into three groups. depending on participation and ability
to cope with, risky, health endangering behaviours. These groupings included
adolescents who rarely participated in risky, health endangering behaviour (referred to as
normal adolescents), and two groups who more frequently participated in such
behaviours; those who seemed more able 10 cope with these behaviours (resilienl
adolescents), and those less able to cope (non-resilient adolescents). Rouse et al. found
decreasing levels ofselfesteem and increasing levels of risky behaviours in normal,
resilient, and non resilient adolcscents (respectively).
Self esteem is associaled with adolescents' nutrition and diewy habits. Pcsa (1998)
found that females' self esteem was the strongest psychosocial factor affecting weight
loss in nonnal weight adolescents, and a less though still significant ractor affecting
weight loss in underweight adolescents. Other research has noted selfesteem's
relationship to weight loss in obese adolescents who became non-obese (O'Brien, Smith,
Bush, & Peleg, 1990). Research has indicated a bidirectional nutrition· selfesteem
relationship, as healthy nutrition coupled with exercise weight training increased college
students' selfesteem, which caused. reductioD in depression (Peodola, 1996). Otbtt
studies have found programs dtsigoed 10 increase self esteem aod knowledge of healthy
behaviours increased healthy lifestyies in late adolescents (Megel. Wade. Hawkins.. &:
Nonon. 1994). Thus. it appears that selfeszeem has an effect, and can be effected by.
hea1thynutritiooal behaviour.
Many common problems experienced by adolescents are assocLalcd with self esteem.
Adolescents' self esteem has bem linked to peer confonnity and personal appearance
satisfaction (Kissiar & Hagedorn, 1979), perception of ability to achieve in school
(Brookover &: Thomas., 1964) socia! acceptance (Haner, 1990), motivation (Battle, 1987;
Rosenberg, 1979), depression (Battle. 1978, 1980; 1987a), academic performance
(Battle, 1991), and anxiety (Battle, 1918). Selfesteem bas also hem associated with
earlier initial sexual behaviour, suicide, and drug and akohol U5Ad abuse (1twin &:
Schafer, 1992; SkagerkKerst, 1989;Uribc&:Ostrov,1989,respec:tively). As well, self
esteem bas been linked with CODCetn with ODe'S competeocies Ind deficiencies
(Rosenberg, 1986). Tbesc studies indicale that high levels of self estemI. are associated
with more positive levels oftbese variables (e.g., higher motiVltion, lowerdepres.sion).
Consequently, the development ofpositive self esteem may help enhance healthy
outcomes or protect adolescents from engaging in problematic behaviours (ZimJnerman
etal,I997).
James' (1890) compeltoe)'- imponanced.iscrtpancy, and Cooley's (1902) looking glass
10
selfare modtls ofselfcoocept that stroogIy contribute 10 one's selfesteem. Haner
(1990) showed that these two models WftC causal in adolesceol: self worth fomwion.
Using lames' competc:ocy-importmce discrepaDcy model (the level ofcompdmcel
adequacy in relation to the importmce. judgement discrepanq). Harter (1990) foond that
some domains contributed more than others to the prediction ofchildhood and adolescent
self worth. She noted that the most important domains cootributing to the adolescent self
were physical appearance and social accepcance (respectively). with a lesser (though still
significant) degree of importance held on scholastic competence, athletic competence,
and behavioural conduct. Cooley (1902, p. 200) described adolescence as "a season of
passionate self-feeling", at which time social self-feelings can become vcry intense and
especially susceptible to others' reflcc:tions oftbe self. Harter (1990, p. 75) staled that
Cooley's looking glass selfmodel was highly relevant 10 adolescents., for within this
mood. "significant others lie the social minor into which one gazes for information that
defines the self', H.anct wem 00 10 show thal adolescents iDtorponte the attitudes of
significant others toward tbc:m, and noted the impact of particular sources ofsuppon:
parent and classmate support contributed moslla adolescent self worth, with less impact
being exerted by the support ofdose friends and teachen (respectively). Classmate
support was "at least as strong as [parent support) in early adolescence, ages thirteen to
fifteen", and seemed similar for children (Harter. 1990, p. 83). Further, she noted that the
acknowledgement of peers in the public domain (classroom) affcaed adolescent self
worth more than pcrsooal regard from a close friend, perhaps because the friend was
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perceived as a less objective source offeedbaclc with whicb to valicWc the self. Weiner
(1984) also described the importmce of social comparison within the classroom. He
explained that selfworth and pcrsooal esteem. were, in part, determined by success and
failure with exams and social comparison with c:1assmItes. Thus., cbaracteristics of
adolescence, such as of self criticism, seeking peer acceptance, and hyper sensitivity 10
others' opinions can negatively affect adolescent self esteem.
Research has shown that academic and work relatcd ac:hievement were major sources of
self esteem (Anderson &. Hayes, 1996). Self esteem wu also significantly associated
with students' ability perceptions to pnfonn academic tasks. IS well as poor academic
pcrfonnance (Banle. 1991; Downs & Rose. 1991). Thus., .selfestttm's association with
positive performance. and academic: performance's link with f'unft cueer opportUrtities.
make self esteem a very relevant iUlIe for IdoJesccnlS.
Rosenberg (1979. p. 53 -56) noctd that self~ was both III aspect of the motivational
system and a motive. He noted that the selfcsteem motive was a "wish to think well of
ourselves", bad "powerful emotiooal and behaviounl consequences", was ..actively
sought", and was "one of the most powerful [motives] in the human repertoire". Harter
(1986) also noted that selfesteem was an aspect ofmotivation, and proposed that self
worth I esteem mediated the strength of oW' feelings (bow happy and sad we are), which
in rum influenced our availab~ amolmts ofenergy and interest. Harter (1986, 1990)
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found that global self esteemIwortb bad. major impact on oae's mood or affective states.
and a lesser direct effect 011 motiVltioa. She proposed that self worth influenced
motivation int/irurly. as its effect was "'primarily mediated through affect" (Haner. 1986.
p. 173). Selfwortb~ to be strongly associated with ooe's affect: children who
liked themselves described themselves as happy, aDd those that did not like themselves
were more apt to feel sad and dqnessed. She further explained that affect. in tum. had a
powerful influence on one's general motivation. Haner (19901) noced that the happy
adolescent has greater energy levels and may be highly motivated to do activities.
whereas the sad or depressed adolescent bas little energy or desire to engage in activities.
Consequently, self esteem serves a functional role, as it mflucnccs one's affect and
subsequent motivation (Harter. 199Oa).
Kissiar and Hagedorn (1979, p. :ti) explained that an adolescent's selfevaluation was '"the
single most important factor in determining bis response to peer group pressure". These
authors noted that adoltseeDls' response to peer group pressure was related to
developmental changes. The transitioo from childhood to adulthood coincided with
feelings afbcing so<:ially, emociooally and inlcUectually inept, wherein one looked to
others for infonnation with whicb to help bimlber fonn hislbcr own selfCOrK:cpt. Peers
also influence the adolescent's self concept, as adolescents generally spend less time with
their family and more with their peers (Kissiar &. Hagedorn, 1979). Harter (199Oa, p.
226) noted that an adolescent's~ons ofsignificant others' attitudes toward
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himlberself"'profoWKlly impact their self esteem", with higbllow selfesteem caused by
perceived positive! negative reprd ofsignificant others (e.g., .-ents and peers),
respectively. Adolescents' peu group can also function as a retreal: from the: world of
adults, within which there are stroog attachments., solidarity, communication and love: yet
pressure, censure and ostracism also exist (Kissiar" Hagedorn, 1979). These authors
noted that adolescents with inadequate self esteem followed the crowd and were easily
swayed by their peer's conduct, demands. and challenges, in their search for acceptance
and secwity. Kissiar and Hagedorn went OD to propose that the solution to adolescents
being swayed by peer group pressure and manipulation is enhanced healthy self esteem.
This healthy self esteem cootributcd to a state ofbei.ng more "immune to harass~t.
manipulation, or entieemeat by peers" (p. 4).
These research studies bave outlined the importance ofself esteem 10 adolescents' well
being. as well as its role in common adoIcscmt problems and concerns. Self esteems'
role can be summarized as follows: High self esleett1 is a positive contributing factor to
adolescent well being, and low self esteem is • negative contributing factor to
adolescents' problems.
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2. Adoll:Kftl«: u •• _porta••~ for MlfestenI eba..,
Some reseazch bas proposed that adolescaJts should be targeted for self estetm
enhancement. Battle: (1984) found that adolescents (aged 15-17) and the elderly (aged
65+) earned lower selfesteem scores thin young and ID8tUre adults <aged 18·24, and 2S
- 64. respectively}. Thus, be rcc:ollllDCDded that adolescents and the elderly should be
targeted for self esteem enbancemcnt. Battle (1987) noted that self esteem was stable and
graduaJly devel~. but there was a self esteem disturbance in adolescence. Thus.
intervening during or prior to its initial distwbance may reduce the negative affect oflhis
disturbance, and lor facilitate more development after its disturbance. Battle went on 10
explain that stlf esteem enhan<:emeDl was a growth oriented process which was based on
the premise that all children CIn improve their ability to develop their potential mort
effeaively. "Thus the process ofcnhaocing selfesteem should be the goal for aU
cttildren, whether they possess low, intermediate or high selfesICml" (Battle, 1987, p.
77). Other researchers have DOted that cbaractcristic adolesccm problems an: assoc:illcd
with self esteem such as depression, anxiety, and increased drug and alcohol use
(Goldney, 1982; FimiaD Ie. Cross, 1986; Uribek Ostrov, 1919 respectively). Thus, these
srudies lend further support for adolescents' self «teem cohancemcnl, as increased self
esteem reduces the negative impact (or instances of) negative events/states, and enhances
their well being.
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SdrniH" _Del adolacnct - TM pattn'w of~....d wily it c•••aa
Battle (1981. p. 14) stated that "'{a]n individual's perception aCthe selfdevelops gradually
and becomes more differentiated as be matures and interw:t5 with significant others.
Perception ofself worth, once established, tends to be fairly stable and resistant to
change". Battle (1987) found that selfcsteem was gradual in its development WItH it
stabilized at approltimately age IO,IDd with inc:reasina age became more stable and
differentiated. Yet there was a cIisturbmce in self CSkt'm during adolcsceoce. Different
researchers alternatively deseribed self esteem in .dolcscmce as Ouctuating (Rosenberg.
1979,1986; Wexler. 1991), and low (Newton. 1995). Newton (I99S, p. 83) Slated there
was "8 tendency for self-esteem to be relatively low dwing early adolescence", and found
thai self esteem built during adolescence, with characteristic levels in each stage of
adolescence. Rosenberg (1979) also noled decreased global selfesteem in early
adolescence. The American Association ofUnivmity Women (AAUW) study {as cited
in Meece. 1997; and Anderson &. Hayes. 1996) fouod that there was. decline in self
esteem (more severe for girls) as girls mel boys entered adolescence. and that selfesteem
wasg~ly re-eslablished by late adolesceoce.
Early, middle, and late adolescence: seem to correspond to gc:neral stages in self estc:c:m
development. During the withdrawal and isolation stages (approximately ages 11- 16),
"'teens are overly self-conscious aod sclf-eritical" (Newton, p. Il). Rosenberg (1919,
1986) noted that self esteem decliDed starting at age 10, reacbc:d its 'owest point bc:twec:n
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ages 12·14 (early adolcsccoce), aDd thea scarted to improve. Newton (1995) noted that
during middle adolcscen« (approximately 14-16) activities such as fantasy. successful
role experimentation, and developiDg competencies may contribute to a rise in self
esteem. Late adolescence (approximately 16· 18 years old) is associated with
"experimentation with roles and efficacy bebavioW'S [that] lead to integration of selves
into (a] coherent self' (Newton, 1995. p. 83), and increasingly stable self esteem.
Rosenberg (1979, p. 239) explaiDcd that "giobU, but GOt specific self esteem, rises in later
adolescence". Improvement in global self esteem may be due to many factors: a universal
desire for high selfesteem (McCarthy &: Hoge, 1982), cnbanced competence and social
skills, which produced improved reflected appraisals. social comparisons. and self
attributions (Rosenberg, 1979), andlor enhanced freedom and autonomy in adolescence in
selecting peers and contelCts likely to enhance self esteem (Rosmbcrg, 1986).
Haner (19908) explained that the magnitude ofself esteem cbmge in adolescence was
largely dependent OD pubertal cbaDge and the impact nftbc scbool environment (a match
or mismatch between the scbool environment and)'OWlS adolescent's needs). Harter
(1986) and NewtOQ (1995) noted that changes in educatioDal environments. such as
transitions from elementary to jllllior high school and junior to senior high school,
(respectively), affected one's self worth. This self worth change occurred at a time when
there were increased academic dtmmds and other developmental changes. such as
cognitive, pubertal, social status (e.g., from high status in the previous school to low
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staNS in the DeW. upptt grades scbool). Harter (199Oa) noted that students who
experienced self esteem decreases after an educatioaal transition reponed less social
suppon after the transition, aDd displayed inclQSCd discrepancies between the importance
ofsuccess in particular domains and their perceived competence in the domain. Thus.
educational transitions affect both preadolescent and adolescent self esteem.
Selfconsciousness is a typical put ofadolcsccnce (Lemer, 1997). Early adolescents
perceive themselves as p:rfonning to an "'imaginary audience" (others are watching
them), and "tend to usc a peer group as a social form ofself-evaluation" (NC'IlitOll, p.
125). This is similar to Cooley's (1902) looking glass self theory, in which others are a
social minor referred to to detect others' opinions toward them, and influences feelings
about the self. 11lis characteristic selfconsciousness could affect adolescents' self
esteem. in that the adolescents' selfesteem is partially derivcd. from others' opinions.
Harter (1996, p. 39) stated that adolescans codorsina the kK>king glass self "fate worse
in tenns ofgreater preoccupatioo with approval, [had) greater Ouctuatioos in selfesteem,
[and] lower levels ofboth approval and selfesleml, as well as [peater] distractibility in
the classroom".
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InOuu«s OB HlfntH. tile..with •
Previously, it was DOled that selfesteem changed with age. [t sbould be noted that the
influences that affect ~If esteem also change as cbild:reo aBC' (Rosenberg, 1986).
Rosenberg noced four infllJellCCS 011 self esceem; sociodemographic. behavioural.
interpersonal. and contextual influeoces. Social clus was found to affect children, but
had a stronger effect on adolescents' self esteem. Behavioural influences also change;
occupational success effects selfesteem more than school marks after adolescents
graduate high school. Interpersonal influences change bctwmt childhood and
adolescence, as children are more influenced by "perceived parental attitudes towards the
self', whereas peer judgttnents are more influential with adolescent self esteem
(Rosenberg, 1986, p. 123). Contextually, feelings ofselfesteem wac highest when
adolescents were witb their friends, aod lowest when. they Wft'C in a classroom.
Problems associaled willi low Mlfest~
Low self esteem bas been defined in many related ways. RoKnberg (1979, p. 54)
described a pmon with low self esteem as "Jack(ing] respect for himself, consider[ing)
himself unworthy, inadequate, or otherwise seriously deficicut as a persoo", and as
innately dissatisfying and not pleasurable. Hattie (1992, p. 2S2~3) described low self
estecmas:
Differentiation without a c:ommon thread; believing tlw you arc more at the
mercy of the whims ofotbers aDd envirollmcnt; baYing~ control; being less
effective in engaging others; leads to difficulties in ac:c:epting others, coping with
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the world and the iDdividual's place in the world; aDd it makes it difficult for the
individual to~ 0Ulc0mes of interactions that would enhance coping more
effectively next time.
Battlc's (1987, p. 30) profile oftbe child with low selfesttem lUted thai the child!
adolescent:
Generally possess(es) pessimistic views rcprdina themselves and tbcir ability to
exert a significant effect on their cuvirooment. The youngster ... typically does
not consider himself to be 15 competent IS his cbrooological age mates and
generally lacks confidence in his ability to perform acIdcmic tasJci. These
children tend to display a dysphoric (unhappy) disposition, and they typically fccl
that parents and otbeT significant others do not love and prize them as much as
they should. The child ... usually experiences difficulties in his or her
interpersonal interlctions with peetS and rarely assumes positions of leadership.
Pope ct al. (1988) and Newton (1995) explained that low self esteem resulted from large
discrepancies between the "perceived'" or "actual self' (an objective view of
present/absent skills. cbaractcristics. and qualities) and 'idealized self" (image ofthc
person we would like to be<:ome). Brown (1993, p. SO) perctivtd the difference betwml
low and high self esteem as a "diffcrence in emphasis and style mbcT thin substance".
He went further to explain that both groups boosted tMir self evaluations in response to
self wonh threats, thouah the people with low self csceem used indirect fonns ofself
enhancement after failure. Pt'Ople with higb selfesteem use direct forms ofself
enhancement after failure; they take active steps to offset the negative implications of
failure by boosting their own qualities (e.g., "I have wonhy/good characteristics").
Alternatively, the person with low selfesteem tends to passively accept the negative
2.
implications of failure, and seeks to indirectly! vicariously increase their self worth by
exaggerating other's qualities with whom they are associ8tCd (e.g., "my classmates!
familyl spouse! group have these 'good' characteristics''), The person with low self
esteem uses others as extensions of themselves in an attempt to indirectly increase one's
self esteem (Brown, 1993). Worthy of note was Westera and Bennett's (1990) finding
that NewfOWldland adolescents' did not feel "as good as" others. which Brown (1993)
would consider an indication ofa lower level ofselfesteem (e.g., an attempt to
vicariously increase one's own selfesteem through others).
Table I provides an overview ofa literature review detailing associations between low
selfesteem and one's cognitions (which includes one's thoughts, beliefs and
perceptions). emotions and behaviours. 11 should be noted that in some cases, it was not
clear as to the cause and effect relationship between low self esteem and the cited
problem. Regardless, it would appear the low self esteem was innately dissatisfying and
not pleasurable (Rosenberg, 1979), and was linked to poor well being (Battle, 1987;
Wilson & Petruska, t982).
Tabkt
SummIT of Igw Klfcseem', tIfssJ en the imtjyidyel.
Decreased beliefs in one's Increased depression
ability to achieve
academically
Increased beliefs in self as Increased emotional
inadequate! deficient disturbance
Increased artificially positive Increascd anxiety
perception of the world (as
proof to selfand others of
their worth)
Increased pert:eption of Dccreascd feelings of
negative feedback as accurate satisfaction with life
Increast'd belief that others locteaSed feelings of
will reject himlher jealousy
Increast'd negative views of Increased negative
various dimensions of the self affective states
Increased perceptions of task Increased fear of
failure as indicative ofNture intimacy
failwe in new and urftlated
wI<.
Decreased beliefs in fUture Increased emotioaal
success, despite pastIpre:sent imm8turity
experiences with success
Increased beliefs that belshe Increased fear of
has greater difficulties in
forming friendships than
others
BdaaviCHIn
Increased submissiveness
Increased destructiveness
Increased withdrawal from
Olbers
1Dcreased passivity in
adapting to environmental
demands and pressures
Dec<eased personal
ac<:ept&nCC
Increased involvement in
ex:ploitive relationships
Decreased willingness to
eltprCSScODlJOversial
opinions., even when they
kDowtbeyartcorrect
lncreased tendency to be aD
invisible member in social
groups; rarely serve as a
Icade<
Increased tendency to be
isolates
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Table 1 (con't)
Cognitions
Increased belief in selfas
'defeated'
EIBOtiODI Bebavioun
lacreased loneliness Increased retreat into
himselDberself and
withdrawal from othets
Increased perception of self as Increased! iaconsistent Increased tendency to remain
responsible for experienced feelings ofdistress quiet ifhelshe feels that
negative events dissent will evoke a personal
attack
Increased use of negative Increased feelings of Increased strong, defensive
schemaslperceptions to inferiority rell(:tions to criticism
interpret one's environment
Increased perception of self as increased timid
socially unacceptable feelings
Decreased use of self serving Increased feelings of
and setfprotective selfhatred
attributions
Increased perception of Increased feelings of
deviant behaviours as positive vulnerability
or acceptable
Increased participation in
deviant! delinquent
bebaviours
Decreased academic
perfonnance {
wtderachievement at school
and worl<
Decreased positive risk
taking (e.g., not attempt
difficuh Wiks)
Increased tendency to give in
to peer pressure
Decreased task pcrformam::e
and persistence following
failure
lncrcased tendency to wait
for others to come to them,
rather than ask for help (may
negatively affect
ll(:hievement)
Table 1 (c:oa't)
CopitiODS
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1Dcreased rejection of
positive information about
bimlbcnelf
Increased negative response
to others· critical appraisal
Decreased /limited ability to
take others' pe:rspcctivcs
lncrused abusive treatment
(violence, molestation)
Increased sexual
dysfunction
1n<:reased suicidel attempts
locreascd aggression
lDcreased anomia
Increased substance uscI
abuse
Increased risk ofschool
dclmqumcy and dropping
out of school
lncra:sed intro-punitive
tendency (e.g_. being hard on
oneself)
Increased maladjustment to
environmental demands
Increased negative
IttKbmcnts to self! others
lDcreased involvcmcot in
risky sexual bebavioW'
leading to pregDIDC)'
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Table 1 (COD't)
CopitiODS
Increased &equency to nun
inward and dwell upon
themselves when distracted
by p<nooaI coneoms
lDcreased tendency of having
fanatical allegiance to sports
teams, excessive patriotism.
and hero worship
Decreased agreeableness
with others
Increased irritability
• Sources: Bachman, 1970; Bittle. 1978; Branden, 1988; Bro'Ml. 1993; Campbell.
1981; Coopersmith, 1967; Cruz PCTeZ, 1973; Downs &. Rose. 1991; Fimian &Cros.s,
1986; Greenier. Kemis, & Wascbull, 1995; Harter. 199Oa; Kemis., 1995; Krupp, 1992;
luck &. Heiss. 1972; Mrok, 1995; Pope et aI., t938; Roseabng 1965. 1986; Rugel. 1995.
Shtauger&Rosenbtrg, 1970; Sbraugcr&Sonnan.1977;Skager&Kerst, 1989;
Skoolvik, 1990; Uribe & Ostrov, 19B9;ZimmmnaoetaJ.,l997.
Table 1 details low selfesteem's correlltion with manyocgative cognitioos, emotions,
and behaviours, that ocptively conaibule to one's well being. Adolescents' initial drop
and slow increase in self esteem place them more at risk for aeptive cognitions.
emotions. bebaviours associated with low selfesteem. thus., arc more susceptible to a
lower state of well being. Essentially, people with low selfesteem "experience virtually
every negative emotion more intensely" (Kcmis, 1995, p. 125). Students with low self
esteem are caught in a cycle in which negative perceptions oftbcic ability foster the
fonnation ofadditiooai ocptive feelings. Studans' possibilities and achievement are
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limited by their inability to take risks aDd face the cba1lenges of life (Hodges & Wolf.
1991). Thus, to increase sclfesteem would increase an adolesceDt's abilities to cope with
life both in school and in the world beyond school.
Reoefits or hilb self61_
High selfesteem has various definitions in the literature, Pope et aI. (1988. p. 2) defined
high selfesteem as ". healthy view of the self', in which there were positive evaluations
about the self, and positive feelings about one's strong points without being harshly
crilical ofone's shortcomings. Rosenbetg (1979) explained that high selfcsteem referred
to having self respect. considering oneselfa person ofworth, and apprttiating one's own
merits while recognizing hislber faults (faults they hope aDd expect to ovm:ome). Baule
(1987, p. 27·28) outlined a schematic profile for a youth with high. selfcstcem:
Geoerally considers [bimIbmelf] to be capable with dealing effectively with the
demands of the internal aod external environments. Thus the child perceives that
be: is loved by sipUficmt otbets (especially parents) IUd that he is worthy ofthis
love. The child ... coosidm interpmooal relationships with peers to be positive
and mutually beneficial, tnlically reels tbat peen r<prd him highly and _
his point ofview. The child ... typiully fecls that he is at least as smart as his
chronological age mates, and generally reports that he is satisfied with his
performance at school.
Brown (1993) noted that people with high selfesteem believed they possessed many
positive qualities. particularly in relation to others, and were 'good' at many things.
Rosenberg (1979. p. 54) ooted that a persoo with high self esteem "does not consider
himselfbettcr than most others but oeitbcr docs be consider bimsclfworsc". Pope et aI.
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(1988) and Newton (1995) proposed that high selfesceem resulted &om small
discrepancies between the "perceived" or ..actuaI sci" aDd "idealized self'.
Mruk (1995) explained that positive or high self esteem was associated with positive
mental health/psychological well being. He reponed a correlational link between self
esteem and ''personal adju.stJnmt. internal control, the likelihood ofa favourable outcome
in therapy, positive adjustment to aging and old age. autonomy, and a tcockney toward
androgyny"(p. 1). Phelan (1995, p. 115) also referenced the positive selfesteem • well
being relationship in his statement thIt "[r)ca1istic and positive selfesteem is essential to
maintaining a good mood, auertiDg ooeself\lti.th confidence. getting along with others.
and even keeping physitally healthy"'. Ortman (1988) showed that adolescents' feelings
of satisfaction depended pardy on baYing some control over their lives., the ability to
make choices. and assuming responsibility for their own behaviour. Thus., early
intervention into self esteem development may make it easier to bagbten self~ in
adolescence. provide the Idolesccot with a"good" evaluation of their self-concept. boost
selfesteem before it stabilizes and brccomcs more "ingrained" into the person's
personality, and promote positive adolescent self esteem.
Table 2 provides an overview of. literature review detailing associations between high
self esteem and one's cognitions, emotions and behaviours. It should be Doted that in
some cases, it was DOt clear as to the cause aDd effect relmonship between high self
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esteem and the cited situation. Regardless. it would appear that reasonably high self
esteem was linked topositivc weD bcing(Deci& Ryan, 1995; Mruk, 1995; Rosenbergel
aI., 1995; Torres et aI., 1995).
Table 2
Summary Q(bigb selfest;cm', affect on tbs; individual-
Cognitions
Increased bcliefin one's ability
to deal with situations
Increased beliefs in selrs
effectiveness in dealing with
internal and external
environmental demands
Increased beliefs that one is
loved by significant others
(especially parents) and that
he/she is worthy of this love
Increased perception that selrs
interpersonal relationships with
peers are positive and mutually
beneficial
Increased beliefs that self is
autonomous
Increased beliefs that self will
succeed
lncreased feelings of
happiness
Decreased feelings of
anxiety in various
situations
Increased feelings of
self love
Increased feelings of
being proud ofhiml
be""lf
Increased feelings of
superiority
Increased feelings of
satisfaction with selrs
performance at school
and work
Beltavioun
Increased effectiveness in
meeting environmental
demands
Increased use ofactive
and assertive behavioun
Increased alteration of
work perfomunce in
relation to the work
groups'supportiveness
(adaptiveness)
Inc:rcascd positive
interactions with peers
(resulting in popularity)
Increased participation in
exploratory and
independent activities
Increased use of self
serving defences against
threats and others'
attempts to demean
bimlber
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Table 2 (coa't)
CognitioDs
Increased beliefs that self is at
least as smart as hislhcr
chronological agc mates
Increased belieftbat selrs
chosen career will be satisfying
Increased belief that self has the
abilities to succeed at hislher
career
Increased I more favourable
efficacy beliefs
Increased positive thoughts
about the self
Increased thoughts ofself
acceptance
Increased thoughts ofself
respect
Increased beliefs that peers
regard himlher highly and
respect his! her point of view
Increased beliefs that self is a
person ofworth
Increased persistence and
motivation in school
Increased behaviours
leading to academic
success in school
Increased work output in
response to significant
negative feedback
Increased positive
responses to stress
Increased resislence of
negative social
judgements
.Sources: Battle,1987,1991; Brockoer,1988; Brockner&EIkind.1985;Coopersmith,
1967; Irwin &. Schafer. 1992; Krupp, 1992; Meece, 1997; Mossholder. Bcdcian, &.
Armenakas, 1981, 1982; Pope et ai., 1988; Ryckman" Rodda, 1972
Table 2 outlines the positive eff~ ofhigh self esteem on people's cognitions, emotions.
and behaviours (work and DOD work related). Worthy ofnote is the study by Irwin and
,.
Schafer (1992), which found that high self esteem was usocialed with Iowa- rates of
early sexual activity,. rctcvam pbeoommoo in today'! adotescans. Other research has
noted that modem day adolescent promiscuity and sexualllCtivity It yotmger ages has led
to a HproliferatioQ ofsexually transmitted diseases and later difficulty with development
of intimate relationships, .. teenage pregnancy. and inability to establish stable families.
thereby affecting the oext aeoeratioo" (Newton, 1995, p. 98-99). Th\1S, increasing self
esteem may be a useful part ofa larger effort to prevent teen pregnancies and increase
one's quality oCIiCe.
Krupp (1992) noted that a self esteem cycle exists; positive self esteem begets more
positive self esteem, and lower self esteem results in further ~tive self feelings. Thus,
ifan adolescent's self esteem was increased, the: virtue ofbaving biBb sclfcstcem seemN
to ensure it remained high or at least was less liUly to become oeptive. These higher
self esteem levels woukl reinforce tbemsclves with further advances and maintenance of
nigh self esteem. An adolescents' high selfesteem insulates b.imIber &om the negative
effects of situations they cncOWUCT (e.g.• could resist peer pressure), and allows bimlber
to be faced with their shortcomings~ nOl be negatively affected by them (Kissiu &
Hagedorn, 1979; Pope et aI., 1988; Rosenberg, 1979).
It should be qualified that high self esteem is DOl: always a positive thing; in the extreme
or distorted range. selfcstcem can have the opposite affect. Brown (1993) DOted that the
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pervasiveness ofhigb distorted self esteem. was probably low (yet still important).
Coopersmith (1967) reported that in bis studies. 10% ofpcople had 'ovcrlyhigh' self
esteem. Oed and Ryan (1995) noted that the rqative ctTem ofovmyl unsuitably high
self esteem included other's angry and aggressive raponses toward him! her. and one's
egotistic illusions leading to poor performance. Greenier et al. (1995) Doted thai people
with unstable high selfesteem may be threatened by a variety ofnegative self relevant
events, and engaged in more selfenhancing and self protective strategies. Yet Greenier e1
al. also highlighted the importance ofhigb selfesteem in combaning this reaction. as
people with (reasonably) high. self esteem felt they were worthwhile individuals, were
satisfied and liked themselves. had confidence in their abilities and skills, yet accepted
their weaknesses. Therefore, they do not need contitlual validation of their worth to feci
worthy.
Geoder differnccs ill adoIescdt selfateal
Adolescent females are particularly susceptible to unique problems stemming from self
esteem. Newton (1995, p. 187) noted that "[flor some girls. selfidentificatiOll with body
shape is especially problematic. . If somehow they can improve their body
appearance, they think they will feel bener inside. These yOWlg women have merged
their identity and self-worth with appearance and body sbapen. A study by the American
Association ofUnivenity Womeo (as cited in Meece, 1997; and Anderson "Hayes,
1996) found that gender differences in self esteem arose in early adolescence, due to
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physical changes and social environment. Girls suffered lower levels of self esteem
throughout adolescence, and entered adulthood with "lower levels of self esteem, poorer
self image, and lower life expectations than their male counteTparts" (Mtc(;c. 1997. p.
335). Early maturing girls~ especially susceptible to low self esteem (Brooks·Gunn
& Peterson, 1983). Rosenberg (1986) noted that physical attractiveness was one area in
which adolescent females bad lower self esteem than males. Thus, people working with
.adolescents should pay particular attention to developing female adolescents' self esteem.
Interventions to cab.Dce .doles«nb' ••festeem
Battle (1987; 1990) recommended that adolescent's self esteem be targeted and outlined
many successful self esteem enhancement programs for children and adolescents. Early
intervention in selfesteem development may make it easier to heighten self esteem in
adolescence, provide the adolescent with a positive evaluation oftheir self-concept, and
boost self esteem before it stabilizes and becomes more ingrained into hislher personality.
Thus, intervention at tltis time could foster positive adolescent self esteem formation. As
previously mentioned, self esteem is a multidimensional phenomenon, thus enhancement
strategies should address specific facets of self esteem (Battle, 1987, 1990). The effetts
of these self esteem enhancement programs which wge1 a specific facet may be
important to other facets of selfesteem. ''-For instance, activities that are intended to
enhance or promote academic self esteem may have a generalizing dIet1, and as a
consequence may enhance general and scx:ial self esteem as well" (Battle, 1987, p. 89).
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The role of educators and pumts ill developing yowh's selfcsteem was otalioed by
Banle (1981), who advocated • team approICb to eIlbanc:ing adolescent selfnimh as
likely 10 be most successful. Battle (1987; 1990) provided many selfesteem
enhancement strategies for general. parent-related. social, personal, and academic facets
of self esteem. It seemed that in all these facets of selfesteem, positive interactions
between the adolescent and significant others (e.g.• teachers, parents), and success
experiences (success at important tasks) coouiblled to enhancing the adolescents' self
esteem (Banle. 1990).
General self esteem refers to people's (e.g.• adolescent's) overall general percept:ions of
their worth (Battle, 1990). General self esteem can be enhanced wough self image
enhancement (especially important for adolescent females), individual counselling
(addressing problmlS the adolescent is expmeoeing), and group counselling programs
(addressing the adolcscmt group's problems and pmnitting adolescents to exchange their
perspectives) (Battle. 1987). Physical traininS programs that promote "'weJlness, cardt.>
vascular efficiency, strength. mdtnnet, and seneral well being (also) exert. positi..-e
effect on one's general selfesteem" (Battle, 1990, p. 180). Battle also noted that
reasonable and obtainable personal expecWions positively affected adolescent and adult
self esteem.
Parentlhome related selfesteml. refers to the adolesceut's "'pm:eptioo. ofhis status at
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bome - which includes his subjective perceptioos of bow his~ts view him" (Battle.
t987, p. 87). Battle explained that parents bad the stroogeSl effect 00 tbrir children's self
esteem and should "'make oven.uempts to provide children with mutual respect.
WlCOnditiOnal positive regard, and encouragement" (p. 89). Parents WI seek aid in
counselling (group or individual) and positive focussing on the parent - child interaction.
in learning to enhance their adolescent's parent - related self esteem. COWlSClling would
include baving the parent learn positive communication and interaction patterns. effective
child management strategies, and learning bow to help their child explofC and develop
problem solving and self enhancing behaviour. Parent-eh.ild int~tions are "crucial to
the well being oflhe child" (Battle. 1987, p. 89). Parents who wish to develop positive
parent-child interactions should focus on bow they interact with the child to ensure the
child feels wonhy and 10\'Cd.
Social seJfest«m refers to the adolescal.t's perceptions ofinteTpmOOl1 peer
relationships (Battle, 1990). Harter (1986) noted that social cornpcttoce., or the belief that
one bad the ability to successfully navigate soc:ial relatioostUps. was one of the most
valued competencies in .dolescence. Thus., social selfesteem is an important area for
adolescent esteem eohaDcmrent. Social sclf esteem can be enhanced through
counselling; both individual (addressing problems the adolescent is experiencing of a
social nature), and group counselling. Class discussion facilitated the development of
intcrpc:rsonal, problem solving, IDd communication skills. and "'provide[d] opportunities
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for emotiooal and intellectual rebearsal. reassuraoce. aDd suppon., and chances to deal
with specific problems ofgroup members" (BIttle. 1987, p. 79). Other ways to increase
social self esteem include. 'jigsaw puzzle • technique. school camping ttips., and
programmi.ng. The jigsaw puzzle teehnique emphasises mutual respect and coopeRlion
between students. rath« than in-c::lau competitiveness. School camping trips can foster
increased emotional growth, social adaptive behaviour. and cooperation. Programming
can also be specifically designed to increase youth's feelings ofpc:rsona.l effectiveness.
self confidence, and understanding of inte:tpe:rSOOal relationships (Battle, 1987). One
such school curriculum! program may be the NewfoundllUld Department ofEducation's
Grade Nine "Adolescence" course (e.g., Casey, 1991). Social self esteem can also be
increased through assemVCDt$S training, which is beneficial in interpersonal situations.
and social skills development programs. which promotes more positive interactions
(Battle, 1990)
Academic self esteem is very importmt in adolescence. This is due to the relationship
between increased options for the: adolescent's future and academic success (e.g.• post
secondary options, carter entries, scbolarship opportunities). Self esteem is significantly
associated with students' perc~onsofability to perfonn academic tasks (Battle. 1991).
as well as academic achievement (Battle, L987). Academic self esteem can be enhanced
through parent training programs, peer tutoring programs, IDd teaeber·pupil interactions
(Banle. 1987). Earlier, it wu DOted that parents strongly affect their children's self
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esteem. and needed 10 use mUNal respect, UDCODditiooal positive rqard, aDd
encouragement with lbeir cbildml. Brookover aDd Thomas (1964) found that parents
involved in group sessiOllS desiped to help them help their children to develop more:
effectively leel to enhanced self esteem and increased their children's academic
achievement. Peer tutoring programs have ina'eased both the tutor and Met'5 academic
self esteem, in addition to "improveDlCDt in motivation, sense of responsibility, ... [and)
attitudes in school" (Battle, 1987, p. 83). He further explained thlt the teacher-pupil
interaction was a ''major force affecting the academic self esteem of students" (p. 84). A
positive teacher-pupil intcraetion process included the teacher's cornrmmieations to the
student that be/she was a person aCworth. and that this evaluation was not contingent on
any predetermined condition. The teacher would also provide structure, clear bdlavioural
expectations, and a sense of student responsibility to function in this fashion and asswne
responsibility for their actions. This positive teaeher-pupil interaction procns enhances
adolescents' academic self esteem aod academic .chievemeat. Bank (1990) noted that
self esteem can be promoted by teachers who set the appropriate mnospbeTe, and he
wrote a "first day ofclass" script: for junior and senior high teachers to help create this
atmosphere. He went further to report "seven secrets" for facilitating adolescent self
esteem: structure tasks to build in success; be non-judgmental and emphasize the
adolescents' positive bebavioun; develop adolescents' successes to create new successes
and interests; use adolescents' sparks ofintercst 10 develop new skiUs and intaact
effectively with others; acknowledge adolesccD1s' accomplisbments; have realistic
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expectations {or studeots; aDd make the topics excitin& and active. Battle (1981)
explained that the teacher-pupil intenct:i.on process affected the students' percepl:ions of
ability to achieve academic success (ooc's selfefficacy in.uaining the academic goal)
and actual academic success, and that .cadcmic .selfesteem was more closely related to
perceived academic success than actual success. Thus, teaebers can foster adolescents'
development of perceived academic success and academic self esteem, as well as create a
milieu promoting selfesteem enhancement.
Battle (1990, p. 181) noled that personal selfesteem referred to "'the individual's most
intimate perceptions ofself worth". He further explained that this facet ofsclfesteern can
be enhanced through unconditional positive .self regard. encow'I;gernent, problem
resolution programs. mutual rcspc:cl, and psycbochcTapy. Unconditional positive regard
involved significant others communicating to each other that they love him! her
WlconditionaJly. and that tbcirown caring and praise was DOt based on anypredctennincd
conditions. Encow-agematt rc:femd to significant others' emphasis OIl each other's
positive behaviours, recognition oftbcir assets and streDBths. and minimizing their
mistakes. Problem resolution training programs entailed instruction in problem solving
skills (how to clarify problems. explore alternatives, assess the consequences of
alternatives, and choose selfenhancing modes of behaviour). Mutual respect involved
significant others communicating to each other that they were respected and had the wne
basic rights as others"ofsimilarage IDd SWWitt(BaltJe, 1m,p.lU). BattiealsollOIed
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that psychotherapy involving. therapist's DOD-judgmental interactioos., murual respect
and unconditional positive regard toward the adolescalt could inc:rease adolesccnt self
esteem.
Banle (1990) noted that parents, tcac:bers, and psycbotberapisu were three important
caretaker groups who promoted sclfesteem enhancement in our culture. chiefly through
interactive strategies. He later noted that many programs that claim to enhance self
esteem are effective bcc:ause of the program's interactive nature, rather than the
program's content (BatUe, 1991). Such interactive programs typically include mutual
respect, unconditional positive regard. encouragement, and reOective listening (reflecting
the feelings as well as the meanings ofochers' communications). Otherpositivt
adolescent selfestccm cohancing programs DOted in the Iiterlt\ft involved positive
adjecrive feedback to adoIesc:CIIts, (Mruk., 1995), metaeognitive training in strategic use
of language information (Ban1e, 1987b), and junior lcadcrsh.ip and exposure to interactive
strategies (e.g., teacher's emphasis on mutual respect and eocourqcmenl) both outside:
and within a school setting (&ttle 1991). Harter (1986) drew upon William James'
writings (e.g., James, 1890) and fOtmd two practical ways to alter one's sclfcstecm. Self
esteem could either be altered by lowering one's pretensions or increasing one's levels of
success, or altering ODe'S perceptions ofcontrol by increasing responsibility for OIlC'S
succcsscs and decreasing responsibility for ooc's failures (similar to a positivc
atuibutiooal stylc). Adolcsceots' participation in extrICunieulu activities, club
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membe!'Slrips, and elected positioos tad discusstons WftC also associated with high levels
of self esteem (WyHc, 1919).
Conclusion
Selfesteern, one's feelings of selfworth, drops initially in early adolescence, though
gradually increases throughout adolescence. This general pattern holds true for both male
and female adolescents, although female adolescents were DOted as typically having lower
selfesteem levels within and beyond adolescence. Adolcscmce may be a good time to
target selfesteem enhancement as selfesteem is associated with many common
adolescent problems, and plays a fOWldational role in adolescent well being. Self esteem
can affect one's cognitiODS, emotions., and behaviours in positive and negative ways.,
which contribute tol detract &om adolescents' well being, respectively. High self esteem
insulates the adolescent &om the negative effects of negative situations (e.g., peer
presswe). and allows himIber to r.ce bi.sIber sbortcom.iDgs yet not be negatively affected
by them Some positive effects ofbigh selfesteem loch.• beliefs that adolescents are
equal to and respected by their peers., feelings ofself accepc.ance. and positive effects on
achievement behavioW'. This paper lists adolescent self esteem interventions. with the
intention that people involved with adolescents will use the interventions to increase
adolescents' self esteem and well being. Parmts and educators should provide an
environment where self esteem can be enbaDced or maintained, either through
interactions with adolescents, the setting in which they live aDd work, counselling, or in •
more direct Ipproacb ofenhm:ing self esteem though specific programs.
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This paper addresses the issue ofenhancing one aspect of adolescent self. self efficacy.
The relationship between well being and some common adolescent problems will be
discussed. Self efficacy will be discussed in deWl, including definitions of self efficacy,
theory development, and influences on self efficacy's development. Selfefficacy's effect
on adolescents' cognitions, emotions, and bebavwurs, including specific examples of
adolescent high and low self efficacy are also discussed. Characteristic self efficacy
changes in adolescence, gender differences, self efficacy's relationship to other variables,
and intervention strategies are outlined. This paper is intended for people (e.g.,
educators, parents, etc.) dealing with adolescents, to highlight the importance of self
efficacy in adolescents' self and well being, and outline methods to enhance adolescent
self efficacy and well being.
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Selfefficacy's relationship to .doleseellt well beiDI.ad cammon problems
Selfefficacy entails a beliefof personal control, and a feeling ofcompetence to carry out
courses of action (e.g., coping, solving problems, making dCi:isions). Research has found
that self efficacy beliefs contribute to one's physical, psychological, and psychosocial
well being (Bandura, 1986, 1990, 1997; Nicholls, 1990), psychological health (Allgood
& Stockard. 1992), social competence and menial health (Connolly, 1989), psychosocial
functioning (Bandura, 1986), healthy development throughout the lifespan (phillips &
Zinunennan, 1990), one's accomplishments (Bandura., 1997), and higher levels of
adjustment (phillips & Zimmerman, 1990). Negative perfonnance etTCi:ts derived from
one's preoccupation with their deficiencies are reduced by self efficacy beliefs (Bandura,
1977). Thus, self efficacy is one psychological variable related to, and can be lLSCd to
enhance the development of, adaptable, resourceful and successful adolescents.
Selfefficacy is related to adolescent health behaviours. Research has shown that
adolescents' perceived self efficacy was a significant predictor ofhealth promoting
behaviour (Barnen, 1989). Barnen found that the higher the adolescents' perceived self
efficacy, the greater the number ofbealth promoting behaviours in which they engaged.
O'leary (1992) also noted that self efficacy was related to the adoption of health
promoting behaviours, such as smoking cessation and safer sex practices (e.g., condom
use). The author ftuther explained that self efficacy was also related to positive
physiological stress responses, such as decreased reactions from the sympathetic
adrenomedullary syste:m (which is linbd to the 'Oiabt or 6ght' response), hypothalamic
pituitary adrenocortical systems (linked with depression and experiences of
overwhelming threat), md reduced mess on Ibc immuoe system (which led to reduced
susceptibility to infcctioos, ulcers. hcadac:bcs, etc.). Rabinowitz, Melamed, Weinsberg,
Tal, and Ribaket (1993) foood that sclfefficac:y was positively related to leisute time
exercise: activities in late adolesc:eo.c:e and adulthood, and this relationship Fneralizc:d to
healthy eating habits. Cusatis and Sbannon (1996) further supported this adolcsc:ent self
efficacy· healthy diet relationship. These authors noted that self efficacy for healthful
eating was important as adolcsc:cnts typically did not meet dietary requirements for
healthy physical growth. Selfefficacy bas been linked to other bc:haviows with health
related consequences, soch as euly and risky sexual bebaviOW' (Baseo·Engquist k Parcel,
1992; Bandon.. 1997; Jcmmoct, Jcmmoa, &. Fong, 1992a; Jc:mmoct, Jemmott, Spears.
Hewin, k Cruz-Collins, 1992b, Walter et aL, 1993). Baodwa (1997) explained thlit
adolescents' low selfef6acy forpcrson.al controlled to ID iDcreascd likelihood of
engaging in early or risky sexual behlviour. Levinson (1915) researcbcd risky adolescent
behaviour and found that bigbllow coo.ttae:eptive selfefficacy was direc;:t1y celated to
contraceptive uscI noMISC in sexually active adolcsc:ents, respectively. Walsh and
Foshee (1998) studied adolescent dating violence/rape and found that weaker levels of
self efficacy were linked with female adolescents' increased likelihood of forced sexual
activity. Allen, leadbeater," Aber(I990) c:oocIueted studies ofbca.ltb related behaviours
and selfefficacy. These autbors fouod that low self effic::KyW8S celated to Idolesccm
substance abuse and higher selfefficacy predicted the suceas ofdrug treatment
programs.
Bandura (1986) explained that periods ofdevelopment bring new challenges to coping
efficacy; in adolescence, two such challenges included intimate relationships and
development of post secoodary optioos (e.g., career concerns). Research bas revealed
other adolescent efficacy concems, sw;b as tbe impon.aoce ofaaaiDing self regulatory
efficacy (Bandura, 1991), and adolesc:alls' coucem oftime management (Westen. &.
Bennen. 1990). Pajares (1996) DOted that low selfefficacy also kd to lnaccurale beliefs
that things were tougher than they actuaLly were, whicb fostered two common adolescent
feelings· stress and depression. Other researcb found that selfefficacy affected academic
achievement (Multoo, Bro'Ml &, Lent, 1991; Schunk, 1984). Bandwa (1986) noted that
perceived selfefficacy ptedicted the degree and chanse in many types ofbehaviours and
experiences. Some behaviours and experieDces linked to selfef'6cKy included "social
behaviour, coping behaviour, stress ractioos, physiological arousal. depression, paiD
tolerance. physical stamina, bebaviounl self rquiation, self motivatioD. achievement
strivings, athletic attainments. and CU'CCT cboice and development" (BaDdura, 1986. p.
430). Adolescent tendencies ofdwelling 00 personal deficiencies, being overly self
critical. feelings of not being "as good as" others. and being overly coocemed with peers'
opinions of the self involve selfdoubts about ooc's compcttocies, as weU as social self
efficacy. Thus. self etficacy is rclucd to adolcsccot prob&ems, coocems, aod well being.
Therefore, the question arises. what is selfeffkKy'?
Wh8t is selr efficacy?
Selfefficacy originated from socialleaming theory, which postulated that people's
perceptions of their capabilities influenced their actions, motivation. cognition patterns.
and emotional reactions in demaoding situations (BreakwcU. 1992). Bandura (1997. p.
42) stated that:
In social cognitive theory, emc.cious penooality disposition is • dynamic.
multifaceted belief system that operates selectively across different domains and
under different situatiooal demands. . . The patterned individuality ofefficacy
beliefs represents the unique dispositiooal makeup ofefficaciousness for any
given person.
Self efficacy is an important aspect oftbe self system (Bandura, 1986), and is a self
evaluative phenomenon defined in various ways. Bandura (1977, 1982) defmed self
efficacy as the person's evalumion oftbeircapabilities to perform acts ntUIed to attain
the desired goal. BondunIDllSchIllllt(l981. p.l87) noccd tba".lfeflicacydealt with
'"prospective situations cmtainin& many ambiguous., unpredictable and often stressful
elements". Selfefficacy has also been defiDed as beliefs thIt "one can accomplish or
have an impact" (Wexler, 1991, p. 25). use ofeffec:tive coping in situations (Rosenbaum,
1990), "student's beliefs regarding their ability to meet task demands" (Mushinski Fulk &
Montgomery-Grymes. 1994, p. 28), a "individual's beliefs about their ability and/or
motivation, and wbetber such attributes will enab'e them to perform necessuy
behavioW'S" (Brockner, 1988, p. 14). Therefore, self efficacy is cmccmed with
judgements of"'what one ell! do with wbalever skills one possesses" (Bandwa. 1986. p.
391). Selfeflicacy has been DOCedas lID important compooent ofselfCODCepc:
(Breakwell, 1992; Pajares, 1996), and a fxct ofone's ideDtity (BreakweU. 1992; Haner.
1990a). A person can hold efficacious beliefs in their capabilities to succeed at a task (a
high or strong sense ofself efficacy), or may be uncertain as to their capabilitics and hold
inefficaciousness beliefs (low self efficacy).
The imponance of self effic:ac:y beliefs is highlighted in this statement, "[p]eople guide
their lives by their beliefs in personal efficac:y" (Bmdura, 1991, p. 3). The author funher
Doted that selfefficac:y is a key factor of human agcnc:y(aets done intentionally), in that
one believes bel she has the power to produce results, can exercise control over action,
and involvcs "sclf regulatioo. ofc:ognitioo proc:csscs., motivatioo., and affective and
physiologic:al statcs" (p. 30). Research bas shown that self efficacy influenc:cd COW'SeS of
actiOD people pursued, task effort and'PCfSistene:e in stres5fu) situations., resilience to
adversity, levels of anaiDed accomplishments, was a partial de1mninant of experienced
stress and depression levels when coping with taxing environmental demands, facilitated
self aiding or sclfhindcrina cognition patterns, affected people's cognitions, cmotiollS
and behaviours, and reinforced self effic:ac:ybeliefs (Bandura, 1977, 1997; Bandura &.
Adams, 1977; Banduta& Scbunk, 1981; Marsh, 1993; Pajun, 1996). Scbunk(1981)
noted that this reinforcement ofselfefficacy in response to diffemtt modes ofinflucoces
was part of the reason for behaviour change. SchUDk (1985) also emphasized that self
efficacy was important within ICbievemcnt seniDgs. influenced task choice (people w;th
low efficacy avoided tasks, aDd those with higher efficacy pcticipated in tasks). affected
motivation (low efficacy promotes less effort aDd giving up, whereas bigh efficacy
promoted increased effort OD difficult tasks), aDd affected skilful performance. Once
formed, selfefficacy beliefs can ''regulate aspirations, cboice ofbebavioural courses.
mobilization and maintenance ofeffort, and affective reactions" (Bandura. 1997, p. 4)
Thus, self efficacy is an important vuiable in adolescents' well being.
Selfefficacy is an aspect ofone's motivation to perfonn Ktions. Tbere are two
components in completing mICtion: the: required knowledge to do it, and action (doing)
itself(Bandura, 1982b). Bmdun further explained that self referent cognition was a
mediating variable betweea knowledge ofwhit to do and action (cxCCUlioo ofa rnponsc
panern), thus., could be rcfened to 15". cognitive mediatoroflCtion" that affected one's
motivation and bebaviour (Bmdun.. 1982, p. 126). He also noted. thai sclfefficacy
played a role in developing intrinsic interests (e.g., usc of proximal goals to spark interest
and efficacy), which inOUCDCed behaviour (e.g., competent performance). lbcrcforc, the
relationship between selfefficacy and action is one in which a person would be more
willing and interested in attempting tasks in which he! she felt competent, and in which
one successfully completed tasks that feU within his! her perceived efficacy range.
Conversely, people would avoid participatioo Of~ not iDtereslcd mtasks in which
they did not feel competent. and avoided or failed those tasks that were beyond their
perceived coping skills. Selfefficacy fostered active engagement in activities and
contributed to one's growth in competencies, whereas task avoidance prevented and
retarded development of potential competencies (Bandura, 1986). Bandura (1982) noted
that one's behaviour seemed to cOlTCSpond closely with one's level and development of
selfefficacy, which could be used as an apt summary for these research findings on the
action - selfefficacy relationship.
Selfefficacy's influence on action is both cause and effect, in what Bandura (1997)
referred to as "reciprocal detenninism". Essentially, personal factors (in the form of
cognition, affect, and biological eveBts), behaviour, and environmental factors influence
and create interactions between each other, such that1he person is both producer and
produced by his! her own environmental and social systems. Brcakwell (1992) explained
that selfefficacy was initially de1ennined by successful performance experiences, but
subsequently influenced choice ofactivities and environments. Thus, selfefficacy
determined the course ofaction. which in tum shaped action and meanings attributed to
the experiences, and the action reflected changes in selfefficacy (BreakweU, 1992).
Simply pul, selfefficacy has a cyclic nature; it influenf:es actions, which in turn
contributes and influences one's sense ofefficacy (Schunk, 1985).
Competence, or self perceptions of bow well ooc win do (Sternberg, 1990), was another
term analogous with selfefJicacy. !aura (1986, 1997) noted thai perceptions of
competence -WI "I am effective" - were critical 10 individual functioning duougbour.
life, and were a key factor ill. £CDerIlive system ofhlllDaD competmce. Markus, Cross.
and Wwf(199O) explained that selfSb'UctW'es summarized ooc's compelmCies. c:onfmed
an aspecl of identity, mel formed ooe's self scbemas. These self schemas in tum allowed
people to use their abilities aDd have • sense ofcoo.nol over thm1.
Models of Kif efficacy
There are various modc:ls ofselfefficacy, thus, the following section reviews two major
theories on selfefficacy. Tbese two models include Haner's selfefficacyl competence
model, and Bandura's self efficacy model. The litter model is the more extensive model,
thus, will be discussed ill detail and with reference 10 Ihe adoIescenl experience.
t. Hartn',vi",o'Hl'ellicacy/nmpdtDtt:
Research has referred to selfeftiCIICY as part ofODe'S selfcoocept. Harter's (1986) theory
on selfconcept portrayed selfconcepIlS a multidimeosiooai model, and • "'profile of
evaluative judgements across these domains: scholastic cornpelcnce, athletic competence,
social acceptance, physical appearance, and behaviour or conduct" (p. 139). Haner
(1986, 1990) explained thai young children lacked the ability 10 make judgements abour.
selfwonh. She also noted that in middle childhood (ages 8 - 12) children started 10 make
distinctions between these five domains of their lives, and made judgements a1:M;M. global
self worth. Dusek and F1aherty (1981) have also noted that increased cognitive abilitiesl
competencies underlie emerging selfviewslconcepts. Competence judgements wert
made in only two of the five domains, scholastic and athletic domains. while the
"remaining three domains address adequacies that do not necessarily involve
competence" (Harter. 1986, p. 142). This same article explained that using the
multidimensional selfconcept model, SCOrts across the five discrete subscales provided a
profile ofone's competencyl adequacy. Adolescent selfconcept contained three new
domains in addition to the five domains listed for middle cbildhood, (close friendship,
romantic appeal, and job competence), and DCW differmtiations between some concepts
(e.g., close friendships versw popularity) (Harter, 1990).
2. 8andunl's model ofselftmacy
Bandura's selfefficacy theory (1986) envisioned selfefficacy as a multidimensional
belief system structure derived from various soUI'Ces of infonnation, was discriminatively
generalizable. and promoted Ktive perfonnances and personal causation. Selfefficacy
was Doted as an aspect ofself referent cognition, which gave people a sense ofcontrol
over events that affect their lives. and bad broad affects OIl these Jives (BandW'll, 1984),
Selfefficacy was perceived as a common mechanism of personal agency and personal
change, a mediator ofother behavioural determinants, was predictive ofbehavioural
choices and directions (Bandura. 1984), and influenced motivation (Bandura. 1982b).
BandW'8 (1986) noted that selfefficacy was a significant determinant ofpcrfonnance,
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operating partially indepeDdeDt of ODe'S UDderIying skills; for example. pcop~ with skills
did not always use these skills effectively. Therefore. competent fuDctioning required
skills and seLfeflicacy beliefs. BaDdun(I997) reprded one's self efficacy 10 deal with
hist her environment as a ..genentive capability" (ra~ than a fixed entity one possessed'
did not possess in their behavioural repertoire). This generative capability involved
cognitive. social, emotiooal. and behaviour subskills integrated into courses ofaction to
manage changing wk/sinwional demands (Bandura. 1982, 1984. 1986, 1997; Bandura &.
Schunk, \981). Bandura (1997) further noted that selfefficacy theory considered how
personal determinants contributed to psychosocial functioning in different task domains
and contexts under diverse citcwnstanees. Some researchers have summarized Bandura's
selfefficacy theory as I person's percepboo ofestimated probabk- S\KnSS in a situation
that caused efficacy expcctatioos (beliefs bel she CID accomplish! not accomplish tasks or
goals) (Rosenbawn. 1990).
Sandura (1997) explained that selfefficacy beliefs affmcd tognitioo processe:s,
persistency ofmotivation. and affective stales; all ofwbich were important contributon to
one's actions. One example ofselfcflicacy's influence on choice ofbehaviours includes
people's tendency to participate in the activities! situations they believe they can do or be
successful with, and avoid threatening situations they believe exceed their coping skills
(Bandura, 1977, 1982). Therefore, people were seen as actively producing their
performances (agentic action), rather than passive reactors 10 situations, or "inert
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predictors of future performance" (Bandura, 1997, p. 38). The author also noted that self
efficacy beliefs were task and situation (context) specific judgements ofone's personal
competence. Bandura further explained that high selfefficacy in one domain was not
necessarily accompanied by high selfefficacy in other domains, although one could
perceive him! herself as efficacious over a wide or narrow range ofdomains.
Bandura (1986) noted that selfefficacy was rask specific, but conditions existed in which
selfefficacy on the task generalized to other tasks and efficacies. He explained that self
efficacy had to be generalizable to some level and transfer across activities or senings.
otherwise this extreme specificity would not be adaptive. Bandura (1997) also noted
processes through which mastery experiences produced generality in personal efficacy,
which were useful when structuring pcnoaal change I efficacy enhancement programs.
Selfefficacy can explain and predict a person's behaviour. Bandura (1997)
recommended assessing efficacy in very specific areas (e.g., assess math efficacy if
concerned with prediction of math perf'0fRWlCC). rather than try to assess general
academic efficacy, when the purpose was explanation and prediction ofone's
functioning. Bandura (1986, 1991) discouraged against generaV omnibus trait
conceptualizations of selfefficacy. Global selfefficacy assessments were flawed as they
did not achieve selfefficacy's original purpose: to predict actual behaviour in particular
circumstances, the direction and extent oftbe behaviour change, and account for complex
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self efficacy perceptions. Manh (1993) also noted that global measures of self efficacy
were more limited than more specific measures. Bandura (1991) discouraged against
general or omnibus trait assessments of self efficacy, but noted that intennediate level
measurements (as opposed to very specific or general measurements) couJd provide
acceptable prcdictivencss. for example in considering perceived efficacy from common
(not global) situations or previously non·rnearc:bed areas.
I.Oucocn 00 efllacy develop.eat
Research has noted four principle sources of information people use in judgements of
their capabilities, which are integrated to detennine one's selfefficacy (Bandura. 1977,
1982. 1986; Schunk, 1984). These are: performance accomplishments (alternatively
called coactive attainments, direct experience, and mastery experiences), vicarious
experiences (or modelling) ofabsenting others' performances, verbal persuasion (or
social persuasion) that one possesses certain capabilities, and states of pbysiologicaV
emotional arousal (or judgements ofone's bodily states) (Bandura, 1982. 1982b. 1990;
Reeve, 1992; SchWlk, 1984). These four sources of information increased performance
anairunents (Bandura, 1982), including academic capabilities (Schunk, 1984), and
seemed most effective in certain conditions. Bandura (1986) noted that any given
influence can draw upon one or more of these sources ofefficacy information. Yet, these
influences on self efficacy were not automatic (Schunk, 1984). The actual effect ofsclf
efficacy beliefs varied, due to people's cognitive appraisal ofthe efficacy information,
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problems weighting aDd integrating this information, ref'ermt cognition's increasing
likelihood ofthreateoing one's selfc:steem.1Dd social validation. and distorted self
efficacy information due 10 people's activation ofstlfproteetive processes (Bandura.
1977. 1982, 1982b; 1986). Despite tbcsc noced problems, the fOW' principle SOUl«S of
efficacy information were important to, aDd couJd Ct1hance, ODe'S development of self
efficacy (Schunk. 1984).
1. Dinet cJ:pt!ricoce
Direct experience is the most influential source ofefficacy infonnatioo, due to its basis in
authentic mastCf)' experiences (Baodura 1982. 1982b. t986; Bandwa &. Adams. 1977).
Direct experience involves judgcmems ofone's performance as adeqUlte or inadequate in
accomplishing the task/goat. Dim:t experience with success can increase selfeffiCK)'
just as repeated failures can lower it, especially if failure occurred early and was not due
to lack ofeffort or "adverse exttma.I CUc1lJllStlOCeS" (BaDdura, 1982, p. 126). Dired
experience enhances selfcf6acy beliefs by discoofirming people's misbeliefs abeMa a
feared task., providing success experiences and expuieDces with overcoming failure
through effort (Bandura, 1982) and producing higher, stronger. and more gcncnlized
expectations of personal efficacy (Bandwa &. Adams, 1917), Bandura (1986) noted that a
strong sense of selfefficacy prevented occasional failures from significantly affecting
judgements ofone's capabilities. Another benefit of mlwtced selfefficacy was that it
generalized to other similar situatioas in which the person's performance bad been
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negatively affected by "preoccupation with personal inadequacics" (Bandura, 1977. p.
195). He went on to explain that this led to improvements in behaviours and
generalization to activities similar. and in some cases different, from the treatment focus.
Bandura (1986) also noted that behavioural functioning may improve across a wide range
ofactivities.
2. Vie.rious leuDiogI e.lperieDce
Research has shown that through vicarious experience. people judge their chance of
adequate! inadequate accomplishment according to other's sUC(:esses/ failures (Reeves,
1992), from which they form generalized perceptions of their own capabilities (Bandura
1982). This social comparison process, in which people compared similar othen'
successfuVunsucccssfuJ task performance, increased' dcc:reascd onc's own efficacy
expectations due to personal judgements that bel she possessed! did DOt possess the
capability to master similar tasks. Students use this process in school, as they acquire
information about their capabilities through observation ofsimilar ochers in school
(Schunk, 1984). Vicarious experience seemed most useful when the person bad little
experience on which to base personal competence evaluations. thus, modelling influenced
their self efficacy (Bandura, 1982b, 1986). Vicarious experience bas a weaker effect on
self efficacy than direct experience, but can lessen possible negative impactS ofdirect
experience's previous and future failures (Bandwa, 1986, 1982b, respectively).
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3. Verbal penuuioa
Bandura (1982, p. 127) defined verbal persWL!iion as one's beliefthat he! she "posstss(edl
capabilities that will enable them to achieve what they seek", Reeves (1992) likened
verbal persuasion to trying to convince people that they could pcrfonn II given behaviour;
like a "pep talk". Verbal persuasion provides social support, realistic encouragements
that leads people to "ex:crt greater effort [and] lncrcasc(d] their chances ofsuccess"
(BandW'a, 1990, p. 327), and promotes the development of skills and a sense ofefficacy
though effort expenditure (Bandura, 1982; 1986). Bandwa's research noted that verbal
persuasion was most effective in situations when people bad some ruson to believe they
could produce effects through their actions, ifthis heightened appraisal was within
realistic boWlds. and when people were led to try hard enough to succeed. SchWlk (l984)
noted that verbal persuasion increased students' selfefficacy, though increases would be
short lived if the students' subsequent performance was poor.
4. PhysiologiuV emotio••1arousal
PhysiologicaU emotional arousal occurs due 10 stressful and laXing situalions, or other
factors (e.g.,lension, fatigue) and can impact one's behaviour (Bandura, 1982b). He
wenl on to state that people "partlyjudge their capability, strength, and vulnerability [to
dysfunctionJ" using physiological! emotional arousal (l982, p. 126). Bandura further
noted that people generally expected sUCcess when they were not experiencing high levels
of arousal; high arousal negatively affected performance, signalled vulnerability to
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dysfunction, and elevated levels of distress. Research bas shown that methods of
n:ducing emotional arousal to subjective threats enhanced self efficacy and performance
(Bandura. 1982b, Bandura & Adams. 1977). Self efficacy could be increased through
physiological! emotional arousal via cnhanc:ing physical status, reducing stress levels.
and! or altering people's interpretation oftheir body statcs (Bandura, 1990).
Other specific instances ofselfefficacy development have been noted, beyond the four
principle somets of efficacy information. Markus et aI. (1990) noted that envisioning
oneself as a possible self, such as the mental rehearsal in which athletes engage, could
enhance selfefficacy. Envisioning a positive self involves creating an action plan;
commining to the plan may "create a sense ofcompetence, efficacy, or control. and
simultaneously promote effective instrumental action" (Markus cl al., 1990. p. 212). This
mental picture increases one's sense ofefficacy in doing or acc:omplishing the action.
Further. these authors noted that perceptions ofcompetence can be created by directing
anention, effort, and energy toward a desired action. 1bcy also noted that perceived
competence affected the person. such that wbcn one felt competent, one was! will be
competent, and "when one feels incompetent, one will In incompeltnf' (Markus e1 al..
1990, p. 213; italics in original paper).
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Futon afrecti.D1 the ItreqtIt of etllcacy-KtiM nlaticMullips
Bandura (1982. 1982b; 1916) explained that there was. link between self efficacy and
behaviour. He further DOkd that rwmy facton affected the strength of this relationship,
including faulty self effiCK¥judgements., misjudged task requimneots. motivation to
perfonn an action, inadequate resources. the scriOUSDeSS oftbe situation, and the strength
of the efficacy perception before the act.
Why is self efficacy ilDportaDt ill .doIn«aee?
Bandwa (1986, p. 417) stressed the importance of selfefficacy beliefs in adolescence.
The ease ofthc adolescent's traD$ition to adulthood was depaldant upon "the assurance
in one's capabilities" (his! her selfefficacy), which was built up through prior mastery
experiences. He further explained that a firm sense of selfefficacy was an important
motivation to the attainmeot of further competeDctes aDd success. Efficacy beliefs also
contributed to one's well being and aa;omplishmmu (8aodura, 1991). He further noted
that children who cotered adolesccoce ..beset by a diSibling sense ofincfficacy
transport{ed} their w1DcrIbllitics to suess aod dysfunction 10 the DeW enviromncnw
demands and to the pervasive bi~psycbological changes they find themselves
undergoing" (p. 178). This effect can cany through adolescence and into adulthood;
adolescents who entered adulthood "poorly equipped with skills and plagued with doubts
find many aspects .ftheir adult life stressful and dcpcnsiog" (Bandura, 19&6, p. 417).
Nicholls (1990. p. 18) stated thIt ...mlesceot cxpecutions ofappearing incompetent" bad
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negative effects on adolescent emotional well being. Pbillips and Zimmerman (1990, p.
41) stated that ''viewing oneself as competent to achieve valued goals has been implicated
repeatedly as essential to healthy development", was associated with better adjustment
throughout the lifespan, and mediated a wide range ofadaptive bchavioW'S. Wexler
(1991, p. 25) found that developing a sense of mastery from many developmental
behavioural tasks in life (such as "tying shoes, reading, dating, performing sexuall)"')
promoted feelings ofcompetenCy and effectiveness. Bandura (1986) noted that older
children's cognitive abilities enabled them to attend simultaneously to multiple sources of
efficacy infonnation. This cognitive capacity increased accurate appraisals of their
capabilities and limitations. which was valuable in SllCCeSSfuJ functioning. More accurate
appraisals promoted adolescents' well being, as adolescents would be less likely to
engage in self limiting behavioun, or experience needless failures from inaccurately low
or high self efficacy. Conversely, focussing on fundamental skills deficits consequently
impaired one's sense of self worth and efficacy. Adolescmce may be a good time to
target self efficacy enhancement; selfefficacy fluctuales as it develops throughout
adolescence (Breakwcll. 1992). and other adolescent clwac:teristics may negatively affect
self efficacy. Some of these characteristics included being "overly self-conscious and
self-eritical" (NeWlon, 1995, p. 83), and being ego involved (increased social
comparisons and selfobservation ofcapabilities) which may undermine adolescents'
interests in and enjoyment oftask pcrfonnance (Nicbolls, 1990). Enhanced selfefficacy
can generalize to these areas negatively affected by "preoccupation with personal
I'
inadequacies" (Bandura, 1977, p. 195) and improve behaviours and performance in these
Selfefficacy was found to be important in scboollcaming (Schunk, 1991). Schunk
explained that self efficacy judgements were usually made when one was learning OT
when ooc believed that "personal or situational cooditions may thwart performance" (p.
122), rather than routine tasks or in tasks in which one bad wcll-dcveloped skills. School
is a setting in which students lcam new tasks and apply DeW skills. therefore self efficacy
judgements are more likely to occur. Research has also shown that, in relation to
achievement, perceived competence more accurately predicted students' motivation and
future academic choices mOre than the iNdent's actual competence (Hackett & Betz,
1989). Proximal goals were also found to increase academic efficacy beliefs and
motivation (intrinsic interest) in preadolescents (e.g., mathematics skills) (Bandura &
Schunk, 1981; Schunk, 1984). Proximal goals' promotion ofefficacy perceptions may be
effective due to its similarity to the social comparison process, in that vicarious
experiences with other students increased efficacy of task achievement (Schunk, 1984).
Research has shown that adolesccots' sense ofself efficacy can act as an insulator to the
negative affects oftraumatic events. Cheever and Hardin (1999) found that adolescents'
health assessments after exposure to violent or nonviolent negative life events, or
disasters were relative to the adolescents' level of social suppon and self efficacy. 1llese
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authors noted more and less favourable health assessments were related to higher and
lower levels ofself efficacy (respectively). Honig (1995) also noted that selfefficacy was
directly related to adolCSCCtlts' perceived health status (a measure ofadolescent well
being) following exposure to violent life events. She concluded that selfefficacy can
maintain high levels of perceived health status despite the presence ofviolcocc and stress
in an adolescent's life.
Selr efficacy devclopmcDt - The pl'Hldolesceat period
Selfefficacy reflects beliefs oftbe success ofone's action. which is part ofa cohesive and
integrated self (Schaffer & Blatt, 1990). Self referent cognition was initially derived
during infancy from action and the observation ofothers' experiences. Expericous such
as exercising control over the physical environment in infancy (e.g., screams will cause
adults to check on the infant's needs), social environment in early childhood (Bandura,
1986), a caring relationship! early attachment in childhood, and later (e.g., adolescent)
intimate relationships contributed to selfefficacious feelings and a cohesive sense ofself
(Schaffer & Blan. 1990). The authors also noted that these early experiences can
compromise self efficacy (e.g., lack ofexperience with mutually shared, reciprocal
relationships). These interpcrsooa1 and expressed experiences (e.g., infants learn their
gestures express their experiences to othm), and these experiences' relatedness to olbers'
experiences (e.g., caregivm uoderstand and respond to the child's needs), playa
foundational role in developing one's sense ofself and self efficacy. Selfefficacy
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increases as infants gain more experience with selfresuJatioo through internalizing
aspects oftbe caregiver-infant relatimship. This increased self efficacy "generalius to
the feeling that one will be efficacious in otbct codcavours" (Schaffer & Blan. 1990. p.
245). Physiological and! or psychological homeostasis problems (UDdcpendable mother
infant relationship, or faulty intemalization). caused inefficacious feelings. Schaffer and
Blan further noted that retrospective ICCOUDlS of Idolesceuts suggested that selfefficacy
was related to parent - child relltionships.
Peer interactions and school playa role in children'5 selfefficacy development (Bandura.
1986). Peers serve as models ofefficacious behaviour, utd help the child refine self
knowledge of their capabilities. Peer associltioos ue determined along lines ofcommon
interests and values. and promote dilldrcn's sclfcfficacy in ..directions ofmun&a1 inttrest.
[on<! I",ve) _ pocentiaIitia uodmlcvc10p0d" (p. 416). lie II.. found lbol scbool,
pmnincd the cb.ild to develop coanitive compctcncies.lmow1edF and problem solving
skills, and that selfcffkKy devtlopmem can be flCilitatcd or debilitated bylbe teIlCher's
own instrue:tional efficacy, teaching practices (e.g.. lock step instructimaJ sequencina),
and classroom structures (e.g., self venus other comparative standards).
AdoleSCCDt self efficacy develop.tIlt - Ttlc Cf.en) p.tten
Infancy and childhood experieaces contribute 10, or preveul the development ot: an
adolescent's sense ofefficacioumess aod control over their eoviroameDt. Due to changes
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within (e.g.• cognitive development) aDd outside the adolescent (e.g., new and wtfamiliar
[ask demands), self efficacy's development can be positively or negatively affCi:ted in
adolescence. Breakwcll (1992) declared that one's global sense of self efficacy changed
during adolescence. These changes were due to new competencies being required and
acquired during adolescence. Bandura (1986) explained that with the development of
cognitive capacities, such as understanding one's own capabilities and skills required in
different situations, self efficacyjudgements increasingly supplanted external guidance
formerly provided to children. He further noted that the adolescent developmental period
(as all other developmental periods) brought with it new challenges to adolescent coping
efficacy, such as assuming responsibility for all aspects of their lives, mastering new
skills (such as intimate relationships), and career choice. Phillips and Zimmerman (1990)
noled that there was a developmental change in people's competency judgements: they
became more accurate from preadolescence to mid-adolescence, 'These changes were
"associated with differing pattmlS ofself and parent ability perceptions [of the child I
adolescent], achievement expectancies, and global competence assessments" (p. 62).
Children with declining or sustained underestimated self perceptions ofcompetence
accurately perceived that their parents judged their abilities less favourably, had lower
expectancies of success for them, had lower generalized competence perceptions, placed
more importance on social skills, and were viewed by both parents as not performing to
their capacity as did their more confident peers.
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Brcakwell (1992, p. 39) stated that ''while fluctuating in the racc of new demands, [self
efficacy) should on average gradually increase during the wbole period ofadolescence",
The author noted that self efficacy increases and psychological estrangement decreases
occuned. provided the person faced, accepted, and learned bow to handle transitions such
as educational and occupational transitions. Anderman and Maehr (1994. p. 292) noted
that there were few studies on selfefficacy changes in early adolescence. and of those
few, the "evidem:e is limited and mixed". BreakweU's (1992) sW'Vcy noted different self
efficacy patterns in mid adolescence <ages 15·17 increased in sclfefficacy over a three
year period) and late adolescents <aged 18 • 20 mnained generally stable). The author
attributed these differential outcomes to assessment limitations. and the possibility that
the older cohort may bave reached stable estimates of their efficacy.
Influences on .dolesccnc mrdficacy
Four principle sources ofefficacy (direct and vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and
physiological/ emotional arousal) affcct adolescents' self efficacy, and can be used to
develop adolescents' efficacious beliefs (see the Interventions sedion). Adolescence is a
time of experimentation and engaging in new activities; requesting a date would be one
example ofa new adolescent behaviourl task (Wexler, 1991), in whicb adolescents
attempt to become efficacious. Ditect experience with success in this uew area can
increase efficacy in date requests, which may generalize to similar other activities and
situations (e.g., requests for the family car, verbaJ interactions with same and different sex
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peers). Repeated refusals to these date requcsu can lower selfefficacy. especially if
failure occurred early in the formation oftbis efficacy,lDd was DO( due to lack ofeffort or
"adverse external c:ircumstaDces" (BaDdura. 1982, p. 126). Adolesants could benefit
from structumI activities that disconfirm their misbeliefs about what they fear, and ensurt
that they do not have experiences that may threaten this newly developing efficacious
behaviour (Bandura, 1982). School is a place where adolesccnu can use vicarious
experiences to increase (or decrease) their selfefficaey, such as observing others whom
hel she deems similar to tbemselvn (e.g., peers) Vicarious experience seems particularly
relevant to adolescents' self efficacy development as it is wtiquely suited to many
adolescent characteristics. These chancteristics include high degree ofcmcem with
social comparison (the basis for vicarious experience· Bandura 1997), impression
making and others' opinions oftbem (Rosenberg., 1986),. desire to exert more control
over their lives (vicarious experience can increase controllability) and limited experiences
00 which to base pmooal competence evaluations (BIDdura, 1982b). Thus. vicarious
experience may be a particularly useful method for enhancing adolescent selfefficacy.
Verbal persuasion mil)' also positively 01' negatively affect adolescent selfefficacy.
Adolescents could be subjected to forms of verbal pcnuasion such as pcp talks from
teachers (e.g., "You can do this work") and patenu (e.g., "You can pass your driver's
exam''). Adolescents provoke each other into trying their capabilities at "bandling"
drinking. smoking, etc., which may be perceived as verbaJ persuasion by peers to
participate in various dangerouslCtivitics. An adolescent's participation (direct
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experience) or observation (vicarious experience) in risky behaviours may aid him! her
develop a sense of efficacy fortbese behaviours (e.g., "I can drink 'x' number efbeer", '"
can smoke without choking", "I do not need to drink to have funj. Schunk (1984) noted
that students' physiologicall emotional reactions such as trembling before an exam may
be interpreted by himsc:1.fl herselfas being inca:,able to perform well (e.g., adolescent
experienced test anxiety, or "blanked out" on tests). An adolescent's efficacy can also be
improved through his! her mental rebearsals of the task(s) (e.g., a sports manoeuvre, math
operation, dating request, etc.).
General cffe(ts ofstir efficacy on behniour, cognitions. aDd affft!tive I'flIctions
Selfefficacy has been noted as one of two important expectancies that guide human
behaviour (Bandura 1977, 1982). Bandura (1982b) and Mush (1993) noted that
perceived efficacy can have diverse effccts on behaviour. cognition patterns., affective
arousal, and motivation. First, selfefficacy affected one's behaviour through its influence
on choice ofactivities and environmental settings (avoidance! engagement in tasks that
exceed! meet their perceived eapabilities), effort expenditure, persistence, and long tenn
maintenance of behaviour and behaviour change (Bandura, 1997; Reeves, 1992).
Adolescents' selfefficacy influences their behaviour. as many adolescents avoid
situations that exceed their perceived capabilities (or in some cases, situations that even
draw attention to themselves) due to concerns about making impressions and others'
opinioas. Bandura (1986) noted that selfefficacy promoted (ifefficacious) or retarded (if
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inefficacious) the development ofnew behaviour and skills. Schunk (1984. p. 54) stated
that "teachers can promote a strong sense of efficacy among students by directly telling
them they can attain their goal ("'You can do this''), Second. self efficacy affected
cognition patterns in that self referent caru:ems affected effective! ineffective use of
personal competencies. An example ofeffective use of personal competencies could
include adolescent's self knowledge of stress management strategies, which hel she can
use to reduce autonomic arousal, Ineffective use ofpersooal competencies. which may
result from adolescents' self critical nature, led to high emotional arousal. excessive
preoccupation with personal deficiencies, and perceptions that potential difficulties were
more fonnidable than they were in reality (Bandura, 1997). Third, self efficacy
influenced affective arousal, as affective arousal could be reduced I mo~ controlled with
increased perceived coping efficacy, whereas perceived inefficacy was accompanied with
high anticipatory and performance arousal.
Specific: effcds
Self efficacy is relevant to many adolescent situations. The following section focuses on
selfefficacy's effects on coping, transitions (biological, educational, and social), and
achievement behaviour.
A. AdolesceD( copiDc lad self npJ_tory beUviour
Bandura (1986) noled that the adolescent developmental period brought with it new
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challenges to coping efficacy. BaDdura(l982, p. 129) bishligbted selfefficacy's
importance in coping: "People who are sceptical oftbtir ability to exerc:ise adequate
control over their actions tmd to lDdmniDe their efforts in situations that tax
capabilities", Thus. adolescenu' low self efficacy can lead to a self fulfilling prophesy.
such that beliefs in one's lack ofcompetence to do an action lead 10 decreases in effort
and task failure. Bandura (I982b) also explaincd that although efficacyjudgements were
important and related to action. perceived selfefficacy alone would DOt produce desired
perfonnances; capability must also be present.
Social learning theory indicated that self efficacy was a common mechanism to
behavioural change, as strengtbening self efficacy alUTed coping behaviow (Bandwa.
1982). Adolescents may experience problems with coping behaviour due to changes in
the adolescents' identity(Eriksoo, 1968). role ambiguity and estrIDgt:mem (Breakwtll.
1992). cducatiooal changes (Bandura, 1997), Idj_ problems (Benson" oJ•• 1994~
increased decision making aDd coping with others' confI.ic:ting demands (e.g.. parents.
school. jobs. peers) (Jacobs a: Ganzel. 1993), and physical. cognitive. affective. 5O(:ial
changes (Bandura, 1997; Dusek k Flahcny, 1981; Jacobs k Ganzel, 1993; Pope,
McHaylc, & Craighead, 1988). Bandura (1982, p. 122) noted that perceived selfefficacy
was linked to changes in coping behaviour produced by:
Different modes of WlueDCC, levels of physiological stress reactions., self
regulation of refractory behaviour, resignation aod despondmcy to failure
experiences, selfdebilitating effects of proxy coo.trol aDd illusiooary
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inefficaciousness, achievement strivings, growth of intrinsic interest, and career
pursuits.
Research studies have noted self efficacy's role in coping with situations involving fear
arousal (Bandura, 1982; Bandura & Adams, 1977; Glass, Reim. & Singer, 1971; Miller.
1980; Neufeld & Thomas. 1977), adolescents' participation in risky activities such as
smoking, drinking, doing drugs, driving cars, and early sexual activity (Bandura, 1997;
Allen ct aI., 1990), and relapse into addiction (Bandura, 1982). Bandura and Adams
(1977) also proposed that psychological procedures (e.g., treatments of phobias through
systematic desensitization) worked by creating and strengthening expectations of personal
effectiveness (through reducing physiological arousal), rather than eliminating defensive
behaviours to address the underlying anxiety (the focus ofstandard desensitization
approaches). Thus, the root of behaviour change may involve therapists' increasing
clients' self efficacy. rather than the more traditional procedure ofdecreasing clients'
defensiveness.
8. Adolesc:eat self eflalC)' aad tnuitioas - Biolocial. ed.ation., ..d sod.1
Bandura (1 997) explained that puberty (. biological "marker" ofadolescence) affected
one's physical prowess and social status among ooc's peers. and interacted with
psychosocial factors to influence one's self schemata ofefficacy in these domains.
Research has shown that early maturation bad. positive effect on boys (e.g., positive
perception of increased musculature in boys), and a negative affect on girls (e.g., possible
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negative: influeoce oflDalSb'Ultioo and weight pin 011 body image) (Brooks· Gunn.,
1991; Petersen. 1987). A related selfemc.cy COGCml was with sexual activity. Earlier
reproductive maturity resulted in increasingly earlier ages ofadolescent sexual activity
(Brooks·Gunn & Furstenberg, 1989). Bandwa (1997) nottd that the weaker the
adolescent's perceived selfefficacy for personal control, the more social and affective
factors increased early or risky sexual behaviour. Otbtt research bas linked low self
efficacy in managing one's sexual relationships to lac:k ofCODtnCCptivc use, promotion of
risky sexual behaviour. intentions to become sexually active in the next year, and having
multiple sexu.aJ partners (Baseo-Engquist &: Parcel, 1992; Walter C1 aI., 1993).
Educational transitions affect adolescents' selfeffica<:y development, such as transitions
from jWlior high to high schools (Bandwa, 1997). Adolescents' face increased academic
standards and Wlcertainties in tbeir lives, such as changing scbooW location within the
school, classmates, and! or incre&scd Dumbers ofsubjectsI teaebers. Bandun. went 00 10
explain that adolcsccms may become less COIrlident in themselves, lose some sense of
pel"SOl'laJ control. become more smsitive to social evaluation, and experience a decline in
self motivation during this transition. He DOled that the adolescent's task was to regain
their efficacy, social relationships, status, and adjust to an impersonal departmentalized
school strUCture in this transition.
Adolescents' selfeflicacyis also affec:ted by soclal relltioosbips, which is relative to
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changing peer poups and developing DeW fritDCkbips. Adolescents with high social
efficacy are better at making supportive: fiieDdships. Perceived inefficacy in an area
adolescents hold in high regard. such as peer social intenctions (Harter, 1986). can have
devastating effects on an adolescent. Social inefficacy breeds despondency, which could
lead to adolescent depression (though more commonly evident in girls than boys)
(Bandura, Pastorelli. 8arbaraDe1li, " Capnra. 1999). Pcrc:eived ineffiQC:Y in social
competence can also lead to a cyclic effect ofavoiding pens. which in tum may increase
feelings ofoonaccepcance by their peers. This may have serious negative effects on the
adolescents' self efficacy, and more~ly the self.
C. Self cffiucy aad adolaftDt acbicnmut
Self efficacy plays an imponant role in adolescents' academic achicvcmen~. The
following sections highlight the relcvlDCC of selfefficacy to adolescent achievement, its
affect on achievement, motivllion, performance. and learning cognitive skills. Self
efficacy's relationship to educatiooa1 practices aDd the role ofscbools ue also discussed.
Bandura (1984, p. 34) swed that "[P}m::eived selfeffkac:y is an important conuibutor to
perfonnance attainments, whatever the Wlderlying skills might be", Pintrich and DeGroot
(t990) noted that academic selfefficacy was correlated to cognitive strategy use and self
regulation such that improved self efficacy iDcrcased usc ofcognitive stmegjcs, which
heightcoed academic performance. Otbet research bas shown that self eftiCKY affceted
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achievement (MultoQ et aI., 1991; Scbunk., 1984). and was a better predictor ofacademic
performances than one's prior ItlaiDments (P.jares, 1990). Academic achievement is
very relevant for adolescents, as social comparisons are commoop1al:e in adolescent
classrooms. and thete are kmg lerm effects of academic achievement (e.g., career and post
secondary options. scbolarsh.ip eligibility). Adolesceuts with a strong sense of efficacy in
accomplishing a task or particular school subject display strong achievmlCIll strivings.
work harder, persist lonpr and participate more eagcrly. Pajares and Johnson (1996)
noted an example of adolescent selfefficacy, writing selfefficacy. These authors
cJC:plained that writing self efficacy influenced essay writing perfonnance and writing
apprehension. Other~h has noced that this pattern of inefficacious self perception
led to achievement wk avoidance. or readily giving up when facing difficulties (SchWlk.
1981.1984).
Selfefficacy can serve as a major COlItributor to IDOtivatioa and performance (Bandura.
1997). Task mastery throuab lftakiDg a task into IXOxUDaI (ohort) goals has been oho_
10 increase one's sclfeflicacy (BaDdura k Schunk, 1911; Schunk., 1984). Proximal goals
increased intrinsic interm. through Sltisfaction with, and competence beliefs in, achieving
the goal (Bandura &. Schunk. 1981). AndennaD and Maehr (1994) noted that adopting
task oriented goals in schools increased early adolescents' efficacious feelings toward
learning and motivation in school. This task oriented approacb in the classroom included
emphasis on task mastery, effort, improvement, and leaminl for intrinsic purposes. which
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resulted in "deeper cognitive processing, such as thinking about bow newly learned
material relates to previous knowledge and attempting to understand complex
relationships" (p. 29S).
Schunk explained that selfefficacy wu an important variable in understanding motivated
learning (motivation to acquire skills and knowledge) in the classroom (Schunk. 1985),
and that self efficacy had diverse effects in achievement settings (Schunk, 1984). The
importance of adolescents acquiring motivated learning skills lay in their use at school.
which could lead to adequate performances and forming higher academic efficacy beliefs.
There were various components ofmotivated learning in the classroom. These included
student characteristics (individual aptitudes and past experiences), efficacy (e.g.• "00 I
have the skills?'') and outcome expectancies (e.g., "Will my bard work producel affe<:t
results?"), task engagement variables, and efficacy cues (Schunk., 1985). Schunk
explained that task engagement variables can interact with one's efficacy as follows:
positive selfefficacy in one's ability to cognitively process <attend to, code, associate.
rehearse. and monitor) information provided a sensc of control over learning and
strengthened sclfefficacy for learning; difficulty cognitivcly processing new material
created selfdoubts in learning capacity. Schunk further noted that common efficacy cues
were used to determine one's efficacy within the motiWlled learning model, such as
pcrfonnancc outcomes, attributions, situational circumstances, outcome patterns. model
similarity, and persuader credibility.
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Research bas shown that selfefficacy plays a role in classroom learning ofcognitive
skills (Schunk, 1985). Phillip and Zimmerman (1990) DOted that declines in
preadolescent and adolescenls' perceived.cldtmic competence, aod persistence of low
perceived competence were both associated with declints in academic achievement.
These authors further noted that improvements in preadolescent and adolescents'
perceived competence were accompanied by improved adtievement. Infonnation via the
fOlU principle sources ofefficacy (direct expcriCDCe, vicarious experience, verbal
persuasion, physiological experience) also coobibutcs to ado~' acadmlic self
efficacy. One's cognitive appraisal of direct experience with academic suc:ctsS! failure,
observing similar others' academic success! failure, and punuasory tClcher feedback
(positive. "you can do it", .. you need to use more effort"; neprive - '"you can'l do this")
could increascl decrease efficacy OD • specific academic task (respectively). Emotional
symptoms such as sweating and tmnblingf remaining calm during the task also
contributed to the adolescent's academic sense of inefficacy! efficacy (respectively)
(Schun.k, 1985). Thus, by IIDderstaDding the roots ofadolcsccm academic selfefficaey. it
may be possible to anange educatiOlLli pnc:tice:s to mhance positive cffic.ac;y beliefs.
Educational practices also affect selfefficacy. Encouraging the use oftask outcomes was
imponant, as they were important contextual influences on students' sclfcflicacy
(S,hunk, 1985). Schunk ootod 1hIt the _ prll<ti<e of providin8 sv=ss
experiences and informing students that tbcy were acquiring skills mel knowledge: would
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promote students' self efficacy. Tbc importance ofself efficacy information and its effect
on motivated leaming seems relevant to adolescents' academic achievement. as there are
generally more self efficacy appraisals when 0IlC: meets new tuIc. demands (Bandura.
1982b). and new demands are regularly inb'oduced, instructed. evaluated, aDd applied in
schools (Schunk, 1991).
Bandura (1986, 1997) stated that schools were an apucy for cultiViting self efficacy in
children and adolescents. A sense of intellectual efficacy developed from mastery of
cognitive skills and school-related scxial factors such as modelling peer's cognitive skills,
social comparison ofperfonnances. tCEhen' interpteWion ofstudenu' successI failure
and its positive! negative affect OQ student ability (Bandura, 1991). Fwtbennore,
equipping students with self reaulatory capabilities (e.g., skills for planning, organizing,
managing instruction; regulating self motivation; enlisting resources; use of meta·
cognitive skills to evalUlte one's Imowiedge md skills adequcy) for use in education
could increase self rcgulatioo: efficacy, self instructional efficacy, aDd masteTy of
academic subjects. 8aDdura (1997) found that scbool practices can promolC Of inhibit
efficacy development. Efficacy beliefs IDd pcrformaoc:e attainments were promoccd by
diversified classrooms with less social comparisons, and a cooperative stJueture (others
encourage and teach each other), wbicb benefited both low and bigh acbieviDg students.
He also DOted examples ofschool pnlCtice:s biDdering efficacy, such as ability groupings
and competitive grading prKtices. BIIIdura walt further to explain tbIt high aod low
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cognitive efficacy can positively or negatively influence other domains, such as peer
relationships and social development. Examples of bow a student's low cognitive
efficacy influences other domains includes decreased academic inclination following
failure, df(;reased academic efficacy, decreased popularity, increased rejection from
prosocial groups, increased feelings ofalienation. and increased aggressive behaviour or
gravitation to less prosociall troublesome peer groups. Bandura determined that these
results would be detrimental to adolescents' well being.
Achievement is not limited solely to academics. Selfefficacy is also linked to physicaV
competitive achievements, and career goal achievement. Some adolescents highly value
physical competencies (e.g., desired social standing of being captain ofthc football team,
head cheerleader, star athlete, etc.), which is one aspect &om which they draw hisl her
identity. Selfefficacy partly mediates physical stamina in competitive situations, such
that "the lower the illusorily instated self-percepts ofpbysical efficacy, the weaker the
competitive endurance in new physical activitics" (Bandura, 1982, p. 142). The cffctt on
thc adolcscent would be lower Icvcls ofcompetencc in his! her skills, which leads to
lowcr cffort in thc physical task, and a self fulfilling prophecy offailurc in his! her
competitions. lbis pbcnomcnon seems similar to the popular culnue's notion of"being
psyched out". Phillips and Zimmcnnan (1990) discussed a related concept, illusory
incompetencc, which is an inaccurate underestimate ofonc's capabilities. These authors
found that students' iIIusiooary incompetence (high achicving students possessing low
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perceived ability) declined slightly from childhood (22%) to adolescence (16% by mid
adolescence) though was still a "sizable" proportion ofadolescents (p. 49). Conversely.
higher adolescent competency beliefs ("getting psyched up") led to more appropriate
effort put forth, and an increased likelihood ofcompetitive success. Efficacy beliefs
were directly aDd indirectly related to career choices and goals (Bandura. 1997).
Indirectly, a low sense ofefficacy in academic subjects closed the door on a variety of
carecr options. More directly, research bas revealed that efficacy beliefs influenced the
range ofcareer options seriously considered, dqrec ofpreparedness for careers, and
likely vocational paths to be punucd (Bandura, 1997; Betz & Hackett. 1986; Lent &
Hackett, 1987).
Benefits aDd dnwbacks associ.lted with laicb lad low self emCllt)'
Thus far, it has been shown that efficacious and inefficacious beliefs contribute positively
and negatively to one's cognition processes, emotional states, bebaviours, and well being.
The following section bigblights the benefits of high and low selfefficacy on adolescent
well being. Some specific cases aflew! high efficacy, and their effects on one's
cognitions, emotions, and behaviours will also be discussed.
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Risks or low selfeffiaey
Breakwell (1992) DOted that self efficacy was low when failure to succeed or inability to
do an act was anticipated. Bandura's (1991) discussion of"agentic action" (how humans
actively produce their performances) noted that low self efficacy negatively affected one's
socio-cognitive functioning in the relevant domain in many ways. People who doubted
their capabilities in specific domains avoided difficult tasks in that domain. found it
harder to selfmotivate, reduced eff'on and gave up quickly when facing obstacles, had
low aspirations and commitment to pursued goali, dwelt 00 personal deficiencies,
pictured potential difficulties to be much harder than they were, and ex.perienced adverse
consequences in problem situations. These cognition processes undermined effon and
analytic thinking by diverting anetttion from focussing on the familiar parts oftbc task
and how to best ex.ecute activities 10 solve the problem. to focussing on the unfamiliar
and personal deficiencies and calamities (Bandura, 1982; 1997). The author also noted
that a person with low selfefficacy was slower to recover tbcir efficacy after experiencing
a failure! setback. Bandura (1986, p. 395) found that these selfmisgivings W1dennined
perfonnance and "generated a good deal ofstress". The result of this person's low
efficacy and its negative impact on their socio-cognitive fum:tioning would be that: "they
are prone to diagnose insufficient performance as deficient aptitude, ... [lose) faith in
their capabilities, ... [and) fall victim to stress and depression" (Bandura, 1997, p. 39).
SchWlk (1985) also explained there was a relationship between successful performance
and selfefficacy, in that repeated failures lowered selfefficacy.
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Perceived inefficacy can also promote severe psychological dysfunctions (Bandura,
1986). He expanded on the idea by stating that people with perceived inefficacy "are
repeatedly tonnented by distressing cognitions and intrusive ruminations about possible
calamities" (p. 426). Further. be noted that because behaviour was partly governed by
self referent cognition, people with perceived inefficacy have lives constricted by
defensive avoidance ofsocial. vocational. and recreational activities that might expose
them to a perceived threat.
Self efficacy can be weakened by repeated failures, or illusorily weakened through
underestimation ofone's competencies (phillips & Zimmerman. 1990). Whether the self
efficacy loss is real or illusionary, both can affect one's performance motivation
(Bandura, 1990), by debilitating perfonnance and increasing vulnerability to the negative
affects of failure. 8andura (1990, p. 348) stated that "[t]hc more sclfpercepts ofcfficacy
are diminished. the greater the performance debilitation", This weakening ofselfefficacy
is especially important as it is cyclical. Bandura further DOled that a person's poor
performance can activate a sense of incompetence, which can effect further perfonnances
in those particular contexts, and effect "cboice behaviour motivation and selfdebilitating
cognition" (p. 347). Thus, there arc immediate and extended negative consequences of
possessing low self efficacy.
Table 1 provides an overview ofa literature review detailing associations between low
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self efficacy and one's cognitions, emotions and behaviours. It should be noted that in
many cases, it was not clear as to the cause and effect relationship between low self
efficacy and the cited cognition, emotion and behaviour. Regardless, it would appear that
low self efficacy was linked to poor well being (Bandura. 1986. 1997; Nicholls, 1990).
Table 1
Spmmary of low se1fefficasyl jncfficadoy& ("lings in the individual-
CognitioDs ElDotiou 8ebavioan
Increased belief in personal Increased anxiety and Decreased effort
deficiencies ,"'", expenditure
Increased perception of Increased! excessive Decreased persistence
potential difficulties as more levels offcar in fear
difficult than they really are arousing situations
Increased doubt in ability to Iocreascdl heightened Decreased levels of
do challenging tasks feelings ofworry achievement as compared
to others with equal
ability
Increased suicide ideation Increased depression Increased ineffcetual
performances despite
having adequate
knowledge 10 do the task
Increased conformity of social Increased duration of Decreased effort and
attitudes selfdebilitating levels increased giving up when
of fear facing cbalJcnges or
difficult tasks
lncreased sensitivity! greater Increased feelings of Dccreascd engagement in
concern for the opinions of discouragcrncnt social activism
others foUowing failures
Table 1 (coa't)
Copitioas 8eIIl.riours
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Increased traditional beliefs
of gender roles
Increased beliefs that failure
is caused by deficient ability
Decreased beliefs in one's
worth
Decreased! narrowed
perceptions of problem
solving
Increased beliefs that failure
on easy activities may lead to
furtherthreatcning,
uncontrollable cYenU
Decreased beliefs in one's
ability to achieve goals
Decreased participation in
easily managed and
achievable activities
Increased engagement of
negative emotional
behaviour (e.g.•
defensiveness.
avoidance), rather than
~study
behaviours
lncreascd relapse into
substance abuse
Dec....edl
underdeveloped! poorly
used coping skills
Increased use of self
limiting behaviours (e.g.•
avoiding situations
believed to be beyond
ODe'S capabilities)
Increased avoidance of
beneficial environments
and activities ttw
cuJtivaIC pcrsoaal
potenlia1
Increased social
withdrawal (social
inefficacy)
Increased participation in
risky sexuallCtivitics
IcadiDg to pregnancy
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Table I (co.'t)
CopitiODS
Decreased in use ofself
regulatorystrategiesiD
sdtooJ (concentrating on
tasks, using procedures.
time management,
seeking assistance, self
monitoring performance)
Increased rates ofgiving
up OD tasks, despite
success being attainable
through concerted effort
Increased ineffectual
behaviour. even if one bas
the knowledge and! or
sJtills to achieve the wk
Deaeased attention on
Wks
Dcaeased participation in
activities perceived as
1IuatelUng ltbouah may
be objectively safe)
Sour«s·: Bandura, 1977, 1m. J982b, 1986; Breakwell,I992; Halter. 1990;
MushinslO Fulk& MootaomerY..Qrymes.I994; Pajares. 1996. Scbuok, 1991.
Bandwa (1982) noted that influence over one's behavioW" was achieved through self
regulatory capabilities. which required personalagcnc:y and self assurance for their
effective usc. Low selfeffieacy was associated with poor adaptations to one's
environment, and negative cffc<:ts OD one's behaviour, cognitions and emotional
reactions. It UDdermiocs II'Id creates intcmal obstacles to effective performance (Baodw-a,
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1982b, 1984). especially as related to scbool performaoce. An adolescent's overly critical
view ofhimseW berself may produce negative evaluations oftbrir caplbilities, leading to
low self efficacy. Possessing low self efficacy (within a task specific and more general
sense) (Bandura. 1984) brings with it maoy ctwac:lcristics ora lower level of well being
(as seen in Table I). Low selfcfficacymalces the adolescent prone 10 the negative effects
of negative outcomes, such as being more wlDerablc co stress and dysfmctioo when
encoUDtering Dew situations in his! bet life (BaDdura, 1991). Self efficacy also
contributes to selfesteem (aootbtr variable I.inbd to ooe's weU being), and _lower level
of self efficacy can lead to lID iDcrased likelihood oflowu esteem. Thus, adolescents'
low selfefficacy contributes to low 5Wes of well being.
There was one aspect of low selfefficacy that could be seen as positive, although
beneficial outcomes were prevmlcd by ooe's feelings of inefficaciousness. Bandura
(1986) noted that selfdoubl in ooe's Clpabilities (e.g., on. test) could motivate one to
learn. but hinder hisl her cffcaive exccWoo. ofestablisbed skjlls amcd.
BcaefitJ of hip Hiteflialcy
A high or strong sense ofselfefficacy entails beliefs that one can petfonn an act!
complete a ask to achieve a goal (BrcakwelJ, 1992). It implies that one is skilled in
adapting to one's cnvirownent, aDd bas positive effects on one's behaviour, cognitions
and emotional ractions.
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Bandura (1997) explained that a strong sense ofself efficacy can enhance onc's socia-
cognitive functioning in many ways. These included: approaching tasks as challenges
(not threats) which fostered interest and involvement in the task. strong conuniuncnt to
challenging goals. an increased likelihood ofsclec:ting cbaJlenging tasks. remaining task-
focussed and strategic when facing challenges. increased effort and persistence in the face
ofobstacles, attributing failwe to insufficient effort (a success orientation), recovering
efficacy quicldy following failtues or setbacks. confident exercising ofcontrol in one's
approach to potentiaJ stressorsl threats. greater achievements and accomplishments,
reduced stress, and lowered vulnerability to depression (Bandura, 1977, 1982. 1986,
1997; Bandura & Adams, 1977; Schunk. 1981).
Selfefficacy can be illusorily strengthened. which can affect one's performance
motivation (Bandura, 1990). U1usory strengthening ofself efficacy has been referred to
an overestimation ofone's competencies (Phillips & Zimmerman, 1990). Illusorily self
efficacy can affect behaviour; strengthening this illusion increases competitive
performance and resilience. This effect is conunonly used in spans to motivate players
before and through their game (Baodura, 1990). Bandura (1990, 1997) explained that
illusorily heightening or reducing selfefficacy could be achieved through "bogus"
feedback and social comparison or comparative nonnative standard. Manipulation of
preparatory and performance efficacy is "standard procedure in athletic activities"
(Bandura, 1990, p. 342). Preparatory efficacy deals with the acquisition ofskills (e,g.,
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learning) and degree of preparedness for task, whereas performance efficacy is the belief
that the person can successfully do the required task. Coaches use a technique of
lowering their players' preparatory efficacy to motivate them to practice for upcoming
events ("my skills are less than my opponents"), and increasing their preparatory efficacy
at the event ("I am more skilled than my opponent"). This principle is also useful in
learning tasks (e.g., school), such that a reasonable (not low) level of preparatory efficacy
will encourage an adolescent to invest an appropriate amount ofeffort into preparing for a
task (e.g., a tcst) (Bandura, 1990). A strong sense ofperfonnance efficacy would
promote the beliefone will do well, and bas associated benefits of increased effort and
reduced stress. Adapting Bandura's (1990) explanation to adolescents. with reasonable
levels ofpreparatory and perf(lrmance efficacy (e.g., adolCS(:cot's belief that he! she
would do well and was prcpamI for the test) then bel she could avoid the negative effects
of self doubt. would be less impeded from using necessary skills/knowledge to
accomplish the task (e.g., receive a biglv'good mark OD the test), and would be more likely
to persist in the face ofdifficulties.
An imponant relationship exists between successful performmcc and selfefficacy;
repeated successes raised self~flicacy (Scbunk, 1985). 8aDduJa (1986) explained that
having a sense ofefficacy could be beneficial, such it intensified and sustained efforts on
difficult tasks. Scbunk (1985, p. 211) also noted that students "who perceive themsclfas
capable of performing weD expect (and usually receive) positive reactions from teachers
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following successful performances., which in tum promote self efficacy". Thus, there is a
positive cyclic effect to a strong sense ofefficacy.
Table 2 presents results ofa literature review which considered high self efficacy
associations to one's cognitions, emotions. and behaviours. It should be noted that in
many cases, it was not clear as to the cause and effect relationsltip betw«n high self
efficacy and the cited situation. 8aDdura (1990) stated that ". strong belief in one's self
efficacy and the modifiability oftbc environment pays off'in psychological well being and
personal accomplishments" (p. 341), and has associated advantageous processes of"self
challenge, commitment, motivational involvement, and non-intrusive task orientation" (p.
346). Thus, positive selfefficacy wouJd seem to promote adolescents' well being
(Bandura. 1986, 1990, 1997; Nicholls. 1990).
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Table 2
Summarygfbjgb sc1r,ffjgsy! cffiQ!jiOIl$ fulinn in the jndjyidtyl •
Cogaitioas
Increased causal ascriptions
for failure that support
success orientation
(e.g., beliefs that failure is
due to insufficient effort)
Reduced transfCT of learned
helplessness beliefs from
failure in one situation to
subsequent learning tasks
Increased beliefs in one's
competence and
efficaciousness
Increased beliefs in selfs
control over aversive events
in hislhcr life
Increased beliefs in one's
ability to cope in fearful
situations
Increased beliefs in self's
capabilities following
failures. setbacks, and initial
selfdoubts
Increased beliefs in one's
efficacy followiDg
observations orbis! her
progress
E.ctIioas
Decreased feelings of Increased intensification of
stress efforts following failwc.
obstacles or aversive
experiences
Deaused anxiety lncrtased setting of
challengcsforself
Increased feeling of lnc:reased persistence 00.
serenity wbtn cballenginW difficult tasks
""""",hingdifficult
wks and activities
Increased attempts on tasks in
which one believes he! she is
capable
IDcreascd participation when
encountering difficulties
Increased selfmonitoring of
perfortrWlce and adjustment
ofbcbaviours to achieve
success
Table 2 (COD't)
CognitiOD!
Decreased selfdoubts of
one's abilities
Decreased exaggerated
beliefs of task difficulty
E"OOODS
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Increased reintroduction of
personal control when things
do not go as planned (e.g.,quit
smoking, bad a cigarette, then
reimplemented control)
Increased use of proper
procedures on achievemmt
tasks
Increased use ofhelp seeking
behaviours in times of need
In<:rcascd cognitive effon and
superior learning ofdifficult
material
Increased concentration on
tasks
increased attention and etTans
on the situation at hand
Increased work output when
encountering difficulties
Decreased defensive
behaviours in response to
obstacles and aversive
experiences
Increased perseverance in the
face of repeated failures
Decreased diversion by
perceived personal
deficiencies
lncrcascd personal and social
accomplishments
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Table 2 (tOD't)
Cognitions .b.vioun
Increased adaptive behaviours
in fearful situations
Increased! intensified
behaviours (e.g., greater effort
and persistence) which
promote learning
·Sources: Bandura. 1977, 1982, 1982b. 1984; 1986, 1990; Bandura &. Adams, 1917;
Bandura. Adams, Hardy, &. Howells. 1980; Breakwell. 1992; Mushinski Fulk &
Montgomery-Grymes, 1994; Pajarcs, 1996; Rosenbaum &. Jaffe. 1983; Schunk. 1984.
1991
This table indicates that there are many positive aspects ofa strong sense of self efficacy.
Bandura (1984, p. 231) essentially summarized Table 2 in the statement: "[p]cople who
regard themselves as higbly efficacious ac:I, think and feel differently from those who
perceive themselves as inefficacious". Bandura (1990) further added that optimistic self
appraisals can be advantageous. Schunk (1981. p. 93) highlighted one advantage of high
self efficacy in that "the higher the perceived efficacy, the greater is the sustained
involvement in the activities and subsequent achievement". The author laler noted that a
person's self efficacy remained high as long as one believed bel she could maintain the
level of effort needed to succeed (Scbunk, 1991). Adolescents' high self efficacy leads to
believing in themselves (that they could succeed), better coping skills, SUC4:CSS at school,
and increased effort on challenging tasks; it also insulates the adolescent from the
negative effects of negative outcomes, sucb that bel sbe docs Dot start to doubt his! her
own capacities (Bandura., 1982, 1986; Scbunk 1984, 1985).
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High selfefficacy is not always positive, as there are risks to overly high levels of self
efficacy. People with overly high selfefficacy did not invest much time and effort
preparing for something in which they believed they were supremely efficacious
(Bandura, 1982, 1990), or was "easy" {Bandura, 1986), Gross overestimates ofone's
capabilities led to undertaking tasks beyond one's capability, experiencing difficulties,
suffering needless failures, and possibly injwies (BandW'll, 1982b). Therefore, accwate
appraisal ofone's own capabilities was "ofconsiderable value in successful functioning"
(p. 23), and prevented the negative effects of acting on faulty sclfefficaey judgemmts.
Bandura and SchWlk (1981) discussed the "optimal cutoffvaluc" and the predictiveness
of levels ofselfefficacy for successful perfonnance. The optimal cut off for efficacy
strength varied in required slcill complexity and variety. Tasks that required few skills
reduced the possibility ofoverestimating personal capacities, thus lower selfefficacy
strengths predicted success. Activities which required diverse subsldlls and where one
possessed some of these skills increased one's assurance ofsuccess, and higher self
efficacy strengths predicted success. Bandura (1982) also DOted that the optimal level of
efficacy was enough to creale confidence in doing. task, but enough uncertainty
(challenge) to prepare for Ihe task.
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Gender differ-caces lad selrdlicacy
Phillips and Zimmerman (1990) reported sex differences between ability and perceived
competence (self efficacy), perceptions of teachers and parents expectancies and
standards, measures of anxiety and psycbosomatic symptoms, and non-academic
perceived crmpetence ratings. Furthermore, the authors noted that in adolescence, sex
differences existed in academic perceptions ofcompetency that were absent in elementary
school: high achieving adolescent girls were more likely than adolescent boys to have
lower pen::eived academic competencies (despite similar ability). They also reported that
girls believed that math teachers, physical education teachers, and parents expected lowtf
levels ofachievement from them, and that parents set lower perfonnance standards for
them. Girls reported fewer psychosomatic symptoms. and had more positive perceptions
of social competence. though had more negative perceptions of physical competence.
Bandura (1990) proposed two explanations for these findings. First, "boys tend{ed] to
inflate their sense ofcompetency, and girls generally disparage[d] their capabilities" (p.
344). Second, there were parental gender-linked beliefs that school was more difficult for
girls, despite evidence to the contrary (e.g., Breakwell, 1992; Phillips Ii. Zimmerman,
1990). Breakwell also found sex differences in adolescents' selfefficacy, and attributed
them to females accepting traditional subordinate sex roles, and males trying to keep
women in subordinate roles. Bandura (1990) noticed a similar trend; girl's self limitation
of interests and career options was due to their beliefs that they lacked capabilities for
traditionally male dominated careers.
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Selfemc.cy ialerveatiolU
Nicholls (1990, p. 36) noted that adolescent and adult social conditions produced ego
involvement or" a concern with bow one's ability compares with that of others" and
undermined adolescent interests in and enjoyment of task perfonnance. Increased ego
involvement led to decreased interests and involvement in tasks., which may result in
lowered selfefficacy. Therefore, efforts to provide students with proposed action plans to
deal with certain situations in a positive manner, and prlctising such actions may enhance
selfefficacy and improve coping efforts in their day to day Iivcs. One example of a
proposed action plan to increase coping efficacy may be through coping programs. These
programs could use direct experience (e.g.• learn and practice relaxation training,
Icchniqucs to deal with stress, passive/assertive/aggressive responses in role plays,
decisions making processes) and vicarious experience (observing others do these
activities in class, and analysing others' bebaviours outside class) to develop coping
skills. Schunk (1986) bas shown that vicarious cxperiences were most effective when
there was: attributional similarity (ifthe person sees their own attributes as similar to that
of the "successful" model). perceived competence (model was seen as similar in
competence to the observer, or model gradually ovcrcame initial difficulties), observation
of multiple models (e.g., in a class, observed role play), strategies were modelled (e.g.,
coping, relaxation), information was supplied regarding task demands (e.g., coping
requires knowledge ofeffective communication., "good" stress, and a decision making
model), and models' actions were successful. These cbaractcristics seem very
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appropriate for adolcsccots, as poup COUDSCUing or even a regular classroom may be an
effective environment to develop aD adolesceaI:'s efliCK)' in coping with stressful
problems. AttributiooaJ fccdblc:k ofability(e.g., "You are aood at this"'). and to a lesstt
extent, effort ("you're workiDg bard} increased children's self efficacy on perfOl1lWK:e
tasks. when used in combination with modelling tttatmeDts to improve persistence and
accuracy on math problems (Schunk. 1982. 1983). Teacher's positive feedback regarding
adolescents' developing coping skills, and teachers' (and possibly peers and parents)
encouragement that they "can do these coping skills" would be an cnmple ofverba.l
persuasion. Physiological cues can also be used in developing coping efficacy.
Infonnation on good stress., and natw'aJ reactions to stressful events (e.g., increased pulse.
energized feeling from an adrcoaIiDc rush, aDd tenseness) CII'I be used to rc·frame
sickness or inability-to-cope beltefs (DClIHffcctive for CGplng) to become a bcliefthat
-stress is present; I caD bandJe stre5s" (more adaptive copitioos and behaviour).
Through these rOW' methods for mhaDcing self efficacy (direct and vicarious experience.
verbal persuasion. physiologial cues). ado~ts' con6dcncc in their coping efficac:y
(e.g., dealing with stressors aDd solving problems. and in tum coping behaviours) could
be enhanced.
Five generalizing selfefficacy conditions were noted as panic:uJarly useful guidelines for
structuring persona.I change programs regarding gcnctal beliefs and pm.ooal efficacy
(Bandura. 1997). The five cooditioos in which master)' exper1eDCeS produces geoeraJity
S3
in personal efficacy are: focussing on familiar aspects! subskills of new situations.
codevelopment of skills. self regulatory skills. strueturina COIDIDODaIities cognitively
across diverse activities, IDd trlDSformatiooaJ. re:mucturing of efficacy beliefs. An
example may be to focus the adolescent on familiar aspects orms! her adequate reading
skills that could be applied to tnbance his! her efficacy and skill development on
mathematical word problems hc/ she finds dif6culL Selfefficacy in areas of mathematics
and science may be generalized if skills for eacb subject are developed at the same time
(codeveloped). lnclwion of training in self reguJatory skills for academic skills may also
be applied to social skills, thus, efficacy in this area may be: enhanced. One could
structure commonalities cognitivcly across the activities oflong disunce nmning (the
task in which one was efficacious) and playing the "mid-field" position in soccu (the
inefficacious task), for example both involve much running. to develop and cnhaDce
soccer skills and efficacy with this sport. Gtlduaboo &om high school due to hard wodi
effort may provide. trlDSfonnatioDal restnK:turing ofcffiac)' beliefs. which can be: used
enhance adolescents' cransitioo to post secondary schools (ODe would possess an ... tan
handle collcgel anything" efficacy belief).
Wexler (1991) noted many methods ofdeveloping feelings ofcompetence and
effectiveness. These were: successive developmcotal experiences (acquiring behavioW'S),
"refraining" a failure, learning to more effectively tolerate "disturbing emotional states or
blows to self cohesion", and indepmdently coping with situations (p. 26). Wexler also
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noted that developing self efficacy included. growing lWUCQCSS of the availability of
choices and options; options that can be increased from developing new behaviours such
as learning to negotiate conflicts without becoming aggressive. Further, educational
programming involving passive, aggressive. and assenive bdlaviours may lead to
increases in self efficacy through llCQuiring assertive behaviours. learning to tolerate
emotional states, learning DO( to become aggressive when faced with conflict. and
bet:oming aware ofbcbavioural options and choices such as passive, aggressive and
assenivc responses. Thus, efficacy in these areas can be increased through a 'behavioural
awareness' COW'SC.
Experience with efficacious behaviours increased adolescent behaviours. thus is worth
investigating as an efficacy enhancing intervention. Newton (1995. p. 82) stated that:
While the adolescent ... is experimenting with new roles and behaviours,those
behaviours which tum out to be efficacious or competent have a self reinforcing
effect. The behaviour, receiving positive feedback., cncoun.gcs men oCtile same
behavioW" becomes regular aDd S)'S1em1tic. it shapes the content ofselr~.
Bandura (1997) also described chis sclfrcinforcingeffect, aDd noted that masle'r)'
experiences produced generality in personal efficacy, such as self regulatory cflkac:y. He
noted that self regulatory skills included the foUowing generic skills: "diagnosing task
demands. consuucting and evaluating courses ofaction, setting proltimal goals to guide
one's effons, and tteatingselfiDceDtivcs to sustain engagcmmt in taxing activities and 10
manage stress and debilitating intrusive cognitions" (p. 51). Further. 8aDdura DOted that
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self regulatory skills allow ooe to improve his! her performance in variety ofactivities.
apply strategies leamed. from one domain to another. and encourages a more general
sense ofefficacy in leaming in other life situations. One course that teaches self
regulatory skills is the Adolescence course in the Grade Nine curriculum (Casey, 1991).
This course offers adolescents training and practice with effective communication,
assertiveness (as opposed to passiveness or aggressiveness), decision making skills. and
stress management in a 'safe'(controlled setting to develop these bebaviours. Through
mastery experiences in these areas, self regulatory efficacy may be enhanced, as well as a
more general sense ofefficacy in learning in other life situations.
Bandura (1991) explained that puberty (oDe characteristic ofadolescence) affected one's
physical prowess and social status among one's peers. and interacted with psychosocial
factors to influence one's self schemata ofefficacy in these domains, Previously, it was
noted that lhe weaker the adolescent's perceived self efficacy for persona! control. the
more social (pressure, fear of rejection) and affective (sentiDlClltS) factors increased early
or risky sexual bebaviour (Bandura, 1991; Basen-Engquist & Parecl, 1992; Walter et aI.,
1993). Training programs to enhance self regulatory skills and sense ofefficacy for
personal control over sexual relationships have been effective in reducing risky sexual
behaviour in adolescents (Jemmott, Jemmott, & Fong. 1992; Jemmott, Jemmott, Spears
et al.. 1992). Adolescents who did bear children increased their quality of life by
increasing their intellectual competencies and life management efficacies (Bandura,
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1997).
Research has sbown that adolescents with high social efficacy Itt better at making
supportive friendships (BaPdura, 1997). Bandun d aI. (1999) noted a related finding. that
social inefficacy breeds dcspondmc:y. This despoodeDcy can lead 10 adolescent
depression. though more commonly in adolescent girls tU:1 boys. EffitllC)' for making
friends may be increased by creating programming or counselling interventions (e.g., in
social skills), which may contribute to social skills development and influence developing
social efficacy.
Previously, it was discussed that efficacy was rclltCd to managing risky situations and
adolescents' experimentation with risky activities (e.g., smoking, drinking, doing drugs.
driving in cars, and early sexual activity) {Bandura. 1997}. Bandwa explained that
adolescents increased their selfefficacy by lamiDg how to deal successfully with these
situations. and best developed efficacy through guided rnasaery expmenccs providing
guidance and skills needed to cxm::isc comrol of risky situatioos. Thus. progrunming in
sexual education, as well as behaviours (e.g., assertive behaviour) may iDcrase
adolescents' exercise ofcontrol and self regulatory efficacy in risky situations. This
increased control over risky behaviour leads to IIlOCe positive impacts on ooe's academic
development, and reduced peer in.f)uence to get involved with risky behaviours (lessor,
1986). Thus. selfregulatory efficacy may be increased, aod in tum. iDaeasc resislaDce to
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drug involvement, unprotected sex, and delinquent conduct (Allen et aI.• 1990). Self
regulation programs are available for adolescents to increase efficacy in these areas (e.g..
Bervin & Dusenbery, 1992; Gilchrist It Schinke. 1985).
There may be a generic structure within which to address various problems with
adolescents'selfefficacy. Bandura (1982, p. 122) noted that perceived selfcfficacy dealt
with how well onc can "execute coones of action required to deal with prospective
situations", Efforts to provide students with proposed action. plans to deal with various
situations in a positive manner, and practice with these actions (see four influences of self
efficacy development), may enhance high selfefficacy and improve coping efforts in their
day to day lives. Programming to remcdiate for this area of inefficacy may usc role plays
to provide adolescents with actions plans (e.g., in Wlwanted sexual advances, problems in
relationships) and practice in completing the action plan, thus increase adolescents' self
efficacy. Programming to enhance selfefficacy shouJd also provide many successes at
the task. as success enhanced selfefficacy and occasional failures after many successes
was W)likely to affeet selfefficac:y(Schtlllk. 1991). Schunk went further to state that
perceptions of"success achieved through greatetfort should raise efficacy less than if
minimal effort is required" (p. 225). Thus. as self efficacy enhancement programming
increased one's skills. programs should eocounge ability attributions for success, which
in tum will promote greater effects 011. self efficacy.
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Bandura (1982) explaiDed that perceived inc:ffiacy in coping with potentially aversive
events created fcarl fear arousal. Fear uousal may neptively influence one's self
efficacy, and in tum, affeet their well being. Sociallcaming theory suggests a remedy;
increase one's coping ctBc.cy which could reduce fear arousal and increase participation
in previously dreaded! avoidl:d activities. Intervention programs based on socialleaming
theory, such as behavioural methods of increasing selflcnowledse ofcoping efficaciously
(Glass et aI., (971) and cognitive methods of imputing stress inoculating cognitions, both
enhanced coping efficacy to deal with {earl fear uousal (MiUer, 1980; Neufckt &.
Thomas, 1977). Thus., adolescents' efficaciousness can be iDcreased through behavioural
and cognitive based counselling efforts, which positively influences adolescents' state of
well being.
Management ofaddictive behaviours is reWed 10 beliefs ofselfregu.1atoly efficaey.
Bandwa (1982) noted that highly efficacious Idolesccnts reinstated sclfregulatory conttol
after a "slip". whereas their inefficacious counterparts relapsed completely. Increasing an
adolescent'5perceived self rcguI.atory efficacy. for example: throu&h self rcgu1aIory
training. would deaQse their vu1naability 10 substaDc:e abuse problems, increase~
implementation ofself regulatory efficacy after brief loss ofcontrol (indulgences), and
insulate the adolescent apiDSt marked decreases in selfefficacy after a relapse I problem.
Selfefficacy uaining dealing with subslaDcc addictions seems Rlev_ and lIJlPlicable to
the weight concerns ofobese adolescents. who may experience similar slips in didUy
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habits.
Seifert and Wheeler (1994) found that sclfverbaliz:ing stntegies can play an important
role in enhancing pre·adolcscentladolcsc:cnt student motivation, increasinR selfcontrol.
efficacy, and suecessesl.uainments. These authors DOted that problem solving efficacy
could be increased by training studalts in. sclfinstructioo programme that uses self
verbalization. They also DOted the power ofself lnstruction as an instructional technique
partly arose due to cognitive modelling ofanother person. Observing others successfully
use the strategy (vicarious expericDce) may have created more efficacious feelings in
onc's use aCthe strategies. Tbcse autbol"5 also noted that students were taught to think in
an organized and systematic manner. define tasks, and execute strategies needed to
experience success, which can lead to greater selfcfficacy. This finding highlights the
effectiveness ofself regulating strMeJies to enbaDce adolescent self efficacy.
Selfefficacy also plays a roie in developing intrinsic interests. which influences
behaviour. Bandura (1982) explained thai proximal (sborttt) subgoal mastery created
more personal satisfactioo and sense ofefficacy than usc ofdistal (larger) goals. He stated
that" a sense of personal efficacy in mastering tasks is more apt to spark intcrnt in
[people] thaD is selfperceived iDefficac:y in perfonniDg competently" (p. 134). Thus, use
of proximal goals may be ooc method ofmbaDc:iDI motivatioolDd self efficacy.
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Bandura (1982) stated that doctors use the principle sourus ofefficac:y(direcl, vicarious.
verbal persuasion, physiological state) 10 increase perceptions ofcardiac robustne!s and
physical efficacy in heart attack. patients. Adolescents with seriow medical conditions
(e.g., HIV, Cancer) or even less sevue affiictions (e.g., allergies) could also benefit from
selfefficacy information to increase their participation in activities they eojoy (e.g.,
socializing), rather than be limited by tbeir medical cooditions. Adapting Sandura's
(1982) example of increasing cardiac: robustness for an adolescent with asthma. direct
experience could be gained through the treadmill exercises; vicarious experience through
discussions with other adolescent asthmatics with active lives; verbe.l persuasion through
infonning them of what they physically capable ofdoing; and not misreading normal
"windedness' (physiological stlte) during exercise as indications ofan impending asthma
attack. Even the recovery process following myocardial rcinfarction (which may extmd
to asthma attacks) was affected by perceived efficacy; high, inlermediate and low self
efficacy was associated with high. intmnediate and slow recovery (respectively)
(Bandwa, 1982).
Co.clusioD
This paper addreSSC$ the issue ofenhancing one aspect oC adolescent self. selfefficacy.
Most definitions ofself efficacy refer to an evaluation ofonc's capabilities to perform
acts needed for goal anainmcnL Some common adolescent problems are associated with
selfcfficacy, such as carty scxuallDd risky behaviour. drug usc aM abuse, social
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relationships, futurclCItCtt pluming. time management, stress. depression, and academic
achie.vemenL Selfefficacy's effect on adolescents' cognitioos., cmotioos., and behaviours.
including specific examples ofadolescent high aod low self eme.cy are also discussed.
High self efficacy insulates the ado~cnt &om the neptive effects ofnegative outcomes
(e.g., failure), while low self efficacy makes the adolescent more prone to these negative
effects (e.g., created selfdoubt, reduced effort on wks). Characteristic self efficacy
changes in adolescence (fluctuating though increasing), gmdcr differences (females
generally faring worse), and interVcotion strategies ue outlined. nus paper. intended for
people dealing with adolescents (e.g., parents. teachers. others), highlights sclCcffieaey's
importance in adolescents' selfand well being, and methods to enlwtce adolescent self
efficacy, therc:by increasing well being.
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Abstrad
ntis paper discusses the importance: of anributional style. a self evaluative aspect ofthe
adolescent self. Anributional style is defined. its relationship to people's well being is
highlighted. and a briefbackgrolUld of attribution theories and selected models are
discussed. Changes in anributional style and developmental issues from childhood to
adolescence are also discussed. The effect of attributions on adolescent well being and
common problems arc specifically addressed, as well as how positive anributional style
are beneficial. and negative attributional styles detract from. adolescent well being.
Attribution's differential benefits across gender lines arc also discussed. Finally
interventions to facilitate the development of a positive anributional style, including
attribution retraining! enhancement, are also discussed. This account of adolescent
attributions and interventions will allow people working with adolescents (parents.
educators, even other adolescents) to understand the changes and effects of attributional
style. and use this infonnation to foster adolescent well being.
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Attributions alld tbelr re"tioDI~p to .tD btlDI
One's attributions are an important aspect ofthe self. Attributions can be broadly defined
as "how people reach a decision about whal causes their own and other people's
behaviour" (Antaki, 1982, p. 12). Attributions are fonned by a person's beliefs and
expectancies! schemata, and these expectancies tend to perpetuate his! her attributions in
a ··selfstabilizing system" (Forsterling, 1990, p. 133). Other research has also noled that
people habitually chose certain causal explanations for good or bad events (Peterson &
Seligman, 1984). These authors noted that this habitual way of explaining things was
onc's explanatory or attributionai style, and could be optimistic! positive or pessimisticl
negative. Thus, one important effect of attribution is revealed; ex~tanciesof success
and failure and successfull failed performances (respectively) reinforce and perpetuate
one's expectancies and attributional style.
Attributions and attributional style have important implications for the self. Hart and
Damon (1985) noted that one can accwnulate Wldcrstanding ofone's self and others
through knowledge ofone's attributions. Attributions have also been noted to influence a
person's affect, behaviour, attitudes, cognitions, motivation (Totman, 1982; Weiner,
1984, 1986, 1994), self concept, reactions to others, efforts to improve his! herself,
expectations of future events, anitudes toward others (Kelley &. Michell., 1980), self
esteem, self image (layden, 1982; Weary, 1986; Synder &. Higgins. 1986), states of
learned helplessness (peterson, 1990), and reactions to therapy (Brewin &. Antaki, 1982)
in positive (positive attributiooal style) or negative (negative attributional style) ways.
Other research has stressed the importance of people's attributions in that attributions
"enhance[d) feelings ofcontrol over their environment" (Wortman, 1976, p. 23), which
has been associated with well being (APA Task Force on Health Research, 1976:
Bandura, 1986, 1997; Nicholls, 1990).
Attributions are related to physical and mental health. Peterson & Seligman (1987) found
that negative attributional style was associated with poor physical health; people with
negative attributional styles were more likely to get ill. Dua (1995) noted thai
maladaptive (e.g., negative) attributional style was associated to poor physical health and
low emotionaV mental health, and that increases! decreases in one's maladaptive
attributional style led to corresponding decreases! increases in future physical and
psychological health (respectively). Dua and Plumer (1993) noted that maladaptive
attributional style for negative events was associated with increased incidence of
depression and lower levels of psychological well being. Epstein (1992) noted that
attributional style served a protective function, sueh that a positive attributional style was
more beneficial to one's physical and mental well hemg than a negative attributional
style. Morris, Morris, and Britton (1988) reviewed studies of family members with
disabilities, and found that the carqiver's Degative emotional well being (e.g.,
depression, guilt, self blame, anxiety, coping) was related to his! her negative attributional
style.
Attributions are particularly relevant to adolescent health and well being. A review cfthe
attributional theory and models, and the development of adolescent attributional style
must be discussed in order to fully understand the effect of attributional style on the
adolescents'life.
Wbat is attribution t.eory?
Antaki (1982) noted that the roots of attribution theory began in the t950's with the study
of penon perception; an investigation into people's thoughts about olben. Theorists also
staned to pay more attention to people's causal ascriptions following Heider's (1958)
suggestion that the key to understanding the social and physical world was in discovering
the cause. This led to investigations of internal and external causes ascribed to other's
observed behaviours, the discovery that people with varied levels of self esteem attributed
success and failure in different ways, and the development of new therapies that trained
people to make attributions similar to people with high self esteem (Layden, 1982).
These findings laid the foundations for developing an attribution theory.
Attribution theory is concerned with the process individuals use to assign causes to
events, and the conseqlJCDCCS and reactions of those perceptions (Antaki, 1982;
Martinko, 1995). Tounan (1982. p. 46) described attribution theory as:
A set of distinctions regarding the types of explanations which are typically
offered to explain past actions, and a corresponding set of hypotheses about what
governs which explanation is selected in which situation and what the effect of
selecting one particular type of explanation will be on the person's mood.
behaviour, and attituclcs.
Attribution theory is not one unified theory per se, but"a group of complcmentary, but
Wl1inkcd principles which guide research" (Antaki, 1982, p. 14). Othcr research has
proposed that these principles m related. Zelen (1991) noted that these numerous
attribution theorics and models are tied together by a common phenomenon. the cognitive
ascriptive process. Welncr (1984) explained that attribution theories are driven by the
common guiding principal that individuals' search for Wldcrstanding; they seck to
discover why an event has occurred (the perceived causes of events). Totman (1982)
noted that attribution theory rested on two assumptions: I) that people made attributions,
such as trying to explain actions, and 2) distinctions and generalizations were possible
about the kinds of explanations that were typically contrived, such that ideas used to
explain actions could be categorized..
AttributiOD models
Theories about attributions lcelto many working attribution models. Attribution models
are important both for identifying bow people process information and anive at causal.
judgements of their own! other's behaviour, and how this information processing affects
people's behaviours, feelings. thought processes., and motivation (Bar-Tal, 1982; Brewio
&Antaki, 1982; Weiner, 1984). Sevcralmodclsofattributionexist.eachdifferingin
how people ascribe causes to behaviour. Two important attribution models (which will
later be: noled for their implic8tioDs to .dolescarts) include reformulations ofw learned
helplessness theory within an attrituiooal fiamewotk (e.g., Petcrsoa, 1982; Wury,
1986), and an attributiooal tbeoryofemotion (e.g., Weiner 1984).
"Learned helplessness" was first coined by Seligman and Maier (1967), and referred to
lcarning or perception of indcpendcnce between onc's behaviour and presentation and! or
withdrawal of aversive CVCQts. This learned helplessness theory became a model for the
clinical syndrome depression, in which lUlCootrollable events led to a state ofleamed
helplessness due to an expectation that responses aDd outcomes were independent.
Learned helplessness theory has been recently refonnuJated along attributionallines to
include the role of human cosnitive abilities, aDd bas fOUDd applications in hwnan
behaviour (petcrsoo, 1990). The reformulated theory notes when people encounter
negative events, their causa! eltplmations are along three dimmsiOl15: internal or ex.temal
cause: stable or unstable causc; aDd global or specific causc.~ found thai: the
groups at risk for learned helplessness are those who explain uncontrollable evenu usina
internal, stable, and global causes. For this group, "aeocnJized hclplessocss and
depression will occur, and sclfestecm will decrease" (Peterson, 1982, p. 100).
Researchers have noted that to be at risk for depressogenic atuibutional style, a style
which is antecedent to clinical depression, one must attribute failure to internal, 5Uble,
and global causes, IDd attribute success to unstable, Wlcontrollable, specific (Weary,
1986) and external (Petcrsoo, 1982) causes. Weary (1986, p. 41) noted that people with
depression "blame themselves for ocprive outcomes but do not fully accept credit for
positive outcomes", possibly as a protective selfpraentation strategy ofavoiding future
performance demands. Helplessness and depresslon were expected 10 be circwnscribed
by time and space. and not involve self esteem loss for people who did not have this
depressogenic attribution style (PeteTson, 1982).
Bernard Weiner formulated an attributional theory of motivation which was a model for
achievement motivation and emotion (Weiner, 1984. 1985). Weincr's(l985)theory
OOled thai people determined In outcome's cause to be stable or unstable. This level of
stability led 10 eXpci:tancies ofsuccess or failure that, in tum., caused affective reactions.
These expectaocies and affects were tbco "'presumed to determine actioos" (p. 566).
Weiner's model nOied that the "self' attributed its achievement to causalities (e.g.• ability,
effort. task difficulty, and chance/luck), which fonned the basis of future expectancies of
success and failure. The model proposed that causal explanations for success and failure
could be categorized into various dimensions to dctmninc iftbc attribution was a positive
or negative attributioo forooc's pc:rfonDa:nce. WeiDer a aI. (1971) oriJinally classified
these four attributions inlo two dimensions: locus ofcausality and stability (also called
constancy). although a third dimension was added, responsibility, which included
controllability and intentionality (Weiner, 1984). Other revisions to Weiner's attribution
theory included Abramson, Seligman,:md Teasdale's (1978) addition oC"gIobality",
which emphasized that attribulioos were generalizable lICJ"OSS situltioos; Weiner (1984)
placed globality as part of the stability construct. Locus of causality refers to a
differentiation between the internality and externality ofthe cause; the belief that the
cause resides within or owide ofhiml herself, and can be brought wtder one's control
(Bar·Tal, 1982; Weiner, 1984). Stability refers 10 the degrc:e to whicb the cause is
anticipated to change over time. Stable causes are not expected 10 change over time! are
long lasting, whereas unstable causes could cbanse "overnight" (Antaki. 1982, p. 14) or
fluctuate over time. Responsibility refers to whether one possesscs! does not posscss
freedom of choice for an action or inaction (Weiner, 1994). Controllability is antecedent
to personal responsibility, and refers to a cause under! not under one's volitional control
(Weiner, 1994). Weiner (1984) noted that intentionality was a difficult issue; most ofthe
literature on this model does not deal with intentionality (or responsibility) and focuses on
controllability. Table I outlines three dimensions of causality and provides examples of
specific attributions used to ascribe causes for outcomes! events in people's lives.
Weiner's four attributions explaining success and failure on achievement tasks are
highlighted in Table 2.
Table I
pimensions QfS'"Hli~
Ceneral dimensions Sub-dlllleD.ioDS or
of CIUS.Uty anuaUty
Eumpln or .Pftific Inributioas
Locus ofcausality lntemal
Stability
Controllability
Ext_I
Stable
Unstable
Volitiooal conuol
Ability, effort, personality, mood.
hcaI1h
Task diflkulty. hack. othm'
interfermce. bome conditions
Ability, task difficulty, home
conditions
Luck. effort, mood
Effon, attention, other's help
Non·volitional c:oouol Ability. luck. bcalth. mood
·Sources: Anlaki, 1982; Bar-Til. 1982; Weiner. 1984; 1994; Weineret aI.• 1971
Table 2
Ashjeyement anrjbulions and 'MOCi'rcd c.auyljry.
o;wptipu o(quaUty
MIIiludioJl IdtCU ,(qlUltity Co,,'"o1 StlbjMty CHtmlllbiljty
Ability Intema.l Stablcl cross Not UDder volitional
situtional (global) ,,,,>1,,,1
Effort Intcmal UnstablcJ temporal! Volitional conuol
specific
Task Difficulty Extema1 StableJ cross Not under volitional
situational (global) control
ChanoeiLuck Ex1cmaI Unstablclte:mpora1 Not under volitional
"""""
·Sources: Weiner, 1984; 1994
Weiner (1985, p. 567) expIaiDcd that most oftbe s'4'POrt for his theory of motivation
came from achievement ~lated settings, but proposed that the theory was a "gennal
conceprual framework" with wide ranging applicability. Weiner elaborated that
motivational episodes were initiated from goal anainmentl non-anamment, which led one
to search for a cause which explained this goal attainment! non-attainment. This search
for causes varied. although could be described "acam:ling to the strUCtural properties of
IOClLS, stability, and controUability" (po 568). The author further explained that once the
person's causal attributiOll. was determined., then the impKt 011 the person's expectancies,
affect and action could be determined. Thus, the: theory was applicable beyond
achievement settings.
DevelopmeDt of e.uSlI .ttribUDoU iD adoltsftDCC
Research has found that lIrtributionaJ style influmces one's well being (APA Task Force
on Health Research., 1976; Dua, 1995; Pelttson &: Seligman, 1987; WOrtDwl, 1976). Yet
to facilitate the dc:velopmmt ofadolcsccm's positive aaributiooal style and well being,
one should have a clear tmdcTstInding oftbe genesis ofadolescent attributions. This
understanding comes from exploring characteristic changes in adolescents as they search
for causes of their successes and failures, and increasing one's awareness oflbe
influences on this causal search.
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1. CbiJd-adolesctat tnlUitioD ..d attributio••1mlllt
Children experience mmy cbaDges in the: transition from childhood to adolescence. one
of which is their perceptions ofcausality. Nicbolls (1990) explained that distinctions
between luck and skills. as well as ability and effort, developed in early adolescence (ages
10 to 13). He fwtber noted that ability is w. psychological construct that depends on
social comparison" (p. 33). and Ibat the more complex DOtioo of intelligeoce does DOt
develop until agc 16. Prior to 1doIescencc. children tend to overestimate their self
efficacy and ability (Stipek. 1993) and have inaccurate perceptions ofcausality (Weiner.
1985). which can be maladaptive (Wonman., 1976). As the ability· effort distinction
forms and ability is seen as a capKity, attributioas to ability become increasingly
important (ScbWlk. 1991). while effort attributions become a "less anractivc option than
it was at earlier agcs" (Nicholls. 1990. p. 26). Nicholls noud that effort was a tess
attractive optioo beyond childhood because less trust was placed in effort to raise one's
perfonnance to levels of RIati...C others, and it held fewer connoutions to competence.
When an adolescent believed they would fail, or even ifhe/ she perceived task
completion would take looger thm most peers, he! she was less likely to put effort
forward as bel she bad dooc only I few sbon years ago in chi1dbood. Further, N"teholls
found that this could lead to adolescents' devaluation of incompetent areas, Ivoidance!
withdrawal from these areas., IDd feelings of inc:ompeteDce. This pattern is evident in
sports and schoolwork. NieboUs walt 00 to explaiD thai studeots' withdrawal from
school work could assume more subtle forms, s...::h IS scdting a sense of ICCOmplisbment
II
by joining groups who resist academic attainment pressure, or engaging in ocher activities
in which they feel competent. He also stressed the importance ofadolescents finding
other areas ofcompetence, IS failure to do so rnuItcd in experiencing a stlte "bleaker
than [their} childhood" (p. 27). Thus. adolescence is a key period for promoting positive
attributions, as causal distinctions (c.g., IlJCk venus slrills, ability versus effort) are
developing that reinforce adolescents' subsequent cxpei:tanCies and attributions.
2. Aatt«deatJ atrectiltc a ..1acUcve.nt attrihCioas i. tile dluroo.
School is one ofthc largest ongoing wks ado~tsattempt to master in their lives.
Students assign causes to their mastery or non-mastCT)' ofacademic achievement tasks.
Bar-Tal (1982) noted that prior to assigniDg causes to ODe'S successl failure, certain
conditions existed that affcaed ooc's perception ofsucccssl failure, and in tum, ooe's
achievement related bebaviour. The author DOled that personal disposition and external
information available 10 the person affected students' developing attributional style. and
were used to infer causes of their performances.
2. A) Penonal dispositioa
An adolescent's pc:rson.al disposition can atm:c the development oftbcir atbibutional
style. Bar·Tal (1982) oottd that penooal disposition is composed ofooc's personaJ
tendencies (e.g., need for achievement, selfesteem, and locus ofcoouol), demograpbic
influences (e.g., sex aod socio-ecooomic status diffcmlCCS) and cognitive schema. He
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found that people's need for Kbievcmcm: affects their attributioos. as a high need for
achievement may lead to anributioos ofsuccess to ability and effort, and failure may lead
to attributions or lack ofeffon:. Conversely, a low need for acrnevmtent may lead to
attributions of failure to lack ofability. Selfesteem and locus ofcootrol (LOC) also
affect onc's developing attributiooal style. as low sclfestcem may lead to increased
acceptance of personal responsibility for failure. and an intmtal LOC may lead to
increases in the use ofintemal uuscs to explain successes and failures. Sex differena:s
were noted to affect one's attributiooal style. as females tend to use more negative
attributions than maJes (a finding more fully addressed in the "'Gender Differences"
section of this paper). One's socio-cconomic status (SES) also affects one's attributional
style, as people with low SES tend to attribute failure to stable causes, whereas people
with a higher SES tend to view failures as due to internal. unstable causes. Bar~Tal
(1982) noted that callSll scbcmata, one's concept as to the causes that produced specific
events, were formed from past expcricoce and affcaed bow one develops anributional
style. Markus, Cross., and Woo (1990) explained that ooc's attributional sty1e tould. in
turn, affect OOt'S self schema. Markm et aI. folmd tbat internal and stabie attributions for
onc's performances were occdcd to develop a selfscbeml for thatlbility, whereas
external attributions may lead to non-development ofa self structure concerning that
ability. These findings reveal. that an adolescent's personal disposition affects bow heJ
she ascribes causes to various successes aod failures.
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2. B) E.'eraal ialo........
Bar-Tal (1982) detailed five areas ofextemal. information that helped students infer
causes of their performances: hist her own perfOrmaDCC, other's performance. the
constraints and nature orms! her Khicvement, parent's! other's influence. and the
teacher's influence. He explained that consistency ofonc's perforttW)ce influences the
attributions bel she uses to explain successI wltR; performance that is consistent with
previous and past performances may lead to more stable attributions (e.g., ability, task
difficulty), while inconsistent perf'0I1IWICeS may lead to more lIDSlablc attributions (e.g.,
effon. luck). Others' performance on a task also influences the attributions he! she uses
to explain success! failure. Compu;5OIl ofother's perfonnances as consistent 10 his! her
own may lead to more cxtemaJ attributions (e.g., task difficulty), whereas inconsistent
performance may lead to more internal (e.g.• ability, effort) or specific external (e.g.•
luck) attributions. The nature oftask IIDd task constraints also affects a person's
attributions and achievancnl Bar·Tai further noted that tasks completed with only brief
effort led to attributiOllS oflatk ofcffon iftbc task was failed, or easy tasklluck
attributions ifthc person succeeded on the task. Conversely, ifa person invested a lot of
time into a task, this led to attributions ofbad luck! task difficulty (if failed) or effort (if
successful). Bar-Tal also explained that significant others, such as parents and teachers,
affected one's attributions by implicitly or explicitly providing him! her with causes as to
why ltis! her outcomes were acbiewd. Parents iDflUeDCt their chiklren's achievement
amibutions by implicitly or explicitly oommunic.ting their .aributioas for their
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children's performance to the children (e.g.. through parent rea<:tions). Tcac:hers
influence their students' attributions by directing them to adaptive, positive attributions.
which can affect students' future pc:rfonnances. Bar-Tal went further to explain that
teachers' expectations of a student's perfonnance also affect their students' funue
perfonnance. For example, teachers may communicate their stable ("will do good
work"), unstable -controllable ("can do good work if wants to"), or unstable-
uncontrollable ("unpredictable future perfonnance") expectations ofa student's
perfonnance to the student.
Bar-Tal (1982) explained that other teacher-related attributional antecedents, such as
teacher instructions, behaviours toward students, administered reinforcements. and
references to causality, affected students' causal attributions and achievement behaviour.
He noted that a teacher's instructions highlighting ability or ability and effort as
requirements for successful performance differentially affected groups with low and high
needs to achieve, and predicted effort expendinae and successes. The group with a high
need to achieve did well on tasks when ability and effort were stressed (high abilityl cffon
attribution), and worse when they were led to believe something (e.g., a placebo) would
interfere with their perfonnance; the group with a low need to achieve had an opposite
reaction. Teacher reinforcements, such as competitive reward schedules and verbal
feedback, also affect student's performance on achievement tasks. Competitive reward
schedules increase luck attributions for success and selfderogatory attributions with
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failure (low ability). Mc:yeretal. (1979) fOUDd verbal feedback affected ooc's
attributions. in that praise or DO talCtim OD., task pcTCCivcd as easy led to low ability
attributions. 'Whereas criticism or DCUtnJ reaction on a task perceived to be bard led to
high ability attributions. Bar-Tal (1982) also noted that tcachas' references 10 causality
affected students' causal attributions and achievement bmaviour. This result was
confirmed by Dweck (1975) who showed that references Co effort attributions for failure
can increase a student's adaptive attribution style. Thus, it appears that antecedent
conditions. such as personal dispositions and external infonnation available to the
student, can positively or negatively influence his! her causal perception ofsuccess and
failure and the development ofpositive achievement related behavioUJS.
Tbe importn« orattribtltioulltyle in .cIo&aa1Ic:t
Adolescence is a time of rapid development (Jacobs &: Ganzel, 1993). fluctuating self
concept and self esteem (B~ll. 1992; Nic:bolls, 1990; Rosenbc:Tg, 1979), and
increasingly critical views aCme self(NewtOD, 1995; ~berg, 1985). which may
predispose some adolescenu 10 form. negative self attributions (e.g., failure as due to lack
of ability), and negatively effect his! her well being (Battle. 1987; Deci &. Ryan. 1995.
Mruk., 1995). Adolescents' cognitive development is another cbaractcristic of
adolescence that makes it an important period for anributional style formation. Early
adolescents develop the cognitive capacity to more accurately differentiate between
abilityl effort and skiW luck attributions (Nicholls., 1990). This is important, as
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adolescents can more accurately attribute causality to their success and failures, which
leads to the development ofpositive or negative attributional styles. The adolescent's
early stage ofanributional style development. and the fact that anributions are malleable
(Peterson & Seligman, 198?), may make it easier to retrain these initially developing
negative attributions into more positive and adaptive attributions. Thus. cbaracteristics of
adolescence place adolescents more at risk for negative attributional styles and lower or
fluctuating states ofwell being. yet also make it an opportune time to promote positive
attributional style.
Attributional style also can play an important role in adolescents' lives. Research has
shown that positive attributional style contributes to adolescents' more positive states of
well being(APA Task force on Health Research. 1976; Bandura,. 1986. 1997; Epstein,
1992; Nicholls, 1990), self image (Layden, 1982), and self esteem (Layden, 1982;
Weary, 1986; Synder & Higgins, 1986). Adolescents' heaJth, health behaviours, and
mental health have also been linked to their attributional style and well being. Uzark.
Becker, Dielman, and Rocchini (1989) noted that attributional style was related to obese
children and adolescents' compliance and weight loss within weight control programs.
Kuttner, Delamater, and Santiago (1991) noted that management ofchronic/ long term
medical conditions was also associated with attributional style, and found that diabetic
adolescents with negative attributional style experienced depression and ongoing
problems with metabolic control. Research has also shown that adolescents in negative
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situations (e,g., unemployed) with negative attributional styles suffered lower states of
mental health and psychological weU being (Ostell & Divers. 1988; Winefeild.
Tiggennan. & Smith, 1988).
Attributional style has been linked to common adolescent problems and concerns such as
coping efforts! success (Rosenbaum, 1990; Synder & Higgins, 1986), feelings ofguilt and
self esteem (Weiner, 1984; 1985), depression (Layden. 1982), teacher - pupil interactions
(Bar-Tal, 1982), and academic achicvmtcut (Weiner, 1985). Academic achievement
plays an especially major role in adolescents' planning for their adult life (e.g.• career,
post secondary admissions. scholarship eligibility), and problems in this area could have a
serious negative impact on the adolescent. Therefore, it is important that people dealing
with adolescents know more about attributional style due to its association with
adolescents' problems and influence on their well being
The importance of positive attributional style is aiso highlighted in findings that one's
attributional style reinforces itself (Forsterling, 1990), and as such can have a beneficial
or detrimental effect on many areas ofan adolescent's life. Weiner (1984, p. 25) alluded
to this reinforcing effect when be explained the role ofattributions and expectancies in
one's life:
Ifsuccess (or failure) has been attained and lfthe conditions or causes ofthat
outcome are perceived as remaining unchanged, then success (or failure) will be
anticipated again with a reasonable degree ofcerta.inty. But if the conditions or
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the causes are subject to cblnge. then there is reasonable doubt oftbe repetition of
the previous outcome.
Thus. ifsuccess or failure was perceived as stable. then it would eocotnge more success.'
failure. respectively. Thjs concept is important, as it highlights adolescents' need to
develop positive attributiooal styles to prevent or reverse maladaptive: negative
anributional styles (e.g., expectancies of failure). For example. ifan adolescent attributed
failure at a task (e.g., playing.soccer) to stable internal and uncontrollable causes (e.g.•
one's lack arability), then bel she is more likely to avoid this task. or downplay its
imponance 10 the self. Thus,the adolescent may deny him! hcnelfthe chance to
participate and enjoy various activities. These selflimiting behaviours (e.g., avoidance)
could negatively affect an adolescent's well being, especially if they were to become
routine when DeW or challenging tasks were encountered. Conversely, adolescents with.
positive attributiooal style attributed failure to unstable, extemal and! or controllable
causes (e.g., effort). which promoted more adaptive behaviours (e.g.. seeking assistance,
practising one's soccer skills, trying new expmenees).
Adolescents typically spend. large portion of their day in school. The importance of
one's attributional style within these educational achievement settings bas been noted. as
certain attributional patterns were more adaptive and desirable for educational
achievement (Bar.Tal, 1982). Early studies ohchievement·related learned belplessness
in school children (£)eioer" Dweck, 1978; Dweck & Reppucci, 1973) fOlmd that
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children's responses to negative feedback (e.g., task failure) depended on attributions of
the failure's causc. These studies noted that individuals in the "helpless" group placed
less emphasis on effort as leading to success, attributed failure to his! her ability, and
decreased effort put into the task.. The "'mastery" group attributed failure to lack ofcffon
and mort effort was exerted to solve the task. Weiner (1914) also DOled that certain
attributions affected one's behaviours and cognitions favounbly (e.g.• the adolescent
attributes academic success to ability aDd failure to lack ofeffort) whereas other
attributions wert less favourable (e.g., the adolcsceot attribulcs academic success to
external factors (luck) aDd failure to lack ofability). This mastery orientation to problem
solving, which involves external. unstable, and! or controllable attributions for failure and
intema1. stable, and! or lIDCOOuollabic attributions for success (Bar.Tal. 1982), is more
conducive to educational achievement. This mastery oriattation has beal referred to as
highly motivating and ldaptive (Meece, 1997; Weiner. 1914, ~vely). and has been
associated with many benefits such as children's perception of failure as a challtn~
(Boggiano & Katz., 1991), pcrsisleoce in the filce of failure. increased attempts and
intensity on performed acmcvemtQt tasks (Bar-Tal. 1982). i.ocrusedI p:rpetuated
subsequent expectations for success. perceptions that oepti~e ouaeomes tan be changed
as hel she may be successful on further attempts (Mushinski Fulk &. Montgomery-
Gr)mes, 1994), eahaoced persistcDce toward a goal, and augmented performance
(Weiner, 1984). Bar-Tal (1982. p. 190) explaiocd that. students who attributed success co
external causes and failures to iDtemal, stable, 8DdI or UDCOIItrOUable causes tended to
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display "maladaptive, helpless achievement behaviour", which did not facilitate
educational achievement. Researchers have noted the debiliwing effects of a negative
(e.g., helpless) attriburional style. such as diminjshed effort and subsequent perfonnance
(Boggiano & Katz, 1991), lack of motivation to persist at task. expectancies of failure due
to the cause of the failure being within oneself(Weiner. 1984), perceptions of lack of
control over success and failure (Mushinski Fulk & Montgomery..Qrymes. 1994),
damaged selfworth (Covington & Beery, 1976; Nicholls, 1978), and task avoidance (Bar·
Tal. 1982). Thus, attributional style is relevant to adolescenu' educational achievement.
as positive attributional style is more desirable, adaptive and conducive to achievement.
Individual and social achievement are two other achievement areas important for
adolescence. Weiner (1984) explained that attribution patterns for individual and social
achievement strivings were linked to treatment by others and one's performance. He
further explained that punishment from others led to the perception that social! individual
failure was due to lack ofeffon. and resulted in perfonnaoce increments. Lack of
punishment led to the perception that failure was due to lack ofability/ aptitude and led to
pcrfonnance decrements in social! individual achievement situations. Thus, attribWonal
style is relevant to adolescents' achievement in a broader sense, with positive attributional
style being more conducive to individual and social achievement.
Attributional style is also relevant to depression, a commonly reported emotional state in
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adolescents (Gans. 1990; Westera &. Bennett. 1990). Research has noted specific
attribution patterns in depressed people (peterson. 1982. 1990; S)11dcr &. Higgins. 1986;
Weary, 1986), non.depressed people (Synder &. Higgins, 1986), and attributional styles
preceding decreases in depression (PC'tersoG, Luborsky, &. Seligman, 1983). Depressed
adolescents attribute failure to internal, stable and! or global causes, and attribute success
to Wlstable, Wlcontrollable. specific and external causes for success. The non·depressed
adolescents' attributioaal style includes external. uastable. spetific attributions for failure.
Peterson et al. (1983) noted that adoption ofthis attributional style pre«ded decreases in
depression. Thus, attributional style is an important psychological variable in depression,
and could be used for the identification and treatment ofdepressed adolescents.
Benefits of positive attributioDs
An adolescent's positive anributional style can have OWly beneficial effects on his! her
life. Layden (1982. p. 64) alluded to positive attributional style in her statement that
people would like to believe that "our successes are our own and that our failures are
not". There are positive ways to attribute one's successes and failures on tasks, and more
generally to positive and negative events, experienced in one's life. A positive way to
attribute success in an achievement task is to sec the cause ofone's success as due to
internal, stable, and global causes (Bar-Tal, 1982; Boggiano & Katz, 1991; Jaspars,
Finchham, & Hewstonc, 1983; Markus et at., 1990; Martinko, 1995; Weiner, 1984).
Research has noted that attributions ofsuccess to intemal, stable, and global factors are
beneficial, as the person perceives bel she has the ability to accomplish the tasks (Jaspars
et al.. 1983), forms higher (positive) future expectancies of success and is highly
motivated (Weiner, 1984). raises or maintains a positive perception ofhiml herself
(Layden. 1982), maintains! protects his! her selfesteem (Layden, 1982; Weary, 1986;
Synder & Higgins, 1986). believes be! she can use successful strategies and persistence [0
succeed at tasks (Seifert & Wheeler, 1994). and expresses more positive affect (Martinko.
1995). Markus et al. (1990) found this attributional style beneficial. as successful
performance in a valued area increased the probability ofdeveloping positive self schema
in that domain. Wylie (1989) also noted that positive success attributions were beneficial
due 10 a posilive correlation between ability and effort attributions of success and positive
selfconcept.
Layden (1982) noted that claimiog credit for success, but not for failUR was a common
human behaviour. Researeb has shown that a positive way to assign causes to one's
failures includes the perception that his! her failure is due to e:uemal. t.lDstable (variable).
specific, and controllable causes (FOt'SleI'ling, 1990; Martinko, 1995). This/ai/we
anribution is positive as it enables the person (e.g., adolescent) to believe that the task is
dependent on will and there is "a possibility ofmodifying the outcome in the futw-e"
(Bar-Tal, 1982, p. 179), fosters explanations offailUR as due to the lack ofeffort,
unsuccessful strategy use or lack ofpersistenee (Jaspars et aI., 1983; Seifert & Wheeler,
1994, respectively), fosters beliefs that the outcome may be different the nert time
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(Weiner, 1984), and allows expectations ofeventual success 10 form (e.g.• through effort)
(Bar-Tal. 1982; Weiner, 1984). Attributions of failure to external. varied (unstable)
forces does not negatively effect the person's perceived ability to complete tasks, rather it
encourages persistence towud the goal and increased performance (Weiner, 1984).
facilitates active coping efforts (Rosenbaum. 1990), and leads to higher levels of self
esteem (Synder & Higgins, 1986). Weiner (l984) detailed some examplcsofpeople's
positive attributions of negative eveuts: academic failure would be attributed to bad luck
or lack of effon; social rejection would be due to temporary illness; job failure would be
due to changing sales territories; rape would be attributed to mistaken behaviour;
rejection to publish a scientific paper would be due to choice of reviewers; and criminal
behaviour would be attributed to temporary economic plight. Adolescents are more likely
to display intensity, quality and persistent behaviour in situations. and goal directed
activity with these positive attributions of success and failure.
Maintenance of a positive attributional style allows people to make self serving
attributions. Markus et al. (1990) ooced that self serving attributions were defences
against threats to one's selfstrueture. These authors noted that failure or disappointment
in an area to which one aspires can be made less debilitating in many ways. The failure
could be perceived as "due to external, unstable, and or UDCOntrollable circumstances" (p.
220). Alternatively, ODe can make downward comparisons (comparing bimI berselfwith
others in worse situations), deny or ignore the threat's importance, or engage in
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affirmations ofability in other important domains.
The effect of positive failure attributions is ahemately referred to in the literature as self
serving and excuse making. An individual using external. unstable and specific causes to
explain failure is using "the classic excuse making pattern" (Synder & Higgins, 1986, p.
70). Synder and Higgins explain that excuse making occurs in anticipation of. or after, a
bad outcome for which the person appears responsible. Excuse making allows one to
move the negative personal outcome (an action that falls below one's typical standards)
"from the threatening intcmallocus [ofcausality] to a relatively less threatening external
locus" (p. 57). Thus, the person avoids dispositional attributions for negative outcomes
(a negative attribution) by making the failure less internal. threatening, and central to the
person. For example, the attribution "my failure was my fawt" changed to "my failure
was due to someone! thing else", which is less threatening. The authors further explained
that excuse making enables a pnson to elicit more favourable reactions from others
following a failure! negative outcome. Thus, people tend to explain negative outcomes
with an Wlcontrollable cause (an excuse) as it evokes pity from others, rather than use a
controllable cause that evokes anger from others. S)'lllkr and Higgins went on to
describe two main benefits ofexcuse making. They noted that excuse making allows one
to maintain a positive self image (protect selfeueem) and a personal sense ofcontrol.
Further, they extrapolated long ranae benefits from excuses or excuse-related atnibutional
styles. such as enhanced coping and "consequent relative immwtity to stress" (p. 107).
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Therefore. excuse making, which bas some limited associated negative aspetts, serves a
function of insulating people (e.g., adolescents) from internal attributions of negative
outcomes, and allows people to keep one's "[self] image and sense ofcontrol intact" (p.
109).
Weiner (1984, p. 31) noted that causal dimensions "are quite prevalent in our culture",
and play an important role as it affects our cognitions (created! maintained expectancies),
motivates our behaviour (increased or decreased performance), and influences our
experienced affect. Table 3 presents the results ofa literature review detailing
associations between positive attributions and onc's cognitions, emotions and behaviours.
A briefdefinition ofa positive attribution in<:ludes attributing success to the self, and
failure to external or controllable factors. It should be noted that in some cases, it was not
clear as to the cause and effect relationship between positive attributions and the cited
cognitions. emotions, and behaviours. Regardless, positive attributions seem linked to
positive states of well bcing(APA Task Force on Health Research. 1976; Bandura. 1986,
1997; Epstein, 1992; NicboUs,199O).
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Table 3
Summary oftbC; afrest o{J)Q,itjyc attrjbuejQll$ 00 an indjvidual-
Cognitions E.otiODS Beh.vioun
Increased beliefs that one will Increased or maintained self Increased task
be successful on future tasks .....m persistence
Increased beliefs in one's Increased feelings of Increased academic
competence to accomplish the happiness achievement
task(s)
Increased perceptions of Increased feelings ofself Increased long lasting
one's personal effectiveness satisfaction behaviour change
Increased! enhanced Increased feelings of Increased coping
development of positive self gratitude in response to behaviours
schema received assiSlance
Increased or maintained
positive self perception
Increased beliefs in success as
due to ability and effort,
especially when one has a
high need (or achievement
Increased beliefs in failure as
due to lack ofeffort,
especially when one has a
high need for achievement
Increased feelings of
bopefuloess
Increased feelings of
relaxation following long
term effort
Increased positive feelings
(e.g., proud) following one's
accomplishments
·Sources: Bar·Tal. 1982; Brcwin &, Antaki, 1982; Forstcrling, 1990; Layden, 1982;
Markus etal., 1990; Rosenbaum, 1990; Weiner, Russcll, & Lerman, 1979; Weiner,
1984; 1985, 1990.
Table 3 highlights the fact that adolescents possessing positive attributions (success as
due to gJobal, internal, stable causes, aDd failure as due to specific, external, unstable, and
controllable causes) would be adaptive in their environments, and that this attributional
style contributes to adolescents' well being (e.g., more likely to possess lower levels of
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depression, and higher levels of Idlievaneat. happiness., lad positive selfperception}.
These positive attributions have." insulating effect when 8do~ts face negative
outcomes (e.g., failure), as it prevents tbem. &om making poor ability atttibutions for the
negative outcome, prevents the adol~&om cfwtolJina 00 the failure as they believe
they will succeed the next time. allows him! her CO maintain or increase their self image
and sense of cOQuol over their surroundings, and facilitates coping efforts (Rosenbaum.
1990; Synder & Higgins, 1986; Weiner. 1984). The positive attribWonal style is also
beneficial when the adolescent faces positive outcomes (e.g., success), as this success
breeds more success (reinforces success and success expectancies), increases positive self
perceptions. allows them to claim responsibility for the success, and motivates them to
work hard in the face ofadvenity(Forsterling. 1990; Layden, 1982; Weiner, 1984).
Thus, a positive attributionaJ. style c:an enhance Idolescmts' \WI! being.
Risks ofDecame attrilHlCioU
Martinko (1995) noted that people with optimistic (positive) Ittributiooal styles had more
beneficial cognitions., emotions and behaviours than their pessimistic <nes-tive)
COW'ltcrparts. Thus, negative attributions ofsuccessesl positive OUlcomes and failures!
negative outcomes can seriously affect the adolescenc's well being. Research has shown
that a negative way to anribulc succus in an achievement wk is 10 ascribe successes to
WlStable, external, aDd UDCOIIuolJable causes (Iaspars et aI., 1983; Fosterling, 1990;
Weiner, 1984). This oeptive.uributioDal style leads 10 expecu.tions that success is DOl
2.
likely to reoccur, and docs not motivate students to achieve because the success! positive
outcome is perceived to be caused by others. or variable events beyond their control (e.g.,
good luck, and an easy task).
Failure can also be attributed in a way that is not beneficial. Rcsean:h has shown that
attributing/ailwe on an achievement task to global. stable. internal. and! or
uncontrollable cawes is a negative way to intClpfCt task failure, or a negative attributional
style (Antaki, 1982; Bar-Tal. 1982; Fonterling, 1990; Rosenbaum. 1990). Failure can be
damaging ifcontinually attributed to intemal, stable factors. Research has shown that a
student who internalizes failure consistently perceives that hel she cannot change and
failure is imminent, bas lower motivation to perform with intensity and complete tasks, is
more at risk for helplessness. decreases hisl ber future ex~cies ofsuccess, increases
his! her negative expectancies (8 oegative expectancy shift), and is correlated to negative
selfconcept (Antaki, 1982; Bu-Tal, 1982; Jaspars et al., 1983; Layden 1982;
Rosenbaum. 1990; Wemer, 1984; Wylie, 1989). This internalized failure leads to
negative values and self schema within the domain, and the formation ofnegative views
ofone's abilities, at least in a particular skilll task (Markus et: aI., 1990). Thus, even if
one succeeds at a task, his! her expectations to faillcad him! her to attribute the success to
an WlStablc attribution (e.g., chance) (Fonterling, 1990). Weiner (1984) noled some
examples of people's negative attributions ofnegative events: academic failure would be
attributed to lack ofability; occupltional failure would be due to poor personality; social
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rejection would be due to physical unattractiveness; rape would be attributed to character
faults; failure to publish one's scientific paper would be attributed to unsound research;
and criminal behaviour would be due to some genetic dysfunction. Synder and Higgins
(1986) noted that an individual making these internal. stable and global attributions
would be using the "classic" depressive pattern ofattributions for negative events, thus.
would be more susceptible to depression.
Table 4 provides the results ofa literature review detailing associations between negative
attributions and one's cognitions. emotions and behaviours. Briefly stated. a negative
attribution involves attributing failure to the self, and success to external or
uncontrollable factoTS. It should be noted that in some cases, it was not clear as to the
cause and effect relationship between negative attributions and the cited cognitions,
emotions and behaviours. Regardless, negative attributions seemed linked to lower states
of well being(APA Task Force 00 Health Research, 1976; Bandma, 1986, 1997; Dua.
1995; Dua and Plumer, 1993; Kuttneretal., 1991; Nicholls, 1990; Peterson&
Seligman, 1987; Winefeildet at., 1988).
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Table 4
Summary oftbe affect ofncgriyc anrjhtnjPO$ oo.n jndividual-
Cognitions
Increased beliefs that one will
rail on future tasks
Increased development of
negative self schema around
an attribute
Increased belief that failure is
due to lack ofability,
especially when one has a low
need for achievement
lncreased beliefs that
persisting will not produce
desired results
Increased beliefs that negative
outcomes are caused by
internal factors (e.g., lack of
skills! ability, negative
personality traits)
Increased beliefs that positive
outcomes are caused by
external factors (e.g., luck)
EIDOtieDS
Decreased! negative
affect on self esteem
Increased feelings of
belplessness and
depression
Increased feelings of
resignation
lncreased feelings of
shame
Increased feelings of
hLUniliation
Increased feelings of
anger
Ikbnioun
Decreased perseverance at
tasks
Decreased motivation to
achieve
Decreased coping
behaviours
increased learned
helplessness behaviours
(e.g., giving up)
Increased dysfunctional
behaviour(e.g., insomnia,
neurosis, stuttering)
Dectcased performance
Increased feelings of Decreased levels of
surprise and frustration academic achievement
Increased feelings of
hopelessness
Increased feelings of
pity
Increased feelings of
guik
Increased anxiety
3\
Sources·: Antaki. 1982; Bar-Tal 1982; Jaspan ct aI.• 1983; Layden. 1982; Markus et
aI., 1990;PetersoQ,1982;Rosenblum,1990; Storms & McCaul, 1976; Wciner.1984.
1985,1990; Weiner. Russell. &: Lmnan, 1979; Wortman. 1976; Wylie 1989.
Research has shown that students' attributions affect their achievement related behaviour
(Bar-Tal. 1982). Thus. a student with a negative attributional style would possess more
negative achievement related behaviours (e.g., in Table 4), as the task's results are
perceived to be independent ofeffort. Negative attributional styles are more likely to
develop in adolescents with negative antecedents such as personal disposition (e.g., low
need for achievement. low selfesteem, and low SES), negative perceptions ofexternal
information (e.g., unstable-uncontrollable attributions for success and stable attributions
for failure), who make disparaging selfcomparisons (e.g., adolescent puts forth the same
or more effort than his! her peers, yet only bel she fails the task), and who experience
negative parent and teacher feedback on his! her performance (e.g., failed due to lack of
ability). A prognosis for this adolescent's positive state of well being would be quite low
indeed!
These negative attributions fails to protect the adolescent from the negative effects of
negative outcomes (e.g., failure), as it does DOt motivate the adolescent to succeed, leads
to fatalistic beliefs that bel she cannot control their successes and that failure is imminent,
increases his! her maladaptiveJ nonproductive responses to difficult tasks (e.g.,
depression, anxiety, guilt), makes him! her prme to blame himselt7 herself for failure, and
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breeds despondency (Fosterling, 1990; Jaspars et aI.• 1983; Morris et al.. 1988; Weary.
1986; Weiner. 1984). Thus. the adolescents' negative attributions! style decreases their
states of well being.
It should be noted that negative scbemas can still serve two positive purposes, in that
negative schemas can be used as an impetus to change and overcome an incompetence,
and as an indicator ofself concept change (Markus et aI., 1990).
Gender differences in attribution styles
It appears that males and females have tendencies to form different attributionsl styles
due to external forces such as stereotypes. Stereotypes of male compc:tcnce and female
incompetence are known to influence one's attributions, and can lead to self stereotyping
and further effects on ODC'5achievement and selfconcept (Jaspars et aI., 1983). Research
has shown that sex differences exist in adult's (Deaux, 1976) and children's (Bar·Tal,
1982) attributions ofsucccss and failure. Men tend to attribute task success (e.g.,
anagram tasks) to ability, whereas women tend to attribute failure due to ability and have
lower perfonnance expectations (Dcaux, 1976). Bar-Tal (1982) noted this pattern in
schools as females were more likely to use external attributions for success, and rate their
ability lower than males. He ooted that teachers may be influenced by gender stereotypes,
and that teacher feedback on students' work mayditrer by sex. Girls receive more
positive references to n<minteUectuaI aspectS oftbeir work, fewer positive references to
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inteUecrual aspects oftbeicwork, and are less likely 10 hive references made to lack of
motivation when informed oftask failures thaD boys. This teKber-pupil interaction
pattern leads girls to "plKe less emphasis. . on effort as a cause offailure and IIlOre
(attributions of] failure to ,lack afability" (p. 185). Teacbcrs' inletaaions with boys
differ, with more references 10 effort as the cause of failure and more appeals to their
intellectual work. These different male and female feedb8ck pauems result in more
positive success attributions for males. and more negative failure attributions for females.
Jaspars et aJ. (1983) highligbted the importance oflhis finding. as this negative
attributional style for females helps maintain a low cooc.ept of personal ability (lower self
concept).
Gender differences also exist in adolesccats' perceptioos ofpersonal success and failure.
such as his! her control over their health and body weiBbt. Scott (1997, p. 387-381) stated
that many public education programs give the messaae dw "slim. is good! beatthy and fit
is bad! unhealthy, with • corollary tbIt by means ofexercise and diet. pcop'c control their
body size and general btaJth (and tbIt) excess body weight is. symbol ofpmonal
failure". She found that women used negative .ttributional styles to account for being rat
(personally responsible) IIld trim (not personally responsible). She also folDld that men
used positive attributions of responsibility for trimness, and regarded being fat as "beyond
their capability to infIumce" (p. 388). Tbcsc studies into JCllder differences in
anributiooal style reveal that extemal forces (e.g., sex steICOtypeS) crem a tendency for
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females to possess oeprive attribd.iOD&1 styles (111eut for acDm.ic .chievemcnt and
body sud weight), aDd men may tend form more positive mributiouaJ styles.
Attribution IDtervcatiODS
It has been previously noted th.It the developmeut ofa positive attribU1ional style was an
adaptive, positive way to interpret evcms., wbeteas. ocprive attributional style was
maladaptive, negative intc:tpretatioo ofevents. Knowledge ofbow people interpm and
label their experiences tan be used to r.cilitate developmcPt ofa positive anributiooal
style. Early research found tbM an intema.l stile (e.g., arousal) could be intnpreled
differently (e.g., euphoria or Hau) depending on one's situations and surroundings
(Schachter & Singer, 1962). Thus. attributions of internal states are mediated by one's
surroundings, producing positive (e.g., euphoria) and negative expmtnCcs (e.g.• anger).
This result indicates that the same event! experieoce can be attributed in difftrent ways
and can be altered depending oa the SUI'IOUDdirlpl information available to the person.
Knowledge of bowado~u IIlriburc cause to. suc:casl failUIti can be useful in
getting himJ her to reinterpret their succcssI failure experieocc:s in a positive way through
artributional retraining.
Therapists originally attempted to retrain people's attributions to give people with low
self esteem atuibutioos similar to people with high selfCSleem (Layden., 1982). These
therapists anempted to cbaD&e tbeir clicot's beltef stnx:ture about the cause ofan event
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(layden, 1982) by having them search for internal, stable, and g10baJ causes for good
events and extemaI, unstable and specific: causes for negative outcomes (peterson. 1982).
Attributional retraining can be used as an intervention strategy to cbange adolescents'
maladaptive negative attributions of success and failwe to more adaptive, positive
attributions (e.g., Chapin & Dyck. 1976; Craske, 1988; Dweck, 1975; Fowler & Peterson.
1981). This attributional retraining process involves identifying the task to which the
adolescent negatively attributes success (success as due to unstable, external,
uncontrollable causes) and failure (failure as due 10 global, stable, internal causes). Next,
attributional retraining aims to change the negative success and failure attributions to the
converse;foilure would be attributed to unstable. external, uncontrollable causes, and
success would be due to global, stable, internal causes. Retraining one's success! failure
attributions to positive, adaptive attributional styles opcraCcs 00 the premise that the client
may not have access to important information in their original attribution. and! or that the
person's interpretation of the data is less accurate than the therapist's (Brewin & Antaki.
1982). Thus, successes previously attributed 10 good luck or easy tasks may be
reinterpreted as due to a combinatioo ofability and effort (Layden, 1982). Attribution
retraining has been proven effective in increasing self esteem (Layden. 1982).
maintaining loog term behaviour change (Brewin & Antaki, 1982),tnereasing academic
achievement (Anderson, 1983; Chapin & Dyc:k, 1976; OwC(:k, 1975; Wilson & linville.
1985). and influencing one's attributions regarding specific events (DwC(:k, 1975).
Aveller's study (as cited in Layden, 1982) also noted that attribution retraining can
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influeoce one's attributions efmore general events (e.g., produce a change in helpless
attributions across many situations). Layden (1982, p. 79) highlighted the imponance of
specific and more genml attributiooal c:baDgcs, in that her stltcment that "broad
attributional cbanges will cause broad cognitive changes in the attitude toward the self.
but specific attributional change is necessary for specific behavioural problems".
Forsterling (1990) reviewed a nwnber ofanributional retraining studies, and concluded
that the training influenced a significant amount of behaviours and cognitions in the
expected directions. Therefore, attributional retraining is an effective 1001 to promote the
development of positive, adaptive attributional styles in adolescents.
The following table (Table 5) includes examples of retraining negative attributional styles
to positive attributional styles for success and failure in various adolcS(:cnt situations.
These situations include the adolescent encountering a specific type of mathematics
problem (e.g., division), participating in an endurance nm (the "Canada Fitness Run") in
physical education class, making a date request, and making requests to borrow the family
car. These examples of shifts from negative to positive attributional style illustrate that
positive attributional style can contribute to a more positive state ofadolescent well
being.
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TableS
Samples ofadQlesccnts' shift ftgm nmrjvc tp posjtive attrjhldiQOs Of sues," and f,jI,,"
Situ,tioD Pcrformaace Nfl_dYe attributioa • Positive attributioa -
OD tbe task Rnlllt tlttribld«l to. • • Resldt "0"" tdrrlbuted to . ..
Division Success Luck or easy problem Ability and! or effort
problem
Failure Lack ofability to do Difficult problem or poor
mathematics problems use ofstrategy
Fitness run Success Luck, or others' Practice has improved his!
encouragement her performance. or hel she
is good at running! sports
Failure Personal weakness in Poor wea~. or incorrect
'ports moe,
Date Success Other person's friends Other person believes the
request pressured him! her 10 requester is an interesting.
double date, or hel she attractive. and! or nice
dates everyone penon
Failure Requester was deemed Other person was not hist her
ugly type, or already had plans
Car request Success Parents just want the Adolescent believes that his!
adolescent out oribe her parents view him! her as
bouse, or want him! her a good, responsible driver
to take a sibling out
with himlher
Failure Parents do not trust the Parents need the car. or it is
adolescent out of! has little gas
Another method offacilitating adolescents' positive attributional style is through
structured programs. WeiDer (1984) explained that academic change! enhancement
programs positively influence students' motivation and goal attainment. These programs
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change student's causal perceptioos offailurc from. stable· uocontroUab&e (lack of
ability) to unstable· cootroUatHe causes (lack ofefforl) through feedbecle. to the student.
and this feedback facilitates higher expectanCteS ofsuccess following failures. Markus et
al. (1990) noted that having the penon focus on lack ofeffort as the cause erhis! her
failure positively affected adaptive performance, thus. facilitated a positive attributional
style. Markus el al. further DOted thIt a positive aspect of this focus on effort as a causal
explanation for failure was dw itc:reatcd. sense ofcoaaol in the pmoo (e.g., ... failed
due to lack ofeffort"). This sense of cootJ'Ol iDcreues positive attributions and could
foster beliefs that hel she has more cootrol over time coostraints and stress; two major
concerns noted by Newfoundland adolescents (Westen &. Bennett. 1990). lncreasing
one's sense ofcontrol and positive attributions are especially beneficial for people who
anticipate imponant future events with bopc:lcssness (Markus et al, 1990). These
researchers noted a second positive aspect ofattribuliDg one's failures to lack ofeffort,
which is success may result &om increased effort and that failure is DOl due co lack of
ability. Research qualifies this finding, in thallttributing success to 0IIiy effort con have
a negative affect because it is less reinfon:ing than ability anributiolls (Markus et aI.,
1990; Nicholls, 1990). Markus et aI. explained thai this problem an be offset by
introducing success as due to ability (e.g., "J have Ihe abililyto do it") after lite initial
growth in the etlon • SlJCcess belief. The expectancy of success from increased effon, in
tum, positively influences motivatiooal lndcxes (e.g., eobaDced goal directed behaviour,
persisteoce, intensity, quality ofwork). Therefore, Idolc:scems with positive, masICry
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oriented attributional styles would expect success, be more likely to have IUgher academic
achievement (as hel she attributed success and failure in adaptive ways), persist in the
face of failure, and bave a sense ofc:ontrol over events in their lives. Conversely.
adolescents with maladaptive achievement behaviow' would expect failure. avoid
achievement tasks, give up in the r.ce of failure, display less intensity on achievement
tasks. and believe they have less cootrol over events in their lives.
Other structured courses. such as the curriculum ofNcwfoundland,'s Grade Nine
Adolescence course (Casey, 1991). may facilitate positive attributional styles and well
being. This course provides adolescents with the oppommity to discuss and practice
various decision making. coping, and selfCOQnol skills (e.g., assertive behaviour. stress
reduction, effective communication, use ofdecision making models). Newton (1995)
reponed that an ongoing theme in adolescent therapy was helping adolescents move from
an cl(tcmal-focus style ofdecisioo making and coping (8 ocgative anributional style) to an
internal, self-initiated focus for coping and problem solving (a positive Ittributional
style). This intemal coanitive styie ofcoping bas been referred to IS a ..bealtby .dult
coping [seyler and was "based on taking responsibility for oneselfand ooc's problems"
(p. 69). Ortman (1988) showed that adolescents who feh they had some control over their
lives, were able to make cboices, and took responsibility for their own behaviour
experienced more satisfactica with their lives. Rosenbaum (1990) fOUDd that a related
variable. "learned resourcefulness" or leamed self-cootrol skills, also infIueac:ed people's
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causal attributions. The author furtber explained thai highly resourceful people attribute
successful outcomes to their 0WIl efforts even on tasks in wlUcb the outcome was
independent oflhe penon's effons (iDtemallttribution of success). Therefore.
adolescents identified as having poor decision making. toping. and self control skills
could complete strUCtwed courses to facilitate the development oftbese skills, positive
attributional styles and adolescent well being (e.g., increased feelings ofcontrol and
satisfaction in their lives).
Educational and classroom structures have also been noted to affect students' attributions
and learning (Schwtk. 1991). Schunk noted thai competition for grades and other rewards
heightened students' ability comparisons. There: is a beneficial effect of success being
attributed to ability, but negative attributiorlS of failure to ability also form and lead to
ego-involved motivational states (e.g., "Am I smart?"'). The _labor cncowaged the usc of
a cooperative classroom structure, as ability differeoccs within this suucture wue
minimi.zed and achievement was enhanced bycffon: attributions (e.g., "Am I trying hard
enough?).
Depression is a commonly reported state in adolescence (Westen & 8enDctt. 1990) that
is correlated with anributiooal style (Synder & Higgins, 1986). Synder and Higgins noted
a correlation of oon-depresscd peoples' positive attributions of failure (10 cxtcmal.
unstable. specific causes), as opposed to depressed people's oeptive pattern of inttmal.
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stable, global failure attributions. Peterson et al. (1983) proposed that the external.
unstable. specific failure attributions prcccdcd a decrease in depression. Thus. by
encouraging the development oftbe adaptive cxtcmal. unstable. and specific causes for
failure, depression could be reducedl prevented. Atbibutional refonnulations afthe
leamed helplessness theory bave produced therapeutic approaches to reduce depression.
helplessness. and selfesteem loss: personal control training, attribution therapy.
behaviour modification. and cognitive therapy (Peterson, 1982). Peterson's review ofthe
literature noted that personal control training and attribution therapy were two approaches
that may change one's depression and helpless behaviour. Personal control training
involves changing people's expectations from uncontrollable to controllable expectations
about events. The author noled that changing a person's depressive amibutions (e.g.•
lUlcontrollable failure) positively affected his! her expectations. Thus. an adolescent
would have higher expectations that positive events! success would happen to them,
rather than negative events! failure. Attribution therapy involved moving peoplc's
specific and habitual attributions ''from internal, stablc, and global causes for bad cvents"
and ex.ternal wtstable and specific causes for good events (negative causal attributions) to
the convcrse, and could involve 'ialking therapy" or "in vivo experiences" (ex.ploration of
one's habitual attributions and positive success! failure attributions) (p. 103). In the same
article, Peterson noted that behaviour modification (encouraging certain acceptable
behaviours with the intent of internalizing the behaviour and l.IlOO'lying belief) and
cognitive therapy (changing one's beliefs! belief sttueture) fit under the reformulated
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learned helplessness theory. He noted that behaviour modification and cognitive therapy
have a common assumption that abnormal behaviour can be understood from the client's
thoughts! cognitions and beliefs. Peterson elaborated that due to this common
asswnption, therapy should focus on changing the client's cognitions and beliefs through
his! her belief system. Due to an interconnectedness between beliefs. a therapist could
change a person's attributions by adding other beliefs. The effect would cast the client's
previous beliefs in a new light. For example, a depressed penon's internal. stable. and
global attributions for failure could be re-casted within a Christian perspective. This
Christian perspective entails seeing "internal, stable, global causes (fOf failure] (e.g.,
sinfulness)" in a different context (e.g., God's forgiveness of sins), thereby reducing the
negative effects of the person's depressed attribution styles (peterson, 1982. p. )07). The
addition of these new strands to the person's web ofbl:liefs "changes the entire fabric" of
his! her belief system (p. 110). Thus, adolescent depression caD be addressed by
increasing adolescent's positive eXp«tancies, and casting his! her depressive attributions
into less depressive and more positive anributional styles, which affects the adolescent's
cognitions and behaviours and facilitates a more positive state of well being.
Research has fOWld attributions ofsuccess and failure differ between people with low and
high self concept. Hattie (1992, p. 193) stated that "high [self] concept persons attribute
success to positive internal factors, whereas low selfconcept peJSOIlS attribute success to
negative external factors". Craske (1988) also noted that low self concept predisposed
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failure attributions to Jack ofability, whicb in tum mediated reduced pnsistence and
anairunent levels. Craskc went further to note that one's sclfconcept (low or high)
maintains itself. The implication is that the low selfconcept cycle must be broken to
enhance a positive self concept and its associated positive anributional style.
Adolescence may be an opportune time to break this cycle, as early adolescents art
developing the cognitive ability to more clearly differentiate success and failure
attributions between ability and effort, and skills and luck (Nicholls, 1990). More
positive attributional styles (intema1, stable and global causes for success, and external,
unstable (variable), specific. and controllable causes for failure) can be facilitated though
exploring information and thoughts onc has about oneself. The Shavelson. Hubner, and
Stanton (1976) self concept model explained that there were many domains and sub-
domains to one's self concept, though most correlated to the main domains ofacademic
and non-academic self concept. For example, if the adolescent was experiencing low
levels of"peer self concept" (a sub domain of non-academicl social self concept), then
infonnation about relationships and successful interactions with peers could lead to
internal, stable, and global attributions (e.g., the adolescent's self pen;:eption that hel she
is a worthy, valued friend), while perceived slights from peers would be re-ftamed to
become external, specific and lmCOntrollable (e.g., the peers were in a huny,just fooling
around, in a bad mood, etc.). This shift from negative to positive attributions could also
be applied to adolescents' poor academic selfconcept, as seen from the SbavelsoD model
(Byrne & Gavin, 1996) and the Marsh! Sbavelson model (Marsh, 1990) ofacademic self
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concept. The adolescent's english self concept could be increased by cbanging his! her
attributions so that bel she believes that increased effort increases his! her academic
success (a positive intcmal attribution for success) and that failures may be due 10 lack of
effort, poor strategy use, or task difficulty (a positive ex:temaJ attribution for failure).
Therefore, providing an adolescent with alternate positive explanations for his! her
success! failure enables them to stop his! her predispositions to negatively anribute
success and failure, break the cycle maintaining one's low selfconcept. and facilitates the
development of the adolescent's positive self concept.
Conclusion
A person's thoughts determine his! her emotions, which then guide one's behaviour. This
outcome is then assigned (attributed) to a cause. People habitually assign causes to their
success and failures, and this attributional style can be positive or negative. A positive
attributional style consists ofattributing success to intcmal, global, and stable causes, and
attributing failure to external. unstable! variable, specific, and controllable causes.
Positive attributional style influences the sclrs cognitions, emotions and behaviours in
positive! adaptive ways, and is associated with higher states ofwell being. This style
insulates the adolescent from damaging and negative attributions ofevents to the self. A
negative attributional style consists ofattributing success to unstable, external,
uncontrollable causes, and attributing failure to global, stable. intcmal, and uncontrollable
causes. Negative attributions affect the self's cognitions, emotions. behaviours in
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maladaptive and negative ways. This style makes the Idoacmt prone to negative and
damaging attributions of events to the self. aDd neptively affee:u well being. Negative
attributions are associated with many adolescent coocmu and problems. such as
depression. feelings ofbclplts5llCS5. low selfesteem. iow levels ofacadmUc:
achievement, ineffectual coping, and unbcaItby behaviours. The adolescents' attribution
style reinforces and pctpetuItes itself, thus. aegative attributional styles will require:
intervention strategies (0 retrain the negative attributional style into a more: positive style.
lntervention strategies such as attribution retraining, therapy (e.g., personal control
training, attribution training, bcllaviour management, cognitive therapy), structured
courses, and educational struct\IreSI systems can change adolescents' negative
attributions. This paper highlights the importance of .ttributionat style and is intended
for people dealing with adoJesccols (e.g., parents, teaebers. counsellors. adolescents). who
can use these methods to faciliWt the growth ofadolescents' positive attribulional style
development, effectively retrain negative attributiooal styles, and promote adolescent well
being.
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Introd.ction
Adolescence is a period between ages 12 and 19 clwacterized by rapid, physical,
cognitive, affective, and social development (Jacobs &: Ganzel, 1993). Western culture's
concept ofadolescence is a relatively new coocept, whicb has iu roots in the Victorian
Era. This COflcqJtua.l shift brought with it DeWchal~ for the adolcsccnL such as self
determination ofone's identity, values, mel adult life (e.g.. school and career plans)
(Bawneister &: Tice, 1986). These authors noted that adolescence became an extended
period of time to fonn one's adult "sclf'. Modem day adolescence is popularly believed
to be a time ofstonn and stress, but may more accurately be portrayed as a problematic
time, punctuated with periods of instability within. context of constant change (Dusek &:
Flaherty, 1981). Thus, adolescence is a time ofexperimcing cbanp in the self.
This paper discusses three aspects of self; self esteem (feelings of sclfworth), self
efficacy (evaluations ofone's capabilities to pc:rfonn acts and anain. goal), and
attributional style (betters as to the cause of succt:S5ful or failed oucaxnes). ~If esteem
and self efficacy cbaractcristicaJly fluctuate, tbougb gradually inc:reasc, during
adolescence (BreakweU, 1992; Newton, 1995; Rosenberg. 1919). CbanKteristic
adolescent changes, sucb as cognitive development (Nicholls, 1990) and increasingly
critical views ofthe sclf(NewtOD., 1995; Roseobcr&. 1985)., may predispose the
adolescent to form. oegative attributional style (e.g., helpless cognitions, emotioos, and
behaviour). Thus, adolcsccncc is an opportuDe time for efforts to dew:lop sclfesteem,
self efficacy, and positive attributional style.
The ",Ie of self alHlD, self eflkacy ..d attribalioaal .lyIe i••doI""_1 well beiDC
Adolescents' selfevaluatioos of worth. competence, and causal thinking have positive
and negative effects on their well being. Positive or high levels ofself esteem, self
efficacy, and atbibutiona.l style cootribule to the adolescalts' Slate ofpbysical and
emotional well being. RescaR:h bas shown there is a relmiooship between high self
esteem and well being (Battle, 1987, 1990; Benz.et, Adams, &. Steinhardt. 1997; Oed &.
Ryan, 1995; Dietman, Shope, BUlCbart, Campaoellie, &'Caspar, 1989; Giblin. Poland, &:
Sachs, 1986, 1987; Harter. 199Oa; Kissiar &. Hagedorn, 1979; Mruk ,1995: Rosenberg,
Schooler. Schoenbac:h, &. Rosenberg, 1995; Toms. Femaodez, &. Maceira, 1995;
Vingilis, Wade, &. Adlaf, 1998; Wilson &: Peauska, 1982; Zimmerman, Copeland,
Shope, &. Dielman, 1997). Deci aDd Ryan (1995, p. 31) found 1baI selfesteem was
"central in a broad netWork ofconstructs associaled 10 motivation. performance, and well
being". Kissiar and Hagedorn (1979) noted that adolescm1 self esteem bad a sIrong
influence on all aspects of the adolescent's life. Other research has fOWKI that positive
self esteem was critical dwing adolescence due to a significant correlation to adolescents'
general health (e.g., mental health, persona.I health, social aspects ofhcahh, nuaition and
safety) and the formalioo of"favourable health behaviour" (Tones et al., p. 410).
Zimrnennan et at. (1997) folmd thai adolcsunts with moderate to high self esteem bad
developmentally hcahhier behaviours aDd beliefs (e.g.• less susccplibUity to peer pressure,
alcohol use! misuse, and IOlet'IDCC ofdevimt behaviours). Other research has found that
adolescents' perceptions of physical beaItb were linked to their emotiooal well being and
self esteem (Vingilis et aI., 1998). Negative relationships with low selfestmn and
adolescent pbysical aod mental well being are also noccd in the literature. including
missed pregnancy visits (Giblin, Poland, k s.cbs, 1916. 1987), increased
psychopathology (e.g., depression, anxiety) (Shek, 1998), and participation in risky,
health endangering behaviolll'$, such as substance use and WeiDg social risks (e.g.,
dropping out ofschool) (Rouse, Ingersoll, k Orr. 1998), IDd traffic ciwionslaccideots
(Smith &. Heckert. 1998). Therefore. high selfesteem has a positive relationship, and low
selfesteem has a negative relationship, to adolescent well being.
An adolescent's level of self effica<:y influences hislber state of well being. Selfefficacy
has been noted as. conuibutor to one's physical, psycbologieaJ. and psychosocial well
being (Bandura, 1986, 1990, 1997; Nicholls, 1990), psycbologieaJ bealth (Allgood &.
Stockard, 1992), social competence and mental health (Connolly, 1989) and psychosocial
functioning (Bmchua, 1986). Nicholls (1990) found that low self efficacy had negative
effects on hislber emotional well being. Phillips and Zimmerman (1990, p. 41) noced that
self efficacy and competence to achieve valued. goals Iud been "implicated repeatedly as
essential to healthy development". was associated with better adjustment ttvoughout the
lifespan, and mediated a wide range ofadaptive behaviours. Honig (I99S) fouod thai: an
adolescent's high self efficacy allowed himlher to maintain. higher perceived bealth
starns following exposure to vio&encc:. <>tbn rescardl bas fOWld thai adolescents' high
self efficacy beliefs led to adoptioo ofbcaltb promoting behavioW'5, sucb as quining
smoking and safer sex practices (e.g., condom use){8ame:tt.. 1989). O' Leuy(1992}
found that higher levels ofself effiac:y wnc related to healthier physiological responses
to stresS (e.g., reduced activatioo ofsympatbctic ad:rmomedullary. hypothalamic pituitary
adrenocortical. and immune systems). Selfefficacy is also relaled to lower states of well
being. as it promotes severe psychological dysfunctions (e.g.. frequent distressing
thoughts, exussive worrying about calamities), and high levels ofstress and depression
(Bandura. 1986, 1991). These research results support the claim thai sclfefficacy has a
relationship to adolescent well being, such thai higher/lowu levels ofself efficacy may
lead to higher/lower states of physical and psychological well being, respectively
Research has DOted that Ittributional style is aJso related to aspects of well beini.
Peterson & Seligman (1981) fouod that Dqltivc attributioDal style was associated with
poor physical health, such as iDcrused susceptibility to illness. Dua aDd Plumer (1993)
noted a relationship between negative attributions of negative events, depression, and
dec=sed P'Y'boIOlica1 weU being. Dua lain found thot negative__ style hod
a positive correlation with negative affcetlcmotions, and a negative correlation with
"retrospective [e.g.. previous] and prospective [e.g., future] physical and psychological
health" (Dua, 1995, p. 513). Morris, Morris, and Britton (1988) aod WiDefeiki,
Tiggennan, and Smith (1988) also DOted this negative correlation between nep.tivc
attribo..rtional style and emotiooaI well being (e.g.. deprusion, guilt, selfblame. anxiety.
coping); the higher the negative attributiooal style. the lower one's emotional well being.
Other research has found that a positive attributional style serves a protective function.
and is beneficial to one's physical and mental well being (Epstein, 1992). Attributions
also -enhance feelings ofcontrol over their enviJ'Ooment" (Wortman. 1976. p. 23), which
has been associated with positive states ofweU being (APA Task Force on HeaJth
Research, 1976; Bandwa, 1986. 1997; Nicholls. 1990). Thus, a relationship exists
between attributional style and adolescent well being: positive attributional style may lead
to higher states of physical and psytbological well being, wb:reas a negative attributional
style may predispose adolescents to lower stites of well being.
The literature noces that high selfesteem (Kissiar & Hagedorn. 1979; Pope, McHayle. &.
Craighead, 1988; Rosenberg, 1979). high self efficacy (Bandura (1982, 1986; Schunk
1984, 1985), and positive attributional style (MarIcus, Cross, k Wurf. 1990; Rosenbawn.
1990: Synder k Higgins. 1986; WeiDer. 1984) serve a protective function in the self, such
that they insulate the adolescent from the negativt effects of negative outcomes. For
example. Allen basjust failed a rutbematics test. Allen's selfefficacy defends the self
such that be is aware of the failure. but would not be negatively affected by it (e.g., be
would not start to doubt bislbcr competency in mathematics). His positive attributional
style would attribute the failure 10 an extema.I, unstIble. specific cause (e.g., lack of
effort, a difficult test)aod ward off the negative effects ofintemal. attributioos (e.g., lack
ofability) which could lead AUco to stop trying bard on tests., or drop out ofschool. His
positive selfesteem would prevem. him. from perceiving bis failure as a nwiter ofhis
worthlessness, and thinking that his teacber will no longer value him. Allen would still
see himself as a person oCworth. Now coasideT Betty, who bas low selfestmn. low self
efficacy and negative .ttributioual style, and bas also failed the mathematics test. She
may perceive the failure as not being smart (negative attribution), that she is not good in
mathematics (feels inefficacious), and that she is DOt worthyenougb. to be friends with her
mathematics classmates (low sense of worth in which her worth was contingent on beT
mathematics perfonnance). Thus, these aspects of self can insulate, or make the
adolescent more prone to, the negative effects ofnegative outcomes. This insulating
quality ofselfesteem, selfefficacy, and positive anributiooal style contributes to the
adolescents' well being.
Tbe role ofself tst-., self efIkacy IDd anrilMlo.al style i. Mlolaftat probInas
Low levels ofsclfesteem and self efficacy, and negative attributional style seem to
conuibute to adolesceot's problems and concerns. Research has shown thai ado~1S'
lower levels ofacademic achievemcnl, ineffective coping efforts, and depression were
associated with low levels ofself esteem (Battle, 19&0, 1981a; Brookover & Thomas,
1964; Hanie, 1992; Yaniw, 1983). poor selfefficacy (Bmdura, 1986; 8aroett, 1989;
Multon, Brown &. Lent, 1991; Pajares, 1996; Schunk, 1984), and oegative Ittriburiooal
style (Oua &. Plumer, 1993; Layden, 1982; Rosenbaum, 1990; Synder &. Higgins, 1986;
Weiner, 1985).
Self esteem plays a role in other 8do1escent probtems. Research has shown that low self
esteem is associated with adolescents' increased peer confonnity and lower satisfaction
with personal appearance (Kissiar & Hagedorn, 1979), low rates: ofsocial acceptance
(Harter, 1990), poor motivation (Battle, 1987; Rosenberg, 1979), anxiety (Battle, 1987a.
1988), earlierf risky behaviOIU1 such as sexual behaviour, suicide, and drug and alcohol
use! abuse (Irwin & Scbafer,1992; Skager& Kerst, 1989; Uribe & Ostrov, 1989,
respectively), and concern with one's competmcies and deficiencies (Rosenberg, 1986).
This research sbows that low selfesteem is linked to adolescents' problems and negative
adolescent experiences (e.g., decreased motivation, increucd anxiety), whicb have a
negative affect on adolescent well being.
Selfefficacy is also associated with common adolescent CoocmlS aDd problems. MlaCh
research bas shown that low persooaJ cootrol efficacy is associated with involvement in
earlyf risky behaviours, such as smoking, drug use, and sex (Allen, Leadbeater, &. Aba,
1990; Bandwa, 19n, 1997; Bascn-Engquist & P~I, 1992; Jemmott. Jemmott. & Fong,
1992a; Jemmott. Jemmott. Spears. Hewitt. & Cnaz-Collins, I992b. O'leary, 1992;
Walter et ai, 1993). Low selfefficacy is especially problematic in female adolescents, as
it is linked to increases in likelihood of forced sexual activityf date rape (Walsh &
Foshee, 1998). Researc.b bas fotmd that a desire to main selfregu1atofyefficacy (e.g.,
time management) is • CCXDIDOO coocem Ml adolescence (Westen" 8enDett. 1990).
Bandura (1997) noted that an adolescent', low selfefficacy in hislhttpmonal
competencies led to high emoti.ooa1 arousal, excessive preocc:upation with personal
deficiencies, and overestimation ofpotential difficulties. Low self efficacy and
adolescent concerns about others' opinions and impression malcing are associated with
adolesc:ents' avoidance ofvanous situations (BaDdura, 1982b; Marsh.. 1993). Bandura
(1986, p. 430) also noted that low/high selfefficacy was linked 10 positive! negative
slates of "social bebaviom, copiDa; btha'iioW', stress reactions, physiologicaJ arousal.
depression, pain tolerance, physical stamina, beba'liOW'll self regulation. selfmotivation.
achievement strivings, athletic anainments, and carttr choice and development". Allen.
Leadbeater, and Aber (1990) also found that low selfefficacy was related to the
adolesc:ent and adult's failures in drug tre8ttnent programs. Other resear<:b bas shown
that low selfefficac:y is related to adoltseeDlS' low partic:ipllioo in leisure time exercise
acti'lities and Jess bea1tby eatiD& habits (Rabinowitz, Melamed, Wtinsbel'g. Tal. &.
Ribaket, 1993), which impal:ts 00 their growth (Cusatis &. Slwmon, 1996). These
resear<:b results support the position that low selfefficacy is related to common
adolesc:ents' problems and coocems. and that this aspect of self negatively impacts on
adolescents' well being.
Attributional style also plays a role in adolescents' problems. Weiner (1984, 1985) found
that adolescents usually experieoced guih wbeD negative consequences were ascribed 10
personally controllable causes (e.,., failure due to laclc ofeffon). He also noted that
negative outcomes attributed to stable factors resulted in adolescents' feelinp of
hopelessness and resignation (Weiner, 1984). Bar-Tal (1982) found that negative
teacher- student interactions promoted the development of negative attributions and poor
achievement behaviour in students (e.g., success due to external causes, and failure due to
uncontrollable causes). Negative attrituional style is also related to obese adolescents·
lower rates ofcornptianc;e and weight loss within weight control programs (Uzark,
Becker, Dielman, &. Roccbini. 1989), and unsuccessful management ofcbronicllong
tenn medical conditions (KUltDer, Delamater, &. Santiago, 1991). These rescan:h results
suppon the position that negative attributional style is related to some common
adolescents' problems and concerns, and negatively impacts on adolescents' well beinS.
Interveations e.baatt MIl alMa, Mil ellie:Ky aDd positive attrlbtltio••1sryie
Relationships exist between self esteem. selfefficacy, attributiooa1 style and common
adolescent problems and weU being. These relationships ltigblisbt that higbl positive
levels ofself esteem, self efficacy, Ittriburiooal style are preferred, adaptive states within
the self (Haner, 1990; Bandura, 1986; Oua, 1995, respectively). Thus, people dealing
with adolescents should strive to promote bigbl more positive levels ofthesc:
psychological variables and develop adaptable adolescents.
Interventions are effective in changing adolescents' low self esteem. Researc:b bas shown
10
that strategies targeting general, puent-related. social, penooaI, IOd academic facets of
self esteem are effective in eDhaDcing 1Idoh:smus' (aod ocbtT age poups) self esteem
(Banle. 1990. 1991). These stmegjn enbaDce adolescent selfesteem by developing
positive interactions between the adolescent aDd significant others (e.g., teachers.
parents), exposing the adolescent to sUC«SS experiences (success at important tasks),
encouraging the adolcsunt's attempts at a wk and use unconditiooal positive self regard.
encouraging mutual respect, using problem resolution programs, psychotherapyl
cOWlseliing (individual or grouP), and various sorts of programming (e.g.• physical
training, assertiveness sessioos).
Self efficacy can also incruse through intttvention stmtJies. Self efficacy intttvention
programs should follow guidelines for sttueturing personal change programs as outlined
by Bandw-a (1997) such as focusing 00 familiar aspects! subskills ofnew situations.,
codeveloping skills, self reauJatory skills, findina commonalities across diverse: activities.
and restnlCtUring efficacy beliefs. Other researchers DOte thIt selfefficacy programs
should also focus on pl'lCtisina aDd acquiring behaviours., "reframing" failures. learning
to lolcrate disturbing emotions and (:hanges in the self. aDd coping with situations
(Wexler. 1991). Bandura (1982. 1982b. 1990) and Schunk (1984) have noted that the
four principals of self efficacy development (direct experience, vicarious experience,
verbal persuasion, and physiological responses) could also be used to develop more
efficacious beliefs.
II
Negative attributional style can change to a more positive attributional style through
attributional retraining. Suppon for attributional retraining can be foWld in the literature
(e.g.• Layden, 1982; Peterson, 1982; Weiner, 1984; SchW\k, 1991). Layden (1982) noted
that there is a retraining process one must go though in order to retrain a negative
attributiona! style to a positive attributional style. lbis retraining process involves
identifying the task in which the person (c.g., adolescent) negatively attributes success
(success as due to unstable. external. uncontrollable causes) and failure (failure as due to
global, stable, internal causes), and changing the negative success and failure attributions
to the converse. Thus. failure would be attributed to unstable. external, uncontrollable
causes, and success would be due to global, stable, internal causes. Research has shown
that negative attributional style can be retrained through sttue:tured programs (Weiner.
1984), educational and classroom structures (Schunk. 1991), and various therapy styles
such as personal control training, attribution therapy, behaviour modification, and
cognitive therapy (peterson, 1982).
This research into intervention stJategics for self esteem, selfefficacy, and attributional
style reaftirms the notion that low/negative levels of these variables are maladaptive,
innately dissatisfying and non-pleasurable (Rosenberg, 1979), are associated with many
adolescent problems, and lower states ofadolescent ~U being. 1bis researcb sbows that
adolescents' low selfesteem and selfefficacy, and negative attributiooal style can be
enhanced or retrained to levels associated with higher states of well being.
12
Summary
High self esteem, self efficacy and positive attributional style influcnc:e adolescents' well
being and insulates them from the negative effects of negative outcomes. This paper
provides important information for people dealing with adolescents (e.g., parents,
educators) to increase their awareness as to how these variables affect the adolescent's
life. This information is presented such that these parents and educators (and other
adolescents) may realize the important rolc they play in enhancing adolescents' self
esteem, self efficacy and positive anributiooal style. Through these intervention
strategies, parents and educators can provide an environment. sbape positive interactions.
and use specific programming which is conducive to developing selfesteem, selfefficacy
and positive attributions, and adolescent well being.
13
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